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Paints and Their Environmental Impacts on Human Health in
the U.A.E
ABSTRACT
This thesis records the findings of a research program related to "Paints and Their
Environmental I mpacts on Human Health in the U . A.E". The study recommends attempt to find
out what paint types are of a less harmful influence on human health within different building
types in United Arab E mirates due to environmental conditions.
According to Larry W. Canter (1997) "Environmental I mpact Assessment" can be
defined as "the systematic i denti fication and evaluation of the potential impact (effects) of
proposed projects, plans, programs, or legislative actions relative to the physical- chemical,
biological, cultural, and socioeconomic components of the total environment.

The primary

purpose of the E I A process is to encourage the consideration of the environment in planning and
deci sion making and to ultimately arrive at actions which are more environmentally compatible."
It is believed that fi nishi ng materials have had a very harmful impact on human health.
For this reason this belief was chosen to become an aim of our thesis study. The Research study
has attempted to identi fy main types of used finishing paints, their impacts on various building
types and users. For this purpose two types of bui ldings were chosen, on which the study was to
be applied: Educational Bu i ldings and Low Cost Housing.
The comprehensive review of l iterature focuses upon vanous diseases and systems
apparent on building users before and after paint application is carried out in any given space or
building in the Emirate of Abu Dhab i .

But in order to make the research more effective, a

concentrated study was done on t hree particular chosen cities which are of the most populations:
Abu D habi, B aniyas and Shahama.
On the basis of the research analysis of both experimental, field works, as well as
l iterature analysis; the study concludes that there is a misunderstanding in the community that
water base paints are of less harm to human health in the United Arab E mirates; as is bel ieved
and proven in international studies. So this study started out with the aim of proving this theory;
but a quite astonishing and unexpected result was achieved instead. It is important to put i nto
prescription t hat No previous studies in the U . A . E or any other Arab country region have been
done in this field therefore information was quite scarce and based on theory and mouth talk.
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To imply the results of this analytic research into the community and especially into
buildings constructed under the regulations of government departments such as the works
department in Abu Dhabi, the following is mostly recommended :
1 . Different paint types are required for different building types of buildings with relation to
the city of 1ocation and environmental factors that are advised to be considered.
2.

It has been noticed from study results that paint materials are not the only factor playing a
role in effecting human health and comfort of internal spaces. There are other factors
effecting the hazardous health symptoms and diseases that appear on users in different
building types such as: users suffering of them even before a paint job is done, pollution,
cli mate, population, environment of space, temperature, humidity ventilation and many
other factors as well.

3.

In case of educational buildings it was found from user response analysis that it is most
advised to use acrylic based paint in coastal and semi coastal regions of the country (ex.
Abu Dhabi and Shahama cities), while water base paints were best used in desert regions
(like B aniyas city).

4.

In case of residential buildings it advised to be suitable to use acrylic paint in coastal and
desert regions (ex. Abu Dhabi and Baniyas). Water base paint in semi coastal regions
such as city of S hahama is suggested to be more appropriate

5.

Amazing result were achieved from test samples, there are hundreds of paint trade marks
available with a broad range of paint types and colors available on the market, but the
fact remains that they are all similar materials with slight difference in appearance or
property.

6. Different test methods and sample techniques have been able to reveal the fact that there
is no such thing as 1 00% environmentally friendly or hazard-free paints. But we can say
there are less harmful paint s on human health or of a less environmental impact.
7. I t is wisely advised that paint manufacturers are to be notified of study concluded results

in hope that such materials will be developed in respect to country health regulations and
environmental aspects taken into in consideration during manufacturing process of any
paint type.
8 . It is suggested that the manufacturing o f paints i s t o b e i n association with environmental

regulations stated specifically with the U . A . E . environment (or similar environments)
with relation to environment associations or groups examples of the E RWDA
(environmental research and wild life development agency) or friends of the environment
group.

IV
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9. Thi s section gIves considerat ion to recommendations and suggestions of how study
obtained results may be helpful in the community and especially into buildings
constructed under the regulations of local government departments or ministries in the
10.

emirate or also on the level of the country such as the works department in Abu Dhabi
it is suggested that further more detailed can be carried out on paint materials and their
types (or other building materials) with consideration to environmental aspects. , to
provide more accurate and most safe and healthy space environment for various building
envelopes It is advised that this is carried out with aid and coordination of government
authorities and environmental associations such as: friends of environment association,
Environmental Research and Wildlife Development Agency (ERWDA) . . . etc.

11.

it may be wise to encourage the carry out of further studies on other factors that might
have effect on how paint materials may enhance hazardous effects of different building
users should thoroughly and carefully be done with aid of specialists in this field both on
the local and international levels. Examples of these studies are to be related to climate
(temperature, location, urban activities of the city, building use, ventilation, etc. ). these
encouragement can be in form of financial grants, scholarships awards etc.

12.

it may be very effective jf a material standard specification encyclopedia be written out
related specifically with United Arab Emirates environment and health information taken
into consideration, similar to standard specifications used on international level. .

13

It i s recommended that a material standard specification encyclopedia be written out
related specifical ly with United Arab Emirates environment and health information taken
into consideration, similar to standard specifications used on international level .

14.

it i s suggested that Urban development plans are to be according to suitable geographical
distribution and design stage with consideration to suitable material selection to use with
respect to building location and activity type.

15.

Users are to be aware of fi rst aid procedure when deal ing with any paint type and it
should be handed out by manufacturer with assurance of government authorities

16.

These suggestions can be done on 3 levels of the community: local government
authorities

and

environmental

organizations &

associations,

population of the

community, paint manufacturers.
•

Government authorities In coordination with environmental associations and
organizations:

1.

It is seen to be a necessity for Government authorities and local departments to be
highly aware and careful that paints used in any building type are according to health
specification s of the city and building type before building permits are released. It's
v
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also advised that this takes place whether or not these projects are executed for the
government or private. This is expected to be done in coordination with
2

environmenta l associations and associations on the local and international leveI.
it is highly advised that site engineers and other concerned engineers are to be traied
to raise their level of knowledge in bui lding materials (including paints and their
types) and their effects on human health. This may enlighten them on the importance
of their role of keeping things into perspective of human health and the environment.
•

1.

Manufacturers, contractors and building material suppliers:

It ' s believed that enhancement of fines on contractors, suppliers and manufacturers
who don't follow government paint material (or any other building material)
specifications approved and standardized by local or higher government authorities
as

such

from

government

departments,

ministries

or

environmental

organizations . . . etc.
2.

it is believed to be highly effective that fines are to be enhanced on paint
manufacturers, suppliers or contractors using paints (or any other building materials)
that are without written information on hazards :
a.

Flam mability/ Combustibility:

b.

Solvent toxicity :

c.

Safe use of: I nhalation, Ingestion, Skin Contact, Storage instructions and
regulations.

d. Protecting The Environment By Good Formulation
e.
3

Toxicity And Environmental Pollution :

it is suggested that all paint materials (or any other building materials) not following
legal authorized specifications i mplied by local authorities and in coordination with
health and environment groups and foundations are to be banned from construction
use immediately. B ut this recommended to be done only after warning.
•

1.

Community population :

Encourage user awareness on paint fi nishing m aterials and how to choose them
according to design requirements and building use with other concerned aspects in
consideration and not select just according to taste and desire or economic reasons or
factors.

2.

It is seen to be important that user awareness may be required of first aid procedure
when dealing with any paint type and it should be handed out by manufacturer with
assurance of government authorities.
V1
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1. 1

tud. :

In the past few decades a large increa e in allergic di seases has spread and been observed
and recorded in the U

E region

The type of finishing materials being used in construction of

many bui lding is one of the main causes of this rapid increase in diseases appearing in the
community Of course it mu st be noted that there are other factors afTecting the result of these
u ed finishing materials But here we wi l l try to concentrate on the internal material factors it
itsel f and not the external one though they might sometimes be of a great influence but these
maybe tudied in further future re earch or studies
ot many studies have been appl ied on the Gulf Region with relation to human healt h
and environmental factors and hardl y any have been done on the UAE in particular.
re earch rna

This

be fi rst of it is kind and one t hat may become of great use if appl ied in further

tudie that sha l l be carried out It wil l hopefully be a great leap in the field of finishing materials
and how they affect humans in a direct and indirect way
The study mtend to take U . A . E as an example country for the gulf region that almost
faces the same environmental and cli mate conditions. It wil l particularly deal with the Emirate
of Abu Dhabi's three most populated cities: Abu Dhabi, Baniyas and Shahama.
1.1.1

I nc reasi n g Appea ran ce Of Allergic Symptoms And Diseases:

Through the fol lowing chapters of this thesis study it has been proved that allergic
ymptoms and di ease in the emirate of Abu Dhabi have been increasing in the past two
decades

Part of the responsibility can be related to construction and standard used materials

that have been used in executing private, public and government bui ldings which have witnessed
a large development and wide spread i n past twenty five years.
The study has concentrated on public government executed buildings ( low cost housing,
educational buildings)

These bui ldings l ike other government executed buildings are built

according to a standard material coded booklet, which includes paint as an approved protective
as wel l as decorative finishing material by local government departments

Paints with their

various t ypes and required finishing appearance are all coded and priced according to square
meters. From here it is known that the most commonly used paint trade marks are (National,
Khaleej, lotun., and Burger). All approved paints are from local paint companies even if they do
represent foreign companies It is also necessary to state here, that this material as wel l as other
standard building materials approved and mentioned in material booklet have not been based on
scientific research studies but generally on common use experience and practice.

Therefore

many of them may not suit their use or adapt to local environment or cli mate in which they are
being appl ied.

C

",trNfL:rt1.",

In I

fact about the e paints, though locally manufactured, i that the follow standards of
their original foreign countrie , which in most cases have a totally different environment and
cli mate

There wa no tandard paint description or specifications found during data collection

stage of thesis for any Arab country or United Arab Emirates in particular.

Therefore it is

bel ieved that the difference of cli mate and environment between those cold foreign countries
(original manufacturer country) and our hot humid countries has caused these paints to react
different ly than proposed or expected Some of these manufacturers have tarted to notice effect
of environmental cli mate differences on their products which effected health of the end users 1
For thi rea on they have introduced new products in the market which they claim to be healthy
and friendly to environment This concern of the manufactures was based on increasing number
of complaint from u ers and government health sources concerning increase of dermal and
respiratory disea es as \vell as requirements of repeated maintenance.
1. 1 . 2

The Geogra phica l Distribu tion O f Various U rban Activities

The U . A E like any other urban country in the world has a certain urban planning
development plan.

This plan distributes economic, educational , health, sports and residential

activities according to the suitable geographical di stribution required for such different activities
Abu Dhabi ( Figure 1 1 ) is the largest of a l l seven
emirates comprising the "Coited Arab Emirates, with an area
of 8 7,340 sq m, ""hich is equivalent to 86 7 % of the

;'
•

K

D.

Doh..

II. ,
y

AI ">'"

country's total area, excluding the islands. The city of Abu
Dhabi is the capital of the emirate and also the federal
capital of the country H . H Sheikh Bayed bin Sultan Al
1

ahyan, President of the U AE, resides in Abu Dhabi city .

The Parliament buildings, most of the federal ministries and

100m.

100 Ian

Fib
location of

l .A.E Map and
bu Dhabi c it)

I nstitutions are located here, as are the foreign EmbaSSIes, the state broadcasting faci l ities, and
most of the OIi compames. Major Infrastnlctural facilitIes mc1ude Port Zayed Abu Dhabi
International and exten si\ e cultural sport and leisure centers, together with the

\\

onderfull.

en!:!ineered Abu Dhabi Corniche which offers many. kilometers of risk-free \\alking, c�cling.
�

jogging and rol ler-blading a long the seashore of Abu Dhabi I land.
cit

rchitecturally speakmg the

IS also a fascinating place where older building sit comfOItably in the shade of futuristic

modern kyscraper .
Where as less activities are found in the rural cities such as Shahama and Baniyas
Though they include educationa l , health and some commercia l services, they are mainly based to
I

Example of these paints

lrce pamL-;

IS

(

health hazard
]otun Fcnomaslic gold. HB Pcngaurd) ",!uch arc slated to be envlfolUnentall� and

2

be re idential cities In which low cost houses have been established and increasino
t:) in both
number and dunng pa t fe� decade

Where a on the other hand industrial cities such as

1usafah con i t of emirates industrial factories and

ervice Providing stations (mechanical,

carpentry, ironmongery .. etc. )

Fi ur
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h
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1.2

nd Objc ti c Of The

tud

('Iti

tud :

The main ai m of thi study is to find out the most suitable or less harmful paint type on
human health for occupant in the UAE in particular and gulf region in general This wi ll be
related to material ingredients, appl ication methods and environmental impacts on human health
in the UAE It's important to state here that the case studies wi l l be carried out on the emirate of
Abu Dhabi as a sampJe of si m i lar environments and the cities picked from it will represent
i m iJar coastal (Abu Dhabi), semi-coastal (Shahama) and desert regions ( Baniyas)
The conclusion and recommendat ions will be based on the i nformation and lessons
obtained from si mi lar studies drawn from a l iterature review, to establish theoretical
requirements and an analysis of the exi sting circumstances in the region, including an assessment
of the main problems and d iseases facing the population due to the wide and common use of
paints as the main fi n i shing material s in al most all type of bui ldings. To achieve the aim of the
study, seven related obj ectives would be identified .
•

The main Ingredi ents and differences between the most commonly used paints appl ied i n
constructed buildings

•

The most common diseases apparent within the UAE population, particularly within the
Emirate of Abu Dhabi

•

To reach a certain conclusion on the less and most harmless paint type that should be
applied in buildings, with aid of l iterature study, user questionnaire analysis and
experi mental test result analysis.

•

Studying the importance of paints as a main finish of bui lding materials.

•

Studying the standard specificatio ns of paints and their toxic content .

•

The i mpact of paints on human health within hot arid regions (Case Study from UAE)

•

Assessme nt methods of paints and their environm ental impacts on human Health

('li.zpl

,
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J trvd
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Once the field area to be studied was identified, it was necessary to select an appropriate
research approach and to design a comprehensive outline with which the aim and objectives of
the study can be achieved The study research is divI ded into three main phases Theoretical back
ground and literature reviev. s on paint material and types with respect to application functions,
methodology, human health aspect considerations (wi l l be reviewed), user information data
col l ection analysis with the help of questionnaire di stribution, experi mental testing results and
analysi with the aid of computer programs mainly power point and excel.
•

The first phase asses

and defines precisely as possible causes of the problem from a

cientific point of view trying to relate it to impacts of paints on human health Where as the
econd phase of study presents a better theoretical understanding of the major issues. This
pha e i s done with contribution to study related problems; identification and development in
this case by using different end user feed back information answers given to distributed
que tionnaires. In there turn these answers have been analyzed and graphical chart studies
have been establi shed

The third and l ast phase wi l l be responsible of transl ating theoretical

understanding and lessons learned from the l iterature review and comparing them with
experi mental lab tests on amples done for various types of paints

Later a comparison wi l l

b e done and conclusions wi l l hopefully b e reached. This approach is adopted from Etzeoru
( 1 967) as a reali stic approach for such problems with partial changes so that it would adapt to
my study needs and required aims

I t shall be carried out t hrough the fol lowing stages as

stated in (figure 1 3 ) below.
•

Stage 1 : I nvestigation of the role of the works department as a governmental department
directly responsibl e for the construction of public government buildings' health,
educational, government offices, low cost residential unit is . . etc.

•

Stage 2: A l iterature review to disclose the lessons that may be drawn from experiences
in si milar study area with simi l ar problems, and to provide a theoretical basi s for the
Evaluation of alternative finishing materials or paint types.

•

Stage 3: Application of the l iterature review outcome to the case study area

•

Stage 4:

I dentification of the key issues of the study, on which proposal s and

Recommend ations w i l l be based on.
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1.4

The research programme was developed to examine the basic hypothesis which develops
the hypothesis that is based upon an i n iti al analysis of the exi sting circumstances and assessment
of the evident problems, focusing in particular on paints and their environmental i mpact on
human health in the UAE in general and the emi rate of Abu Dhabi in particular. The research
study identifies a number of fundamental questions in which the programmed study and design
approach will attempt to answer as much as possibJe for such a study These questions are:
What are the different types of paints used in government constructed bui ldings?
2

Ho� do these important finishing materials differ from a l iterature scientific poi nt of
view?

3 How was the empirical work results gained, analyzed and what did they conclude to?
4. The i mportance o f a comparison between l iterature data collection and empirical work.
questionnaire distribution and data analysis backed up with experimental lab tests and
analysis of resu lts.
5

To what extent may thi s study be adopted by politi cal authorities and applied'>

6

What practical suggestions can be made to improve internal environmental spaces and
public kno'W l edge for different building types?

5

1.5

tructure Of 1 he Re e. rch

the fir t stage of the tudy, chapter two di scusses the different categories of material
cience including both the construction and non-constructional materials This part is thought to
be useful in understanding how materials differ and how different applications need different
material properties or characteristics to achieve certain goals or targets of construction. Each
category covers definit ion, brief history, chemical structure and material properties, supported
with examples that wil l be used to confirm information.
Stage two of the thesi report is covered basical ly in Chapter three. This chapter is based
on the chemical composition that makes up each type of paint and proportions of the main
ingredient that make up any paint mixture. pigments, solvents, vehicles and additives. Different
proportions of these main i ngredients are what give us different paint types, textures and colors
It mainl covers the different paint types and differences between them from a scientific point of
view C hapter three also discusses the proper substrate preparation methods required for a wel l
fi nished paint surface each according to the material of the substrate. Lack of proper preparation
may lead to serious damage and achieve undesired results.
ext is Stage three of the study, which is covered In chapter four that includes all
empi rical work carried out This work again has been divided into two main parts

First the

questionnaire di tribution and data collection analysis which is distributed in bar charts with
numerical figures to make them more sensed and of a logical understanding As for the second
part, results are obtained from testing different paint samples in the l aboratory to find reasonable
explanations to questionnaire analysis results

This part of the study is the core of the study

discussed in chapter three and four. It is from this chapter all work conclusions wi l l be stated
and declared and from which the result explanations wil l be based and hypothesis confirmed.
Final ly but not least stage four, declares al l results obtained through out this research
study. It gives a review of whole study by re-stating the Identification of Key I ssues and Area of
Decisions It wil l also give Gui delines and Recommendat ions to the most suitable Directions to
select less harmful paint type to human health with aid of applying experience to the study
Future research work in such an area is also suggested in this chapter.
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Cliapter 2:

9rtateria{Science

I ntroducti o n :

2. 1

Paint

are polymenc mateIial

that are one of the five main categorie

of matenal

c ience. The world of matenal cience IS a wIde and complex one. This is related to the fact that
there are \ ariou material type a\ al lable. whether the} are natural or artIficiaL structural or nOI1constructionaL etc. TIll

clence deal w ith both fundamentals of structure of the matelials and

theIr cia IticatIon .. In addition to the c ia ificatIon of the type of material

J/elct/\, CeramIc.

alld (;tU\.\C\, Compo.we,', Pofrmen alld Seml-COlldllctor Afaferwfs

cience

.lIetol,

I LI

c e ro m ', c , 0I 1 d
_ _ _ _ __

_
_

1I

---1

_
_
_

Composites

Semi-ContlJlcto rs

Adop,,·t! fro", Illtroductioll to Holt'ria/, SCit'/IC"foT /::.Jlgill('en, 5'" Edit;,,"
Figure 2.1

1atcrial

cirncc ('hIsses

This chapter IS dedicated to the dIscussion of categories of the material \\ 'orld. This \\'as
done

'.\

ith bel ief of giving
...... better understanding and gUIdance to the reader on how and \\ here
"-'

-

-

paints branch off from . But ince only the first four types of matenals are related to the fimsh ing
matenals field used in the can tructlon mdustry the semi conductor category \\'ill be emitted.
Certain empha I \\ i l l be put on the polymer materials category, since they are the mother of the
main core topic of this thesIs presentation. which shall be taken particularly on polymenc paint
matenals.
Each of these material categories will be gIven a brief definition, a brief history,
description of the nature of chemical structure and material properties, supported with examples
that wil l be used to confirm i nformation.
But before that it i essential to get a few main issues clear to ease understanding of the
major concepts of this chapter Structural materials are "material s that have the abi l ity to undergo
repeated severe loading without fracture"

These materials are usual ly used for wit hin the

construction of the building main structures. Examples of these materials are steel and concrete.
Where as non-structural ones are those "materials that can not be used in the main bui lding
structure to undergo loads" But sti l l they do have a great role in protecting the structure of
buildings eit her from the inside or outside. Other than just being protective materials they are
al so extremel y used for decorative purposes Paints are the best examples for such materials.
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2.2

There i

a \>vide range of ferrous and non-ferrous metals and their al loys being used

within constructi on. But tho e whom lead in constructi on are irons, steel aluminum, copper, lead
and zinc. Though metals need a large amount of energy to put into their production from raw
material , the are till the most used. This is related to their long l i fe spans and abi l ity to be
recycled
2.2. 1

Defi n ition:

1etallic materials are scientifical l y defined as "strong (metal l ic) versatile construction materials
that have the abi l ity to easil undergo extensively permanent deformation without fracture".
One of it ' important and most useful properties are that they are ductile Ductil ity is "a metallic
material property that states that materials can easi l y deform and undergo extensive repeated
evere loading without cau i ng fracture"

It's due to this property of metal ductil ity which

assets in permitting small amounts of yielding to sudden and severe loads The shaded area in
the fol lowing (Table 2. 1 ) i l lustrates the bases of various engineering al loys ( Alloys are metallic
materials that compose of one or more metal elements)
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H istory :

Ferrous metals have been known ever since the I ron Age that was about 1 200bc in
making weapons
quantities

111

Steel

1S

a recently used material that has only become available in large

the end of the last century

The carbon content alloy has a great i nfluence on the

physical properties that are related to the microstructure of it is crystals.
2.2.3

Gen era l Propert ies:

The atomic bonding of metal s, have their affect on their properties In metals, the outer
valence electrons are shared among all atoms, and are free to travel everywhere. Since electrons
8

conduct heat and electricity, metals make good cooking pans and electrical wires. Adding other
metal to alloy metallic element or materials can affect the density, strength, fracture toughness,
pia tic deformation, electrical conductivity and environmental degradation For example, adding
a mal l amount of iron to aluminum wi ll make it stronger Al so, adding some chromium to steel
will slow the ru ting proce s but make it more brittle. Brittleness is a phenomenon or property
that i s related "" ith materials that cannot undergo severe pressure without fracture occurring in
them. Thi nature i mamly related to ceramic materials
Metals are elements that generall y have good electrical and thermal conductivity

Many

metals have high trength, high sti ffness, and have good ductil ity. Some metals, such as iron,
cobalt and nickel are magnetic At extremely low temperature , some metals and intermetall ic
compounds become superconductors
ra mie and (Jla

2.3

es:

These engineering material CeramICS and glass, though partial ly different, they are also
both very si m i l ar at the same t ime. The main difference is in their properties and appearance.
This in it

tum is due to their internal microstructure and chemical bonds between their

molecules.

Therefore it has been found best to study each group of these engineering

construction materials separately Therefore, they can be divided into main categories with
relation to internal microstructure as shown below in (figure 2.2) .

Ceramics

Glass es

Crys tanln e

Amorphous
�elting of silica (SI02)
This is tound in sand
+

Adapted From Introdllcrion to Maurials Sdellce for Engineers,

2.3. 1

5'" Edition

I

.\letal OXides Like:
0
Ca()

Cera m ics:

The maj ority of raw materials used by the ceramic industry are the oxides of metals The
three metals, which have been the main stays of the industry for many years, are clay (hydrated
alumni silicates and are the end product of the weathering of feldspathic rock . The most
important clay mineral is Kaoli nite, which has the composit ion AL203 - 2Si02 - 2H20),fimt (is
a form of si l icon dioxide ( Si02) usual ly produced from quartzite, sand or rock, andjefdspar (a
broad, generic name apphed to a group of alkal i-aluminous si licates. Most feld8par, however, are
combinatio ns of these two types. Feldspar is used and known as a " flux" in the ceramic
9

indu try ) The e are the major material contained in what IS sometimes referred to in the
industry a "cia ical ceramic bodies" The high chemical durability of the great majority of
ceramics makes them re istant to almost al l aCids, alkalis, and organic olvents Of further
importance I the fact that ceramic matenals are not affected by oxygen These materials are
u ual l of a hard brittle nature and the bonding is ionic, covalent or has mixed ionic, covalent
characteristics
A

Defi n itio n :

Ceramics are inorganic material s that have non-metallic properties and are usuall y
processed at a high temperature at some time during their manufacture. They are defined t o be
chemicall
_

'itrogen

table, opaque, materials made up of one of 5 non-metallic elements (Carbon C,
, Oxygen 0, Phosphate P And Sulfur S) as shown on (table 2 1 )

These material s

have a high a resistance to high temperatures They are also known under the common name of
"pottery products" and their name is derived from the Greek word "keramos" meaning "burnt
clay"

B

H istory:

The history of ceramic tiles dates back as far as the fourth mil lenium BC where in Egypt
tiles were used to decorate various houses As early as 4,000 Be ceramics were also found in
�esopotamia. In the early days, the tiles were hand-made, formed and hand-painted, thus each
wa a work of art in it is own right. Ceramic tile was used al most everywhere-on walls, floors,
ceilings fireplaces, in mura ls, and as an exterior cladding on buildings
C

Gen eral Properties:

Ceramic material s have a number of outstanding properties, which determine their
usefulness One of the most unusual of these is theIr great durability. This durability can be
divided into three types Chemical, Mechanical and Thermal. The strength and hardness are
evidence of the mechanical durability of ceramics. The compressive strengths of ceramic
materials are extremely high. This hardness makes ceramic materials very resistant to abrasion. It
is this property, which makes them useful for floors, and for the grinding of metals and other
materials Their high melting temperature, most ceramics have the ability to with stand high
temperature s. This is why they are u seful in the production of all types of heat-containing
equipment such as kilns for the ceramic industry, and such products as the inner linings of
fireplaces and home heating furnaces. Many ceramics are good electrical and thermal insulators.
These materials have advantage of low density, high strength, stiffness, and hardness,
wear resistanc e, and corrosion resistanc e But still, like all materials ceramics also have their
ss tends to
restrictio ns, to their applicati ons, due to their brittle material nature Their brittlene
10

make it almost impo ible for them to undergo severe pre sure that vvil l only cause their fracture
and material fail ure For this rea on ceramic material s are usually i l luminated from many
con tructional applicat ions
2.3.2

Gla ses

These material are the second group of the ceramic fam ily
fami lie ,

For most commercial glass

il ica sand is the main i ngredient, however to obtain melting and other flexibi l ity

propertie , addition are made e pecially that of other oxides. Glasses are classified into groups
dependi ng on their constituents and the properties, advantages Applications and economics so
that gla es may be speci fi ed and selected i n the same way as metals and alloys
A

Defi nition :

They are defined a "an i norganic product of fusion, which has cooled to a rigid condition
without cry tal l i zi ng " In other words they are "super cooled l iquids", that are known to have a
non-crystall ine (amorphous structure) that gives an increase to it is transparency. In its' tum this
i s related to glasse dual nature of combining between properties of a rigid solid with some of the
characteristics of liquids, which give rise to it is versatility

B

H istory :

o one kno\\ s exactly when or where glass was first made. But it appears that the
Egyptians and perhaps the Phoenicians have produced glasses as far back as the second
m i l lennium B . C

Yet evidently it originated in Mesopotamia, where pieces of well-made glass

have been found, bel ieved to be dated way back from the third m illennium B e .

However,

modern glass i s manufactured from silica (sand 70-74%), sodium oxide ( 1 2- 1 6%), calcium oxide
( 5- 1 20 0 ), and magnesium (2-5%)

In addition to small quantities of aluminum, iron and

potassium oxides. An addition of 25% broken glass or cullet to furnace mix helps in accelerating
the melt i ng process and recycles production waste.
C

General P roperties :

There are many d i fferent physical and chemical properties found in commercial glasses
related to the broad and various types of glass avai lable to designers and of special compositions,
which can be formulated for special purposes, or need of special operati ng conditions The
physical properties of glass are pri maril y determined by it is chemical composition Glasses may
be considered in t hree main groups. Soda-lime-silica glasses, lead glasses, Boro-silicate glasses.

Soda-lime-silica glasses constitute the largest volume of commercia l glasses, suited to
automatic forming methods, avai lable i n flat form produced from sheet drawing, float and roll i ng
are
processes, as containe rs produced by blowing, molding, and pressing. While Lead Glasses
11

mainly u ed for optical components, for radiat ion hielding, for decorative applications and for a
range of technical gla e and it can be processed by a variety of methods but mai nly by
extru ion, cast ing, pre sing and molding
Gla

Re istance

material

commonly demonstrate the following properties Viscosity, Corrosion

Glass materials al 0 have the advantage of havi ng Optical Properties due to their

abi l ity to tran fer light Another of its i mportant and noticeable properties is their Hardness and

Abrasion Resistance. But sti l l glass materials have a brittle nature which governs its weakness
under tensi le stre , although very strong under compression Even though Brittleness does not
pre ent high trength of glass material but sti l l it has low fracture toughness (but rather high
trength ,vhen there are no flaws)
2.4

Comoo i t

:

These material s are made up of a combination of individual materials· melts, ceramics or
glasses or polymeric materials. These materials can either be obtained from natural or artificial
sources Composite material are defined to be" any material made from two or more materials

which give a range of properties and behavior not found in individual component materials "
( Yvonne Dean, 1 989)

From the previous defi nition of these materials it is possible to conclude

that there is a wide range of composite materials that can be made. But, they may be generally
short listed into two main c lasses of constructional material s that will be di scussed here wood as
a natural material and concrete as an artificial one.
2.4. 1

Wood

Commercial timbers are defi ned as hardwoods or softwoods according to their botanical
classifi cation

Hardwoods come from broad-leafed trees. But, softwoods come from conifers,

characterist icall y with needle shaped leaves ( Arthur R . Lyons 1 997). In the building indu stry
timber is used for a wide range of purposes from rough sawn structural members to claddings,
trim and highly machined joinery

The Specification of timber for each use may involve

defining the particular hardwood or softwood where visual properties are required (Table 2.2)
But general ly, whenever strength and durab i l ity are the key factors, timber is usually the
material to be selected Compared to other major construction al materials ti mber, as a renewable
resource is environmentall y acceptable Trees require l ittle energy for their conversion into
usable timber

For thousands of years this natural material has always been considered to a

wonderfu l exampl e of a natural composite constructi onal for both interior and exterior
applicatio ns These material s have great mechanical properties based on their internal fiber
reInforced structure ( Arthur R Lyons, 1 997).
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Table 2.2 �omc Com
,>on

1,. no' n " oud

ood

( edar

--

. oods

\sh

DoueJru, fir

Bir(7h

Pine

\ bole

Hemlock

Red\wod

Hid..on

Oal..

Spruce

i dopled From } l'Olme Deall. 1 989

Concrete

2A.2

A

for Concrete material they are a good example of artificial aggregate composite

materials They are extremely strong, durable materials with a porous character Concrete is
consi dered as a universal material of construction . The raw material for it is manufactured and
may easi l y be available in every part of the globe It can be made into buildings with tools
ranging from a primitive shovel to a computerized precutt ing plant Concrete neither bums or
rot and is relatively low in cost and it can be used for every building purpose from low paving
to steady structural frame to handsome exterior claddings and i nterior finishes But on its' own
concrete has no form or any useful tensi le strength.

A

Defin i t i o n :

Concrete blocks are structural materials produced from mixing three basic ingredients in
the concrete mix: Portland cement, Water and Aggregates. Portland c e m e n t i s the cement and
water that fonn a paste and act as the matrix that encloses the aggregates and bonds the
aggregate particles into a rigid solid. Where as water, is needed to chemically react with the
cement (hydrat ion) and too provide workab i l ity with the concrete. On the other hand aggregates
are sand which is the fine aggregate and Gravel or crushed stone that are the coarse aggregate in
most mixes. I n addition to these main ingredients certain admixt u re are used to modify the
placing and curing process or the physical properties of the block. Demonstrates the types of
admixtures that are available and the main aim of what they do when added they are to be added
is stated in (Table 2 3). A dd mixtures can be defined to be any components that are found in a
concrete mixture other than aggregate, water and cement. These components help provide
desirable features and properties to the end product
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H istory :

Concrete materials are considered to be one of the old construction materials known to
mankind

Concrete v.as first used by the Romans over 2000 years ago

They used it in the

con t ruction of their aqueducts and roadways This discovery was found during their quarrying
l imestone for mortar and accidentally discovered a silica alumina- bearing mineral which when
mixed with l imestone and burned produced cement that exhibited the unique property of
hardening under water as wel l as in the air With ti me this mortar not only became the preferred
type for usage in al l their buildings but also began to change the character of roman construction
totally ( Al len E.

,

1 990).

They used a primit ive mix for their concrete. Mortar consisted of small gravel and coarse
sand mixed together with hot lime and water To reduce shrinkage, they used horsehair, much
l ike we use polypropylene fibers today, They even unintentionally entrained the air in the mix by
adding animal b lood. That process created small air bubbles in concrete, making the mix more
durable today, concrete is fi nding more inventive uses especial ly in field of residential
construction and works of art ( Arthur R. Lyons, 1 997).
C

General P roperties:

I n general, concrete
resistant and economical

IS

required to be hard, strong durable, dense, non-porous, fire

Stil l for certain structures as in internal partition, strength permeabil ity

are not necessary requirements ( W . E . M cKay, 1 99 1 ). The production of concrete can be done in
two ways. in stu and precuts manufacturin g. In stu states for one of the two methods of concrete
mixing but on site and which requires a high standard of qual ity control during the
manufactu ring process.

But careful considerati on must be given to correct specificatio n and

detail ing of the material to provide a quality fi nish which weather appropriat ely
Where as the appearan ce of visual concrete depends on three basic factors composit ion
of concrete . But our main concern in this study is with concrete visual appearance that differs in

it i method of manufacturi ng according to required final finishing appearance and textures that
best uit of de ign purpose

The below flow chart (Figure 2 3) illustrates the types of visual

concrete according to formwork and urface treatment
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2.5

Pol. mer :

Final!) comes the Polymer category of materials and they are wel l known by their
commercial name as "plastics" Their properties and visual appearance depends and varies
according to their chemical composition and reactions of which control the form of their bond
tructures
.Many i mportant polymers are nothing but simply compounds of hydrogen and carbon.
Others contain one of the non-metal li c elements ( Carbon C, N itrogen N, Oxygen 0, Phosphate P
and Sulfur S ) Those containi ng oxygen are known as acryl ics, when polymer contains nitrogen
it i s called nylon, presence of fluorine in polymer produces flouro plastics and si licon results in
plastic sil icones ( Yvonne Dean, 1 989).
2.5. 1

Defin ition :

Polymeric materials can be defined t o be synthetic human made materials, which
represent a special branch of organic chemi stry In terms of their chemical composition plastics
have a chain l i ke molecular structure composed of a large number of repeated unit is known i n
the name o f "mer" as shown i n (figure 2 4)

I t ' s i mportant t o note that the word " mer" is a

"Greek word t hat means measure, And they are the repeated unit blocks in a polymer material of
any kind. The mer i n a polymer i s a single hydrocarbon molecule such as ethylene -(C 2 H 4)-
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H istory :

The hi tory of pia tics goes back to the beginning of the 1 900' s It was first done by the
pol merization (Arthur R. Lyons, 1 997) of an ethylene monomer under high pressure and 200°C
temperature_ Thi

operation transferred it into a clear material known as polyethylene.

Polymerization is a term referring to the process in which the individual monomers can combine
and exist in a state of lower energy_
2.5.3

General Properties:

Plastics have good tensi l e strength to weight ratio_ They also have a low modulus of
elasticity, which categorizes them to being unsuitable for most load bearing situations

Another

important property of these plastic materials is their thermal expansion that is high for most of
them

For this reason great attention must be paid to careful detail ing for allowed thermal

movement

Most plastics are water-resistant and therefore do not exhibit moisture movement .

Al l examples of these polymeric materials are combust ible. While some have a high surface
spread of fl ame and produce burning droplets, there are other types of plastics when treated with
a fire retardant become quite difficult to ignite and some are even self-extingui shing. One of the
most important examples of plastic constructional materials is "paints"
It is i mportant to note that, Plastics share with metals their desirable mechanical property
of ductil ity but are lightweight inexpensive materials that are used alternatively to metal ones in
structural design application s

But they have lower strength than metals but are of a higher

chemical reactivity than that present in ceramic and glass materials.

But despite of their

or
l i m itations polymers are considered to be high versatile and very useful materials . Polymers
sheets,
"plastics " are available in a wide variety of commer cial forms_ fi bers, thin fi l ms and
main families .
foams and in bulk a wel l . But general ly, plastics can be divided into three
16
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thermopla tic , thermo- ets and Ela tomers, as shown in the (figure 2 5 ) (James F

hackelford,

2000)

Thermoplastic pol mer materials soften upon heating and reset upon cooling, this
reversible process doesn't affect the material even with repetition, As long as excesslve
temperature, that could cau e degradat ion, is not applied. This is all related to the linear
molecular structure
On the other hand, Elastomers are al so long chain polymers in which the natural '"hel ical
or zig zag" molecul ar chains are free and straightened when the material stretches A good
example of this kind of polymeric material is natural rubber. These material are highly
extendible materials, but when sulfur is added the vulcanization process helps the increasing
movement re trict ion b locking the adjacent polymer chains This is done through the cross
l inking betv. een the e c hains which in it is tum is controlled by the amount of sulfur added. This
permit is the control over the behavior of rubbery material, which in it is original form is a
gummy materiaL and into tough elastic one instead and a hard brittle material with increasing
sulfur content Vulcanizat ion " i s a polymerization process that results in the complete transition
from a linear to nehvork structure by cross-linking".
However, thermosetting plastics are the third type of polymeric "plastic" materials
These are the ones we are most concerned with in our study here for paints and coatings are
some of their best and most important examples

For this reason special consideration shal l be

given to this particular type of material in the fol lowing chapters. But in this chapter we wil l try
to understand the main princi ples dealing with this kind of polymers and how that affects
material properties

It is to be noted that thermoplastics have a three-dimensional structure,

formed by the l inkage of adj acent macromolecu lar chains Thi s three-dimensional structure is
responsible for gaining the material ; it i s solvent resistant and being harder than thermoplast ic
properties. These material s are not softened by heating and wil l only "char" or degrade if heated
to high temperatures Production of these material s is usually obtained by partial ly polymerized
powder or by the mixture of two-components (ex. hardener and resin in oil paints).

In such

cases, resin plays the role of a macromolecular component whi le the hardener cross-links the
l iquid resin into the thermo set plastic
The main difference between thermo sets and thermoplasti c polymers is that, not only do
thermo sets not loose their rigidity upon cooling but also that they have the characterist ic
properties related to their network molecular structures formed by step growth mechanism. It is
also useful to note those chemical reaction steps can be enhanced by higher temperatures and are
irreversib le, for polymeri zation remains even after cooling. The Main disadvaut age accompan ied
by thermoset plastics is that they are not recyclab le (James F. Shackel ford, 2000).
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2.5.4

Elastomers

Paint

With In the Constmction industry They Are Usually low-density low-bearing matenal s
that arc not subJcctcd to corrosion but they may degrade by the action o f dlrect Sunl ight
Accompanied with a reduction in mechal11cal strength and many O f Thcm Are F lammable unless
treated While there is some natural B ased Plastic such as rubber, but the majority of them are
petrochemical products ( Yvonne Dean, 1 989).

Paints consist of a blend of components each

with their specific function Commonly these incl ude the binder (or medium), solvent, pigments
and additives (Arthur R. Lyons, 1 997). All these paint ingredients will be discussed with more
detail in chapter 3 B ut, only a brief i ntroduction will be given here.
The term "paint" and surface coatings" are often used interchangeably. Surface coating i s
the more general description of any material that may b e applied a s a thin continuous layer to the
surface Paint was traditiona ll y u sed to describe pigmented materials as dist inct from clear films,
which are more properly called l acquers or varnishes. But in the fol lowing sectIOn of this chapter
we wil l concentrate on the material called paint; but stil l modem painting may include composite
systems in which a total paint system compromises several thin fi l ms some but not all of which
may be pigmented (R. Lamboume, 1 987). As it h as been mentioned before, all objects are most
vulnerable at their surfaces and need to be protected and/ or decorative; that is what paint does
The paint industry i s a wide and very complex one due to it is many app lications, types and
compositions. B ut mainly they can be classi fied into 2main categories water-base or oil base
paints.
A

Definition:

Paints are defined as "surface Coatings that are designed to fu l fi l l protective and/or of a
decorative function for substrate ( J . Boxa11 and l . A . Von Fraunhofer ) . Paint is a loosely used
word covering a whole variety of materials, with sometimes more descriptive of their
composition or fu nction: enamels, l acquers, varnishes, undercoats, Surfacers, primers, sealers,
fi l l ers, stoppers and many others (CPA Turner, 1 980).

B

Paint H istory:

Paints have been known to man for over 2 5000 years now The cave men tended to
cover their cave wal l s with shapes of the ani mals they hunted, for they believed this would give
them increased power over their prey. Some of the chemica l analysis of cave paintings
18

discovered in Spai n and France how that the main pigment s used by Paleo lithic
artists was
based upon an iron and mangane se oxides. These pigment s provide the three pri mary colors
found in most cave paintings (black, red, yel low). But no white pigments though they are the
most commonly used today.
Later It was the ancient Egyptians whom developed the art of paint making during the
period 3 000-600bc . It was them who developed a wider color range of pigments, which included
the follo\.\ ing colors and their sources (Table 2.4).
The G reeks and Romans i ntroduced mrrushes i ncorporating o i l s I n

the

penod 600 BC-ad400.

Dlssoh i ng suitable res i ns in hot l i nseed made v arnish, hempseed or " aInut Oil. each of these Oils tends to
darken \\ ith tIme.

B)

the late 1 8 th century, demands for pamts of all types Increased so much that it

encouraged some people to go I nto the pamt makmg business.

The accelerating rate of sCIentific

dlsco, ef) had an encouraging impact on the development of paints e,er since the 1 8th centuf)' t I l l no\\ . In

1 740. Prusslan blue \\ as the tirst artificial pigment to be \\ I th a knov-n chemist!) ""as dIscov ered

After that metal driers for speedi ng up the drying of vegetable oils started coming into
use \vere i ntroduced in the year 1 840. But the basis for formaldehyde resin chemistry was laid
down between 1 85 0 and 1 890 but wasn't used in paints till the 20th century. Then in 1 9 1 8 a new
white pigment, titanium d ioxide was used to white lead ( high toxicity) completely. This new
pigment was also able to i mprove the whiteness and hiding abi l ity of paint in addition to it is low
toxicity.
Pigment Colors and Sources
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Data obtarned (Tom ( Arthur R. L'ODS. 1 997)

C

Pai nt Main Types:

Most coatings used by the painter and decorator can be classified as either: water based
paints or oil based paint and in the past decade acrylic paints have been introduced with oil paint
physical properties and water base composit ion.

Water Based Paints are paints that are made up of a pigment mixed with a gum, which
acts as a binder; this binder is soluble in water. The traditional gum was gum Arabic, obtained
from Arabia, but which has now been replaced by a gum from a species of at:acia tree grown in
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Africa ( Ronald Pearsal l, ) 98 - ). These paints are mainly used for decorative purpose , and they
can be divided into two categorie� organic or inorganic (J Bentley, 1 998).
\\7here as Oil Ba.\ed Paint.\, are pai nts that consist of a mixt ure of white or colored
pigment, oil or varnish and i nert extender incorporated to reduce cost Other additives l ike driers,
plasticizers, thinners etc are added in sma l l quantities to improve the paint properties drying
time, flexibil ity and durability (1. Bentley, 1 998).
As for Acrylics Paints, '"ey are new comers to the paint industry, a product of modern
technology. Their scope is virtually unlimited due to their very adaptable and versatile nature
They are the only new paints to have come on the market for centuries; they were introduced in
the year 1 962. They can be u sed as thick l i ke oil paints or transparent washes l i ke watercolor.
They can be applied

10

almost any surface. Their many attribute is that they rapidly dry and

ideal used by those who need a top speed work rate ( Ronald Pearsal l , 1 985). Acrylic polymers
are a fam i l ., of entirel) synthetic chain growth polymers. whose monomers are mainly esters of
the unsaturated acids (CPA Tumer, 1 980).
Paints and coatings can be divided into are divided into 3 mam categories : paints.
vamishes and stains ( figure 2 .6).

Each of these categories can also be divided into groups

according to their chemical compositions, properties and final appearance and use according to
the fol lowing figure. But they will each be d iscussed in detail in chapter 3 .

Vamishe!>

lacquer

C

Semi-transparent

rran,parent

Reaction 1\lecha nisms of D T)ing Pain ts:

These processes are concerned with conversion of the l iquid status of paint into a solid
film. which is considered to be quite a complex one. There are 3 mechanisms related to the
drying process of d i fferent kinds of paints. Most coatings undergo one or a combination of any
of the fol lowing processes: evaporation , oxidization and polymerizat ion, which were previoLlsly,
d iscus ed in chapter woof this snldy.
c. t

Evaporatio n :

This occurs soon after the paint-coa ting l ayer i s applied on t he subst!'ate surface due to
the changing of the thinner into the atmosph ere (figure 2. 7). This process is known as the setting
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Oxidizat i o n :

W hen drying oils are included in the film former the need to combi ne with oxygen to
complete their chemical change from l iquid to olid Once this has been done and completed the
original til m tbmler ha altered it IS structure and the process cannot be rev ersed meaning it is
un-convertible (A Fulcher and B . Rhodes, 1 99 1 ).
C.3

Poly meriza t io n :

Polymerization i the process by which long-chain o r network molecules are made o f
relatively small organic molecules

The polymerization of polymer "plastic materials can be

done by two main chemical reactions chain reacti on or individual chemical reactions. The fi rst
type i s Chain Growth, al 0 knOv. n as addition poly menzation, is reactions i nvolving rapid cham
reactions of chemi cal l y activated monomers. The second type of polymer mechanism for paint s
is Step Growth, also known as condensation polymerization i s a process of individual chemical
reactions bet\\' een pairs of reactive monomers and i s considered a much slower process
In either of the two previou processes, t he critical feature that activlties polymerization
reactions and allows it is occurring is the presence of double bonds in the chain growth or
reactive functional groups i n step growth

The chain growth reaction is responsible for

converti ng these double bonds i nto single bonds. The process begins with an initiator, which i s
normally a hydroxyl free radical. A free radical I S a reactIve atom or group o f atoms containing
unpaired electrons

Once the initiation reaction is completed the one unsatisfied bonding

electron is free to r eact with the nearest monomer, extending the molecu lar chain by one unit.
This chain reaction conti nues i n rapid succession l i mited only by the avai lability of un-reacted
monomers of the material

E entually, another hydroclal radical can act as a terminator, helping
21

in getting to a stable molecule with a number (n) of molecules. When dealing with hydroxyl
groups as initiators and terminators, hydrogen peroxide is the source of radicals:
Hl02- 20H

Each hydrogen peroxide molecule provides an initiator-terminator pair for each
polymeric molecule. Thi terminator step i termed as recombination. Though this is one of the
easiest ways to demonstrate both hydrogen abstnu:tiOIl (involves obtaining a hydrogen atom
from an impurity hydrocarbon group ) and disproportiolUlte (involves the formation of a
monomer like double bond), which

are

more common terminator steps than the previously

described recombination termination process .
of polymer that are created with respect to the types of monomers from which they are created :
copolymer , block copolymers and blend polymers.
Copolymer, are produced from the intimate solution of di fferent types of polymerized
monomers. Where as Block Copolymers, are individual polymeric components that appear in
the shape or form of "blocks" along a single carbon-bonded chain. The alternating arrangement
of different " mer' s" can be irregular or regular. The third form, are Blend Polymers, which are
another form of alloying in which different types of already formed polymeric molecules are
fixed together.

From the various linear polymers illustrated in (figure 2 . 8) we are able to

conclude that they are based on a carbon-carbon double bond conversion that transfers them into
two carbon-carbon single bonds instead. A similar result of single bonds can be obtained when
dealing with a carbon- oxygen double bond, similar to that found in formaldehyde. This can be
expressed in the fol lowing expression and it is according to this formula many polymer materials
are generated (table A4. 1 8 ):
•

2.6

n

CH2{)-+ (CH20) D

•

u m m a ry :

Material science is a very wide and complex field of science. All materials are either
construct ional or non-cons tructiona l according to their type and method of applicatio n and
g to
required use and most importantly the nature of their internal bonding structure. Accordin
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this field of 'cience materials can be cla ified into 5main categories: metals, ceramic and glass,
composit e, polymer and semi-con ductor material
Met als are materials that have been known since the Iron Age. They were first introduced
into are l ives for making weapons, but in the end of the last century they have been widely and
rapidly used in the construction indu try.

Thi s is due to their long l i fe spans and abi l ity to be

recycled They are wel l k nown to be strong (metallic) versatile construction materials that have
the abil ity to easily undergo extensively permanent deformation without fracture"

One of it is

important and most usefu l properties are ductility, allowing it small amounts of yielding to
udden and severe loads Metals are elements that generall y have good electrical and thermal
conductivity. \Vhil e most metallic materials have high strength, high stiffness, and have good
ductil ity others such as iron, cobalt and nickel are magnetic. At extremely low temperatures,
some metals and intermetallic compounds become superconductors.
Ceramics and glass represent the second category of materials. Though they have been
cIa sifted into t he same category due to the simi l arity of their nature, they are quite different .
This difference is due to the nature of their internal structure form and bonding which give each
it is individual properties that make them different from one another These materials are usual l y
o f a h ard brittle nature and the bonding is ionic, covalent o r has mixed ionic, covalent
characterist ics
These Ceramics are k nown to be i norganic materials that have non-metal l ic properties
and are usually processed at a high temperature at some time during their manufacture. They are
defined to be chemicall y stable, opaque, materials made up of one of 5 non-metall ic elements
(Carbon C,

'itrogen

" Oxygen 0, Phosphate P And Sulfur S) as was shown in (table 2. 1 ).

Their history dates back to ancient Egypt were they were used to decorate various houses. And
l ike all other material s, Ceramics have both their advantage and disadvantage properties These
materials have advantage of low density, high strength, stiffness, and hardness. wear resistance,
and corrosion resistance But due to their brittle nature, tending to make it almost impossible for
them to undergo severe pressure, ceramics also have restrictions to their applications. For this
reason ceramic materials are usually i l luminated from many constructional applications

The

high chemical durab i lity of most ceramics makes them resistant to almost all acids, alkal is, and
organic solvents
As for commercia l glass, the second group of the ceramic family is based on silica sand
as the main i ngredi ent, v.�th additions of other oxides to enhance melting temperatures and
propertie s according to which they are classified into groups, depending on their conslitue nts and
is
the properties, and advantag es. Glasses are "super cooled l iquids" that gives an increase to it
ancient
transparency. Simi l ar to the history of ceramic s, gla s is also represented by the
23
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On the other hand, Composite materials are any material made from two or more
material�

hich give a range of properties and behavior not found in individual component

material . They can come from natural or artificial sources.
Wood is a natural material that is a wonderful example of a natural composite
construction for both interior and exterior applications and they have great mechanical properties
based on their internal fiber reinforced structure.
Where a Concrete, is a good example of an artificial aggregate composite material. They
are extremely strong, durable materials with a porous character. Concrete is considered as a
universal material of construction. Concrete blocks are

structural

materials produced from

mixing. Portland cement, Water and Aggregates with an addition of certain admixtures to
modify the placing and curing process or the physical properties of the block. These material s
are one of the oldest construction materials known. The Romans were the first to use concrete in
construction of their aqueducts and roadwa� over 2000 years ago.

In general, concrete is

required to be hard, strong durable, dense, non-porous, fire resistant and economical.
Last but not least, Polymers also known as "plastics" are synthetic human made materials
that compose of a large number of repeated unit is known in the name of "mer". Plastics have
good tensile strength to weight ratio, low modulus of elasticity, high thermal expansion an�

_
combust.t'ble. Plastics share with metals their desirable mechanical property of ductility but are
lightweight inexpensive materials that are used alternati vely to metal ones in
applications.

structural

design

Despite limitatio� polymers are considered to be high versatile and very useful

materials and are available in a wide variety of commercial forms:

fib�

thin films and sheets

foams and in bulk as well. But plastic can be divided into three main families. thermoplastics,
thermo-sets and Elastomers (figure2 3 )

The main ditference between thermo sets

and

thermoplastic polymers i that, not only do thermo sets Not loose their rigidity upon cooling but
also that they have the charac.teristic
formed by step IJfO'T4h

properties

related to their

etwork molecular

structures

The Main disadvantaae � by thermo set plastics

is that they are IIOt NC1rdd., Ur...

Paints consi st of a blend of components each with their specific function. Commonly
the 'e include the binder (or medium) solvent, pigment

and additive.

They are surface

Coatings that are de igned to ful ti l l protecti\e and/or of a decorative function for substrate,
Paints can be cIa sifted a' eit her: water ba ed paint s, oil based paint or acrylic paints
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Cliapter 3:

(Paint 9dateriafs

3. 1

I n t rod u c t ion

The ubject of paints i a very 'Wide and complex One, this is due to the wide range and
variety of pai nt types, colors and textures or physical properties available in the market to suit
different requirement s, purposes and ta tes Though all paints have the same main components
(figure 3 I ) on 'Which any paint mixture is based, the fact remains that the main difference
between each of them li es on the composition amount of each main component within the paint
ingredient This in it is turn is related either directly or indirectly to requirement, needs and
purpo es of use that control phy ical properties of the paint l ayer applied to any substrate
whether it is for interior or exterior purposes

[
I
f a i n Pa i n t

I

1

J ehic/e + So/ven1s +PiKmenls + A dditi.'es

Figure

3.2

Paints lind. CoatinJ!

1

3. 1 Paint '-fain Compollent

omponents:

Essentially paint consi sts of a pigment dispersed in a resinous binder (vehicle), reduced
to an acceptable application vi scosity with solvent. One or more additives are added to modify
one or other of the paints fi l m properties, application or storage characteristics (J Boxall and
J A Von Fraunhofer)

It is the amount of each of these components that controls paint mixture

different properties color, texture hardness and gl oss as in (figure 3 2 and 3 .3 )
The fol lowing sections wi l l discuss each of these ingredients with a bit of detail which
will include their origin ( natural or synthetic), main role of each ingredient in the paint mixture
and their most general properties
The chapter wil l also include descri ptions of the most common paint types used in the
construction fi eld as an architectural finishing material with concentration on those paints used
on concrete substrates. Reason behind choosing concrete to be the main substrate for this study is
that it i s the most commonly used bui lding material used in construction application in the U A E
therefore, it was found most useful to make it the target on which to apply the study.
As for the l ast section of the chapter it will be discussing the necessary substrate
preparatio ns required before any paint coat or layer can be applied to any type of surface. This
was found essential due to what effect the absence of this step would cause on the final
appearance and aim of using these decorative and protective finishing materials .
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P.

Pigments:

They are organic or inorganic finely divided solids that are responsible for giving paints
their color, hiding pO\ver, durabilit
weight

and fi l m hardness They contribute with 20-60°'0 of paint

One of pigments ideal properties is that it should not be soluble in the paint and not

react with other paint components. Pigment Vary in Size Shape and Color
A.

Defi nitio n :

They are defined a s "any particulate matter tltat is insoluble in tlte media into which it

is di per ed"

I n other words they are fine solid particles that do not dissolve in the varnish

From this definition the term" pigments" includes' White or colored pigments, Extenders, Anti
Corrosive Pigments ( Temple C Patton, 1 973 )

B.

Pigment Sou rces:

There are a wide variety of pigment types that are used in the paint and coating industry
due to the numerous sources they can be obtained from. Due to these sources pigments can be
classifi ed into being. organic (true pigments) inorganic organic ( artificial compounds )

B. 1.

Organic Pigment:
These first types are the natural true type of pigments that come from a l iving origin, are

also known as t rue pigments . They are defined as "solid mineral substances, which are either dug
These
direct from the earth and are ready for use after suitable treatment and gri nding"
is more easil y
pigment s are found in Free State in nature but in some cases the natural product
are comple tely
made artificia l ly. Their color is mainly due to the presence o f iron. They
;elative ly subdued
perman ent pigmen ts and form a most useful series of characteristica l ly earthy,
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colors, which are inexpen ive. Dye colors also fal l underneath this first type of pigments and are
obtained from nature.
The princi pal ource for organic compounds comes from crude petroleum and coal tar
oil

The pigment are produced as dyestuff in a wide range of colors, due to their finesse many

are truck on to base of extenders to give them substance.

A common example of organic

pigments is Vandyke brown that i s not a dyestuff and is obtained directly from peaty earth

B. 2.

Inorganic Pigment:
Thi second type of source pigments are much more widely used than organic 1 s and is

matter that can be derived from earth, metal or a combinations or heat treatments of chemical
compounds These inorganic pigments, which are also known as artificial compound pigments,
are defined as "distingui shable compound pigments that are made by chemist in a laboratory or
factory in l arge quantities" From the definition it is understood why there is a variation of cost
bern:een the two types ( orman Colquhoun, 1 98 5 ) . These inorganic pigments can be obtained
from one of the following sources and they are.
•

Colored E a rths:

These are sometimes also called" earth or natural pigments" They can be mixed and
grounded into fine powders Examples of these Pigments are: yellow ochre, raw umber
•

Combinations or H eat Treatments of Chemical Compounds.

Prussian blue and zinc chromate are common examples for this source of pigments.
•

M etals Chemically Treated

Chemically treated metals are used to render them into fine powders Common examples
of these pigments are titanium white, white lead and iron oxide. Lead and zinc chromates
are the most popular i norganic yellow pigments used in paints. Although, lead chromate
is no longer used in consumer paints, zinc chromates still are But unfortunately, they are
known to be moderately toxic by the oral route. Where as chromates, are considered ski n
sensitizers which cause skin allergies and irritations? Chromates have well been known
fro their abil ity to cause tumors in laboratory animals when administrated by .
Intratrache al, Subcutaneo us or Intramuscu l arly Injection.
Another important example of inorganic pigments are Lead tetra-oxide which is a very
toxic red colored oxide, two which an over exposure can produce systematic lead
poisoning This pigment i s mainly used i n l arge quantities on iron and steel because of it
is high corrosio n resistanc e propertie s.
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Pigmen t Types:

There are many type of pigment ,

v.. hich

are used in paint making. The can be divided

into two main group
D.

Pigment

sages:

ccording to the type of pigments used, they can play the following roles in a paint
mixture, v"hich i based on the required end properties as follows.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ProvIding opacity or covering power to the paint (special effects such as flip. sparkle)
Provide color and can Obl iterate previous colors
Aids the fi l m former (vehicle) in protecting the surface against corrosion
I mproves adheSIon of the paint fi l m
Improves the durabil ity and weathering properties
Reduces glo s
Modifi es flow and appl ication properties (A. Fulcher and B Rhodes, 1 99 1 )
Pigment Color:

E.

Pigments are v.hat give paint their color, depending on their origin and what materials
they are mixed and reacted with duri ng the manufacturing of pai nt. Pigments are classi fied
according to their colors, of which there i s a wide range. Selection of pigment colors used in any
mixture is related to architectural taste or required finishing and physical properties and paint use
required and needed
But there are two most commonly used color pigments in the paint business and they
are. white pigments and black pigments For more detail s about pigment color variety it is
suggested referring to (table. Appendix i i ), that demonstrates pigment colors, it also includes
information about pigment origin, chemical reactivity, specific gravity principal properties and
principal usage
E.

1.

White Pigments:
White paint pigments constitute with 90% of total pigments used in paint production. In

the past these pigments were mainly lead compounds but they are no longer used because of
their high toxicity

Some have that white pigments that were used are· lead white pigments,

white talc pigments, and zinc oxide white pigments.
Lead W hite Pigments

Tests have proved that lead pigments within paint formulatio ns cause lead blood
poisoning in chil dren whom ate paint chips or even gnawed on objects coated with paints of a
lead content . This i s the reason why lead pigmente d paints are no longer used in home
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con truction paints The e to ic pigments have been replaced with titanium dioxide, which has
been te ted to have very 10 oraL dermal, and inhalatio n toxicity
till it i

im portant to know that white lead pigments are widely used in manne

application due to their high abi l ity to resist steel corrosion in such areas There are also other
white pigments of low toxicity uch as Calcium Carbonate, Barium Sulfate and Aluminum
ilicate
Though the sil ica and si li cates compromi se with a group of mi neral dusts they have been
proven not to cau e an I significant oral or dermal toxicity But, inhalation of crystalline sil ica
can produce Silicosis. which is a disabl ing lung condition disease characterized by fibrous
pulmonary tissue that can eventuall y be fatal

Where as amorphous sil ica is considered to be

much les fiber-genic to the lu ngs than crystalline type

In general, safe exposure li mit is for

these dusts are ba ed u pon thei r quartz content, the greater the amount of quartz the lower the
exposure and the higher the safety
\V b ite Talc Pigments

These white p igments are divided into to main groups fibrous and non-fibrous

The

fibrous form can produce a response in the lung similar to that caused by asbestos materials
How ever, non-fibrous t alc i s much lower in pul monary toxicity than the fibrous form. For this
reason the non-fibrous talc forms are being used to replace talc ' s, which contain mineral fiber.
For health rea ons, when repeatedly exposed to high concentrations of white mica pigments
2
(below 20 mppcfl ) of aIr is considered sufficient to prevent Pneumoconiosis development •
•

Zinc O x ide W h ite Pigments

The two most common metallic dusts used in the paint industry are aluminum powder
and zinc dust Which are both low in toxicity when exposed to, by normal routes ingestion,
inhalation and skin contact? Though zinc oxide white pigments are low in toxicity, the inhalation
of freshly formed zinc oxide fumes, as those produced by heati ng zinc metal to high
temperatures can cause metal fum e fever, which is transient set of symptoms characterized by
chi l l s, fever, muscul ar pain and Headache

E. 2.

Black Pigments
Black pigments come second after white 1 s in their constitution within the paint

manufactur ing. There are two many types mostly used of black pigments
•

Carbon Bla c k Pigment s:

Carbon black pigments are the most commonl y black pigments used. They are
produced from the incomplete consump tion of gas petroleum . Toxicity is negligib le
I

2
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when taken b oral route, but inhalat ion of extrem el y high levels
of these black carbon
pigmen ts ha resulted in produc ing pUlmonary damage in experim ental animal studies.
Carbon black pigment s with known amount of poly-nu clear aromatI cs hydrocarbons
(e.g . . 3,4 Benz (a) Pyrene) have produced tumors in ani mals. While those with non
detectab le poly-nuc lear aromatic s, have not re ulted in excess tumors in laboratory
anima ls when tested by various routes of administr ation (Oral , Dermal, and Inhalation )
Lam pbla ck pigmen ts:

I the econd major black pigment and is produced from the incomplete Combustio n of
oil
F.

Pigment use type:

According to importance of use of pigments in paint mixtures they can be divided into
two mam categorie

or groups primary pigments and Supplementary Pigments (Extenders,

Fillers
FJ

Primary Pigments:
Is what provides paints with color, opacification and anti-corrosive properties Pigments

can either be organic or inorganic according to the source they can come from.

Table 3 1

displays some of the typical primary pigments and what color they demonstrate if used in any
pai nt mixture.
Tahlc 3 . 1
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Carbon Black

I'al!

Aniline Black.

Copper Carbonate

\

DIOxide

M
. anganese

Lead Chromate

!\Ickel Azo Yello\\

lmc Chromate
Barium Chromate
Cadmium Sulfide
[ron
HlueA'iolet

O XideS

liltramanne

Phthalocyamn Blue

Pru�. ian Blue

lndanthrene Blue

Cobalt Blue

Carbazo] ViOlet

( , rcell

Chronllum OXide

Phtbalo�'yamn

Red

Red Iron OXIde

Toluidme Red

Cadmium

olenold

Quinacridones

Red Lead
Chrome Red
TItanium Dloxlde

..

lmc OXIde
.-\ntimol1\ Oxide

I

F. 2

Lead C�bona1e (Basi�)

Supplementary Pigments (Extenders, Fillers):
Which provide help to lower the cost of paints as wel l as providing them with other

properties other than those provided by the primary pigments.
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A.

Extender Pigments:

This echon wi l l be devoted to the description of extender pigments, which are also sol id
constituents of paint and are used in many types of surface coatings extenders are also known to
be transparent in oil, which gives them the opportunity of not having an influence on the color of
oil paints. They are sometimes referred to as "mineral whites" usual ly found in a white color I n
other words w e can say that pigments fal l into two principal groups namel y pigments or
extenders. If they don 't provide color they are cal led" extender particles"
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Pigment m water pamts
FX1enders maml:. m undercoats

\lte

v

V

err <\lb

4

2.1

Improves flow or eggsh ell lilu,hes
Water paints
Pnmers

Sealers

Fillers

4.3
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Fillers pigment m cheap water pamts

1 9

Good flattmg agent

G1H:S body to undercoats
Improves inter-coat adheSIOn

"II

2.6

V

2.5

V
"

2.8

"

\I....l Ios tolll

Improves durability and color permanence
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Road line paints

Good opacity lJl water paints
Suspendrng and flalhm mg agent

III 011

pa lllt s

\nll-senh ng agent

Flattenmg aOll-setttin&.and lire reSisting prOPerties

2.9

Suspending and flattening agent

2.8

ReSIstant 10 shrinking, chaJk.ing <lod �rdcking
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I

sed in wood fillers

Good mOIsture bamer

Ext�nd<!f for dl!cor.lti \'e pa l Ots

Extenders are obtai ned from natural materials, which are mi ned and ground into a fine
powder They are much cheaper than pri mary pigments and can improve the function of paint
due to theIr fol lowing properties'
32

I.

110ws the ease of applica tion for certain paints

2. They give greater adhesiv e propert ies to undercoats
3

They provide a roughnes s in the film of undercoats to improve adhesion of finishing
paints

-t.

Prevents certai n dense pigments settling out of the pai nt.

S

They help in gIving bulk to certain paints which do not contain white

6. They provide added hardness to paint fi lms
7.

Improve the flowing property of certain paints (A. Fulcher and B . Rhodes, 1 99 1 )
Table (3 3 ) illustrates some of the most commonly known and used extenders and

includes information about their types, origin, properties and principal usages

Extender types

differ according to their uses, but from the table we can see that e>..1:enders are mainly used in
pri mers and undercoats

H.

A n t i-Corrosive Pigments:

Are pigments that are used to protect metallic substrates against corrosion. Mainly, they
can be divided into two broad classes of metals and salts (J Boxall and J A. Von Fraunhofer)
The most common and effecti ve anticorrosive pigments have been based on lead or chromate
But both of these metal pigments are causing concern on the grounds of toxicity. Due to this
other kinds of pigments are bei ng used as replacements to these to metallic anti corrosive
pigments or a total replacement of traditional primers by other technologies such as electro
galvanizing ( R Woodbridge, 1 99 1 ) Powdered aluminum and stainless steel are also being used .
I t is important to note that corrosion inhibitory salts contain water bleachable anions, which can
passivate the metal or affect the corrosion process. With these pigments the mechani sm of
protection differs from that of metal. For more detail s on the various common anti-corrosive
pigments used in the paint i ndustry and brief notes of their usages and properties see table
( A4 4) in appendix n .
I.

Choice o f Pigments:

In order to be able to control and properly select and choose a certain pigment for any
paint mixture it is widely advised that we know about some of their physical properties

These

properties help in the output-requ ired result tended to be reached

L 1.

Tinting Strength:
Al most all paints consist mainly of white pigment, which is tinted to the appropriate

pastel or mid-shad e with colored pigments

I f a lot of colored pigment is required to reach the

required shade, it is said to have a poor tinted strength.

The tinting strength of pigments is
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independ ent of it i hiding power, since the comparis on of the shades is done at film thicknes
s
that complete ly hide the sub trate Therefore, transparent pigments are considered to have high
tinting trengths
l 2.

Light Fa tnes :
I

the abi l ity of a color not only to be good but al so last as long as the paint fi l m? Many

plgment fade or darken due to being ubj ected to light rays, causing the chemical change i n
their tructure Thi s change means a change in t h e abi l ity t o absorb light in a visible region o f the
pectrum

\\-'here a in the ca e where pigments remain with the abi l ity of absorbing UVR

without breaking this wi l l help in protecting the binder, the energy is released in the form of
heat
L 3.

Bleeding Characteristics:
1

ot all pigments are completely soluble in all solvents. Meaning that some colors tend to

change color effects when appl ied on to another color layer A good example of this is when a
red paint is applied over a white background and part of it gets mixed into the white causing a
pink color to show. This is what is known as bleeding effect (J Bent ley and G.P.A Turner 1 998)
I 4.

Hiding Power:
This is usually expressed as the number of square meters covered by 1 1 iter of paint to

produce complete hIding of the substrate underneath the paint layer. Hiding power depends on
the wavelength and total amounts of light that ' s a pigment will absorb on it is refractive index
and also on particle size and shape
I S.

Refractive Index:
This property i s related to the suffering of l ight rays from refraction, diffraction and

reflection by transparent particles that have a refractive index differing from that of the layer in
which they are positi I d. It is wel l known that white pigments which are found in a powdery
form are transparent in large lumps; because they have high refractive indices, greater than that
of the fi lm-former which provides the fi l m with it is white color. On the other hand, Extender
pigments are transparent in bulk and are as white as powders, but they do not color paint because
their refractive indices scarcely d i ffer from those of the fi l m formers (vehicle).

1. 6.

Particle Size:
Usual ly, pigment particle SIzes range between (44- 0 1 ) mIcrons In diameter. But

general ly the size used is less than 3 microns in diameter, this is due to the fact that there is an
ideal particle diameter for maxi mum scattering of light at interfaces and this is approxim ately
m,
equal to waveleng th of the light in the particle. The optimum diameter ranges between . 2- 41l
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any particle belo

thi

ize 100 e it is scattering power Where as, sized particles above this

range cau es a decrea e in the number of interface in a given weight of pigments

0 sample of

pigment contains particle all of the same size, rather there is a mixture of sizes with an average
diameter.
Connected to the particle izes of pigment used in any paint mixture is surface area and
oil absorption

It is recommended to consider that for any fixed weight of pigments, the smal ler

the particles the l arger the area of pigment surface

On the other hand, the surface area i s

indicated by the o i l a b orption, v. hich is the minimum weight i n grams o f a specified raw linseed
oil that i required to tum 1 00g of pigment into paste. Oil is added slowly to the pigments with
thorough mixing and sheari ng between the wal l s of the vessel and a rod During what is cal led
the "wetting" process oil is to replace the air molecules on the particle surfaces. It is necessary
to know that during this process the pigments remain as a crumbly mass. When these pigments
are in dried powder they are cal led agglomerates between the individual particles

This

individual particles need to broken down through a dispersion process and the prime pigment
particles are separated.
J
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Oil is added slowly to the pigments with thorough mixing and shearing between the wal ls of the
vessel and a rod During v.hat is cal led the "wetting" process oil is to replace the air molecules
on the particle surfaces. It is necessary to know that during this process the pigments remain as a
crumbly mass

When these pigments are in dried powder they are called agglomerates (figure

4 4), between the individual particles. These need to broken down through a dispersion process
and the prime pigment particles separated

After the wetting operation has been completely

completed the addition of oil wi l l fi l l the spaces between the particles, which create a paste
mixture due to the free moving force they gain as a result of oil lubrication (J Bentley and G.P.A
Tumer l 998).
It is al so important to know that Pigments below a certain range size may have cause
serious health hazards to those who handle it For example, Particle sizes of 1 0-0. 5 microns are
in the size of desirable dust, which makes them in a size very easy to inhale. I nhalation of such
ing these
sized of dry pigment s can be the cause of significant inhalation hazard to persuns handl
potential health
materia ls But, the fact i s, once dry pigmen ts are i ncorporated into the paint their
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hazards tend to greatly decrease Method of applicat ion also affects the health hazard
issue as
� el l . For spray produce greater danger than the brush or roller paint applicat ion method.

I. 7.

Particle Shape:
Pigme nt particles can be found in

everal geometric al shapes but the most common

hape is the spherical one as that for Titanium Dioxide They can also be found in other shapes
needle-l ike pigments (e.g. Zinc Oxide) or even sheet-like pigments ( e.g Mica, Talc)
Particl e shapi ng greatly affects the packing style of the pigments and therefore the lllding
power

Rod-shaped particles reinforce paint fi l ms as iron bars do for concrete or they may

reduce surface gloss of surface if they poke through it .
uch rough surfaces may help t he next coating layer to stick more easily, that' s why
such

haped pigments are very useful in undercoat paint.

Plate-like pigments overlap one

another like t i l es on a roof making it more difficult for water to penetrate through surfaces good
examples of this type of are Aluminum and mica pigments.

1. 8.

Specific Gral'if) :
Specific gravity i s related to the weight of a substance in grams divided by the net

volume in m i l l i l it ers

The specific value differs from one type of pigment to another. Titanium

dioxide has a value of 4 1 ; while white lead has 6 6

Specific gravity is quite important because

they are sold in k ilogram to paint makers and in l iter to customers

An expensive pigment/kg

may be considered economical if it is specific gravity is low. Extender pigments are normall y
cheaper in price due t o their low specific gravity giving i t the power to be used in increasing
pigment volume when we need to have a good enough hiding power of the colored pigments at

10\\ concentration.
1. 9.

Chemical Reactivity:
This property can m ake some pigments unsuitable for certain purposes; such as when

dealing with zinc oxide that shouldn ' t be used as a white pigment with resins containing a high
proportion of acid groups because that only wil l cause the formation of soap

If this tends to

happen the pai nt is said to become ' l ivery ' and unusable.
On the other hand in some cases pigments of this sort are added because they are
chem ically reactive Good examples of such pigments are the anti-corrosive I s

Especial ly

effecti ve w ith chromates of zinc, when paint fi l m i s permeated by water these pigments slowly
release chromate ions because of there low but measurable solubility this encourages the
pigments
These examples i l lustrate the advantages of knowing the pigment chemi stry that has
the
proven to be extremel y necessary with the newer (probabl y organic) pigments of which
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manufactu rer might not di clo e the exact chemical nature.

Even in case of more traditional

pigments the pigment manufactu rer to alter the pigment crystal shape or to provide a coating on
the pigment surface that wi l l make the pigment easier to di sperse may add other ingredients
Cnless exact information i

avai lable the paint formu lat ion is in the hands of the pigment

manufacturer and rel ies on their literature.
L 1 0.

Thermal Stability:
The temperature at which a pigment decomposes or alters it is nature is very i mportant if

the pigments are reqUIred for a paint to be stoved to a high temperature or if the paint is to be
heat resistant (J Bent ley and G P A Tumer 1 998)
3. 2 . 2

Solvents ( Thinner- Diluten t ) :

Solvents which play a major role in deciding paint type are used for the purpose of
making the coating l iquid enough to be easily and evenly applicable
paint it evaporates compl etely once the coating has been appl ied

During the drying of the

The most common thinners

used are water, White Spirit, Xylol, Methylated Spirit and mixtures of special solvents
Some of these liquid thinners are suppl ied separately from the paint containers in order to be
added during the pamt job according to adjust the consistency of the paint to the required needs.
This is the case usua l l y in oil paints
Defi n ition :

A.

" The)' are l'Olalile /iqll1ds added to paints to dissolve the binder (resin component) and or
to mod�jj: the pam!

VI

cosity. " ( J . Boxall and J A Von Fraunhofer ). The main purpose of the

solvent is to dissolve the resins, while the d i luent and thinners reduce the viscosity of the paint to
an

acceptabl e level for appl ication Choice of the opti mum solvent or solvent blend will also

influence the flow of the coating and the rate of the drying especially in the early stages (R.
Woodbridge, 1 99 1 )
They are known to be colorless and are selected according to the types of paint they are
employed Though they are incorporated in the liquid part of the paint they tend to evaporate
from the fi l m during the drying process

B.

Chemical Types:

There are 7 main classes of solvents that are used in pai nts to carry the pigments and
bi nder and they are as fol lows
11. 1.

fJ'ater:

It is i mportant
I s the main ingredi ent of the continu ous phase of most emulsio n paints?
ls or ether alcohol s to
that water can be used in many styles either al l or blended with alcoho
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di olve water-so luble resi ns As a fact water now days is considered to be the major" solvent"
used in decorativ e paint in addition to that it holds a trong position in paints used in the car
manufactu ring and In can lacquers
The \ i rtues of using water are it is avail abil ity, cheapness, and lack of smel l, non-toxicit y
and non-flam mabi lity (A Fulcher and B Rhodes, 1 99 1 ) But sti l l on the other hand it does have it
is di sadvantages when used Thi is due to it being not an ideal paint liquid because of it is l i mited
mi cibility wit h other liquids Another reason is because film formers designed to be dissolved or
di persed in it usual l remain permanently sensitive to it It is avai labil ity in nature makes it one of
paint fi l ms \\"orst enemies, since it is always around and present to cause swel ling of the fi lm,
hydroly is and

ub trate corrosion. Other major problems with water borne paints concern the

rheolgy of the paint and it is d rying. Where drying is concerned, water has 5 times the latent heat
evaporation of organic solvents and it is rate of evaporation is also affected by the relative
hu midity avai l able in the surroundings at the time of drying
Stil l these difficulties are being understood and overcome, and the use of water is set to
continue to increase while the use of organic solvents wil l continue to decrease (l Bentley and
G P A Turner 1 998)

B. 2.

Hydrocarbons:
I n this following section of hydrocarbon type solvent materials used in paint manufactures

can mainly be divided into 2main groups of hydrocarbon solvents and they are divided as fol lows.

o 'ent . " n ich are obta mea

u ring (he dlsn lanon

01

crude

01

: pe ro . ' h it

nirit and naraffin.
White Spirit i s one of their most commonly used types. They are greatly known as aphetic
Slow

blends of paraffin ' s of avai lable composition, but with a 1 5- 1 8�o aromatic content .

evaporating and dissolving most natural resins, oleo-resinous varnishes and medium- and long oi l
alkyd resins. White spirit is commonly used as the main solvent for brush applied decorative and
protective based paints based on these binders. It is also used as a cleaning and degreasing solvent

Aromatic h) d rocarbon soh ent , obtained from the di tillation of coal tar: oh ent
naphtha, benzene, toluene and X) I I .

p

e are u sed in chlorina ted ru bber and

nitro-cel l u lo e paint (A. Fulcher and B Rhodes, 1 99 1 ) .
•

Toluene (C6HsC H3 ) :

I s an aromatic hydrocarbon solvent used in solvent blends for air-drying vinyl and
chlorinat ed rubber coatings as wel l as a diluent in nitrocellu lose paints
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an aromatic hydrocarbon ohent u ed as a solvent for short-alkyd , vinyl, chlori nated
rubber and polyurethan e resin

The good solvati ng power and moderate evaporation rate

of this solvent permit it to be used for sag-resistant spray applied coating , even within
relat ively thick films, a wel l a for stovi ng-cured coatings.
11 3.

Alcohols:
Thi

olvent used to be produced by dist i l l i ng fermented potatoes and starch But now days

they are being manufactured through chemical processes

B u tyl Alcohol (C.tH9 O H ) :
Thi alcohol ic solvent is also known by the name Butanol It has the property of being a
10\1,: e\ aporat i ng solvent for a wide variety of oil s and resins, particularly amino and
acrylic re ins and also in solvent combi nations for nitrocellulose resins.

Ethyl Alcohol ( Cz H s O H ) :
This alcoholic solvent i s also k nown by the name Ethanol

It i s usually used as an

admixed with meth I alcohol, dyes, and toxins in the form of i ndustrial alcohol
( Methylated Spirit is) It is a fast evaporati ng solvent that i s used for Poly Vinyl Butyral as
well as with other solvent for nitrocellu lose.

Ethylene Glycol Monoethyl Ether (C2 Hs .0. C Hz C H zOH ):
T h i s alcoholic solvent i s also k nown b y t h e name 2-EthoA}!ethanol It is also a slov.
evaporati ng solvent for many resins, which is often added to brush applied formulations
that cannot i ncorporate aliphatic hydrocarbons such as white spirit. The high boi l i ng ethers
are widely used as coalesci ng aid solvents in emulsion paints; ethylene glycol monobutyl
ether acetate is a typical example (J Boxall and l A Von Fraunhofer)

B. 4.

Ketones:
Ketones are manufactured in a simi lar way to that in which alcoholic solvents are made

and they can be dIvided into the following.
•

Acet l (C H3.CO.C II3 ) :

ThIS ketone solvent is also known by the name Dimetltyl Ketone.

It IS a fast evaporating

solvent used for vinyl copolymers and I11trocellu lose. It IS also blended, at low additIon levels ,
with many other solvents. When it IS hIgh solvatIng power and evaporatIOn rate modIfy the
propertI es of the l iquid pamt and the film

M ethyl ethyl Ketones ( C lli.CO. C2 H 53 ):
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ThIS ketone solven t is also knov,n by the name (MEK
). Is a very strong solvent with a fast
evaporating rate �ldely used for vinyl copoly mers, epoxy
and polyurethane systems. It IS
often blende d \Vlth less powerful solvent s to modIfy the
film formmg propert ies and
apphc anon charactenstlc s of coatin gs.

M ethyl Isobut yl Keton e ( C lli.CO .CH 2CH(C H3) 2:
ThiS ketone sol vent IS also known by the name Dimethyl Ketone. It IS a fast evaporat
ing
solvent used for S i m i l ar appl JcatlOns as that for fEK solvent but WIth a consIderable lower
reqUl red evaporanng rate. It IS also used at low addItIOn levels m solvent blends where it IS fast
evaporati ng rate and h igh solvent power WI l l Improve the properties of the l iquid pamt and fi l m
fom1mg characten stics

B. 5.

Esters:
They are sol vents, which are derivatives of acids and are widely u sed in nitrocellulose

fi nishe

Common examples o f t m s class of solvent are «A. Fulcher and B Rhodes, 199 1 ) :

B u ty l Acetate ( C H 3.COO C 4 H

9):

This ester solvent is W1th a moderate fast evaporation rate and IS also of a general appl IcabilIty
In the past it used to be the major solvent for nitrocel lulose coatmgs. B ut now, it is used for a
\\;de variety of synthetIC resms but IS less powerful then the ketone solvents
•

Ethyl Acetate ( C H 3.COO C 2 H

5):

This ester sol vent IS of a fast evaporation rate and with a p leasant odor, which is often
preferred to that of the stronger, smel ling Ketones. The major appl ication for this type of ester
solvent IS
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nitrocellulose coatIngs but now It has a wider application. It IS i mportant to know

that they have a lower solvating power than that of ketone solvents (l B oxal l and J . A. Von
Fraun hofer )

B. 6.

Ethers:
They are solvents, which are prepared by chemical actions on certain other solvents. They

are known to be widely u sed in cel l ulose resin s and many other synthet i c finishes Glycol ether
and methyl glycol are ether type solvents'

B. 7.

Chlorinated Hydrocarbons:
They are solvents, which are produced by a reaction of chlorine on various materials such

as met hane Their main di sadvantage s are of them being toxic but on the other hand they have the
advantage of having the property of being non-fl ammable. These solvents are divided into two
main types
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M et hyln Chloride:
This ch lonnated hydrocarbon solvent is a very strong solvent used

as

the mam constItuent in

pamt removers

Trichloroethylene:
TI1IS chlon nated hydrocarbon solvent is a very strong solvent used as a degreasing agent

C.

Solvent Propert ies:
General ly speaki ng all solvents have some general properties that are very useful i n the

pai nt ing indu try
•

Act only on the medium of the paint
Remain long enough in the wet pai nt to allow ease of appl ication

•

Are free from residue which may affect the fi l m
They are colorless a n d do not cause discoloration

•

They are not very strong enough to soften underlying coats « A Fulcher and B
Rhodes, 1 99 1 ) .

But stil l there are other important properties of a liquid for any paint that must be
considered i n order to be able to make the right selection for any paint type. To be able to do that
we should k now t hese properties and how they can affect our selections:
C l.

Solvency:
This means whether or not tit is a solvent or non-solvent for a given fi l m former, this

depends on the fi l m former and i s not an independent property of the liquid

C 2.

ViscositJ' or Consistency:
Which is the outward evidence of the internal resistance to flow and can be measured in

unit i s cal l ed "poi ses or i n S I unit i s or "Pascal/sec." It can be measured by any method
involving either the flow of the liquid or the movement of some objects in the liquid
C 3.

Boiling Point or Evaporation Rate:
It is k nown t hat the flow of paint on any vertical surface i s controlled by the solvent

operation.

Therefore in order to get the right solvent balance we must be aware of the right

solvent balance Thi s information can be obtained from solvent property tables as shown below:
C 4.

Flash Point:
Is the lowest temperat ure at which a substance will give a flammabl e vapor With the

exceptio n of chlori n ated hydrocar bons and water that are non-flam mable, bu� all other solvents
countrie s
have different flash points and which have been menti 1 d in the previous table. Most
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have regulatio n concern ing the storage, t ransportation and use of product containing the more
highly flammable olvents

C 5.

Chemical Sature:
mce soh ent are nothi ng but chemical substances, that makes them wi l l i ng to react with

other sub tances

This is of course undesi rable for stability in a can of pai nt and has to be taken

in con ideration dunng the process of manufacturing and storing.

C 6.

Toxicity amI Smell:
It is very i mportant to know that mell of a l iquid may be enough to prevent the use of it

for orne purposes, though it is mainly built on customer opinion mainly Some l iquids like
benzene have a poi onous affect and others can be quite harmful i f they exceed certain
concentrations in the aIr Toxicity level mformation is also obtainable from data tables

Some

l iquids such as benzene have a cumulative poisonous effect and others can be harmful above
certai n concentrations
3.2.3

Vehicle ( Resin= Film former= Polymer) :
A number of t erms are u sed 111terchangeably t o descnbe the fi l m-forming component of

the paint. " F i l m former", "vehicle", "binder" all is terms that relate to the event fact that this
pai nt component carries and then binds the different paint components together and to the
surface being applied
coating

This of course provides the conti nuous fi l m-forming portion of the

Resin or varni sh are old t erms relat i ng to this pai nt component related to the previous

use of natural resins in solution or " di ssolved" in oi l s as the fi l m former This dates back to when
the chemist ry and composition was sti l l not understandable

But now a day, better knowledge of

this widely u sed fi n i shing material has been achieved along with the wide application of the
sophisticated poly mers u sed also in the plastics and adhesives i ndustries

I t is best and more

accurate to refer to this paint component as the polymeric fi l m-forming component.
Film-forming polymers may or may not be made in the presence of a solvent However;
since polymers are solvent free form generally range from high vi scous liquids to hard brittle
solids, they are practica l l y always handled i n storage and i n the paint making process solution (or
in di spersion) with significant quantities of solvent or diluent included
1 0st polymers used will be found in a true solution, with solvent being the other
componen t

till, in certain cases due either to polymer preparatio n or final use requireme nts,

the polymer wil l be 111 the form of fine particle di spersion and for the emulsified materials used
in electro-d eposition and certain other water-base applicati ons (R Lambou rne. 1 987)
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A.

Defi n itio n :
F i l m form are defined t o be 'The polymeric o r resin binder o f paint is the fi l m-formi ng

componen t of the formulatio n -'. They are also defined as "the polymeric materials composed in
the binder portion of modern paints that have a function of holding the pain to it itself as well as
the sub trate (painted obj ect )"

Without the presence of this paint component the continuous

coating wouldn't be pos ible

B.

Binder Types :
Paint binders can be divided i nto two main categories convertible and non-convertible

type

B. 1.

Convertible Coatings:
The e fi l m formers can be defined to be materials that are used in an un-polymerized or

partially polymerized state which after being applied to the substrate undergo a polymerization
reaction to form a solid fi l m There are sub-types to this category

Oils a n d Oleo Resinous Va rn ishes:
The use of o i l paints h a s been well k nown throughout history. But in recent times
they have been widely replaced due to the introduction of sophi sticated polymers, with
the exception of a l i m ited

In the next section of this chapter Vegetable oils are classifi ed

i nto two classes. drying or non-drying oils on the basis whether or not they react with air
at ambient temperatures to form a rubbery, poorly solvent-soluble fi l m
I n varnishes many types o f o i l are applicable, but the most commonly used i n the
practice of pai nt and varnish manufacturing is lin seed o i l, dung or dehydrated castor oil.
The method of manufacturing d i ffers based on the nature of used components Typical ly
for all situations oil i s heated and a resin component is slowly added Heating is
conti nued until the solution i s affected; meaning that the viscosity i s reduced to an
appropriate level with a suitable solvent, usually white spirit.
ext we w i l l discuss the various kinds of resins used di ffer widely in their
composition and characteristics, which has a major influence on the end use of the
derived varnish product Based on this resins are divided i nto: natural or synthetic resins.
The fol lowing table mentions the most widely used in the paint i ndustry and discusses
some of their most i mportant properties and uses.
In contrast to the properties of fi l m s derived from drying oils, varnishes generally tend to
dry more rapidly, though driers are sti l l required, and they possess superior hardness,
gloss and flow Properties I n certain types like those of Short oil length materials and
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rosin containing materi als the durabi lity
are determined not only on it

IS

IS

reduced. The ultimate properties of varnish

compo itlOn in respect of ingredients, but also by it is oil

length that i the ratio of oil to resm (Table 3 4 ) (J Boxall And J . A. Von Fraunhofer )
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A 1 kyd Resins
They are synthetic polyesters that are the most widely used paint binders. Basically these
re ins are polyester resins produced by reactions of vegetable oil triglycerides, a polyol
lexample:

IS

glycerol or pantaervth thntol) and a dibaslc acid or anhydride Generally speaking,

there are t\,\O manufacturing methods u sed in the preparation of these resins and they are
flow properties

The Alchoholysis or M onoglyceride Process:
In this process oil -modified oil a l kyds are produced These resulted oil modified resins
are chemicall y and physical l y stable. A few mixtures of oil and resi n are sti l l being used
1elting the resin and stirring t he oi l prepare them But it is important to know that the
not all the components are m ixed together from the start as in the fatty acid process, but
rather Polyhydric Alcohol and modifying oil are first reacted together and then the
Polycarboxyl ic Acid is added

Amino Resins:
Amino or nitrogen resins are the condensatio n products of certain compounds with two or
more amine groups particularl y urea and melamine with formaldeh yde. They result fro m
polymeriz ation conden sation of an aldehyde with an amine yielding an amino resin ( R
Lamb ourne , 1 987). These polymers are insoluble in the common solvents but they are
the
rendered soluble by butylatio n. Butanol is added to the initial reaction mixture and
addition of
butylate d amino resins are solvent solubl e The resins will form fi l ms by the
small amoun ts of strong acids or by heating at 1 00- 1 S0°C
l purpose industrial
The lower cost urea formal dehyde ( U F ) resi ns are used in genera
s The melam ine
fi n ishes and acid catalyz ed room temperature cured wood finishe
nce, color retention at
form aldehy de ( MF ) resi ns, with their better chemic al resista
r baking schedu les assist
elev ated tempe rature s, better exterior durabi lity and shorte
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form ulation of products with high flexibi lity, impact resistance , good gloss and excel lent
water resi tance, particula rly applianc e enamel s and automoti ve fini hes

The Fatl) Acid Proces :
I n this process all 3 components ( Fatt) ACid + Pol � b� dric Alcohol + Polycarbox� hc Acid) are
hcatL:d together at temperatures I n the regIOn of 240°C until the estenficatlOn reactIOn IS complete

( ( A Fulcher and B Rhodes, 1 99 1 ).
Though both previou process yield oil modified alkyds, they are classi fied on the basi s
of the amount and type of oil used. According to that Resins are usually categorized
according to the oil content, oil length, and it is nature I The followi ng table i l lustrates
data considered with oil length, Characteristi cs, use and examples for oil-modified
alkyds

The division i s based on the oils being either short, medium or long. This i n It

i tum affects the end product resulting and therefore as has been previously menti 1 d the
appl i cations to which each may be applied.
Table l ,
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-

Coconut 011.

Castor

E poxy Resins

This type of resins

IS

produced by the condensation polymerization

between

epichlorhydrin and dephenyol-propane (bis-phenol A), usually in the presence of sodium
hydroxide and under reflux.

The reaction conditions and the proportions of the two

constituents determine the properties of the fi nal product, which is a l inear polymer of
low solubi l ity in the common solvents but solubl e I is often blended with highly polar
sol vents such as Ketones (R Woodbridg e, 1 99 1 ).
Coal tar is often blended with epoxy resins and epoxy copolymers to upgrade their
resistance to water; these coal tar epoxy coal tar epoxy coatings are used in many marine
applicatio ns ( J . Boxall and J A Von Fraunhofer ) General ly, the outstanding properties of
cured epoxy resins are explaine d due to their structure. The very stable carbon-carbon
of
and ether l i nks in the backb l contribu te to chemica l resistance, while a factor
n tum the
toughne ss is the wide spacing between the reactive epoxide groups and i
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hydroxyl groups

The polar hydroxyl groups assist I n adhesion by hydrogen bondi ng.

The aromatic ring t ructure i mplies the thermal stability and rigidity property. Although
these propertIes are attractive, Aromatic epoxy resins do have the disadvantage of
yellO\vin g

v. hich

i undesirab le For thi reason their major application is for undercoats

and primer compositions where adhesion and corrosion resistance is are particularly
valuable

Poly u rethane Resins
They are two-pack finishes based on hydroxyl fu nctional resins and isocyanate adducts
find applications for tough

high

solvent

resist i ng coatings curing atmospheric

temperature or u nder moderate stovi ng conditions
The resi n

of interest to paint technology are derived from di-isocyanates, typical l y

toluene di-isocyanates is reacted with diol, that i s a l i near polymer formed, reacts wit h
water and polyol isis that yields cross-linked polymers
Polyurethane binders fal l i nto two broad categories: single pack and 2 -pack material s
Ba ed on this ingle pack systems can be divided into three groups' types, air curing,
moisture curing and beat curing stoving.

Where as the two-pack systems, are cold

curi ng, meaning they polymerize in the presence of a catalyst . The properties and uses of
these different system materials are menti 1 d in appendix 4 (Table A4.6

) Properties

and Use of Natural Resins and Synthetic Resin Silicone Resins, early menti l d in this
chapter

Silicone Resins
Silicone oxygen and si l icon carbon bonds are stable, which has a beneficial i nfl uence on
the behavior of the semi organic si l i cone resins in a way that makes them have an
exceptional resi stance to thermal decomposition and oxidization CR. Lambourne, 1 987)
These resin s d i ffer from the majority of other paint polymers due to tat they are of an
i norganic backb 1 , in the shape of alternating atoms of sil icon and oxygen. Silicone resin s
are produced b y hydrolysis o f di-and trichlorosilan es causing the resultant t o go under a
spontaneo usly condensa tion
Pure sil icon resins are used for application s requiring very high heat resistance properties
( ( R Woodbridge, 1 99 1 ). Therefore they are only used for stoving finishes, when they
yield films with excellent resistanc e to aqueous media and chemical s. S i l i cone resins can
and
be blended with other resi ns to yield fi l ms of enhance d durabil ity, water repel lency
tempera ture resistan t .
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B. 2.

Non-Con l'ertible Coatings:
The e fi l m former

are ba ed on polymerized binder

dispersed or dissolved in a

medI Um. which evaporates after the coating has been applied to leave a coherent fi lm on the
ubstrate surface. There are ub-t. pes to thi category

Cel l u losic Poly mers
Cellulo e I S the main constituent of plant cell wal ls and is the most widely occurring of
all nature polymers
tiber

The pri mary source for indust rial cell ulose is either wood or cotton

The matenal It it elf i

insoluble but many of it is derivatives are soluble and

utilized, l i ke i n Cell ulosic lacquers

Cel lulose polymers fi l ms are resistant to water and

d ilute in acid but are decomposed by alkal is and concentrated acids. Until past recent
year cel lulose nitrate lacquers were of major i mportance for the fast drying finishes used
on motor vehicles

C h lo rinated Ru bber
. atural rubber i s not used i n paint industry but it is derivatives are. Chlorinated rubber
use is quite noticeable. I t is prepared by chlorin ation at about 80- 1 00°e, of masticated
crepe rubber di solved in chloroform or carbon tetrachloride; the reaction product
contain i ng some 60-65�o combi ned chloride.
The chlorinated rubber paints can be used as paint binders when they form fi lms by
solvent evaporation from

olutions in aromatic hydrocarbons. For such fi lms high

plasticizers l evels are required to provide fi l m flexibi l ity The materials are also blended
with many other resins to assure both water and chemical resistance upon the binder. But
their main application is for coati ngs required to provide high resistance to chemicals
and/or corrosion (J Boxall and J . A Von Fraunhofer).

Vinyl Resins
The vinyl resin term refers to polymers and copolymers of vinyl chloride, though the
term does have a more general meaning.

Vinyl chloride is a cheap monomer whose

polymers have good color, flexibil ity, and chemical resistance

These resins include

homopolym ers of vinyl chloride and copolymers of poly vinyl chloride/ vinyl acetate.
The latter one i s used i n the form of particles di spersed in plasticizers, which is vinyl
acetate or a mixed solvent/d i luent (organso l).
Vi nyl resins are used i n coati ngs for strip Venetian bl inds and bottle tops where extreme
flexibi l ity and extru sion propertie s are required . They are also used in heavy duty and
are
mari ne coatings where properti es of toughness, elasticit y and water-re sistant
paramount and have had an applica tion in coil coated strip for building facings
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A c ry l ic Resins
Acryl ic re ins are widely used for their excel lent propenies of clarity, strength, and
chemical and

v

eather resistance

The term acr l i c represents those polymers contai ning

acrylat e and Mythacrylate ester

in their structure along with certai n other vi nyl

un aturated compounds Vinyl/acrylic polymerization in a particularly versati le, in that it
i po ibil itie are much greater in condensation polymerization of controlling polymer
architecture and In the i ntroduction of special features. A good example of this is the
moditi cation stages fol lo\\>ing the initial formation ( R. Lambourne, 1 987)

It is

i mportant to note that acrylic resins are found in both thermoplastic and thermosetting
systems

These resins are i deal candidates for automotive finishes; domestic appliance

finishe and coil coati ngs for exterior cladding.
Solvents used depend on the composition of the acrylic polymer-alcohol solvent.

The

optimum solvent balance w i l l also be infl uenced by the nature of the cross linking resin
to be used

Acrylic resins are also avai lable in emulsion form as lattices or non-aqueous

d ispersions (R Woodbridge, 1 99 1 ).

B.3

M iscel la neous B inders :
There are two other binders that are of a great importance

10

the paint technology

although they are not strictly classi fied as polymers
•

Inorganic Silicates

Inorganic si l i cates are prepared by the fusion of sand and si lica with sodium and/or
potassium carbonate, the fused mass then being digested by water Zinc dust with zinc or
calcium oxide i s added And when the solution is applied to a substrate a silicic aci d i s
formed b y evaporation of water and i nteraction with atmospheric carbon dioxide. The
silicic acid reacts with the zinc or calcium oxide to form complex inorganic silicates,
additions such as potassium phosphates and lithium sil icate bei ng made to accelerate the
curing rate. This system is a 2-p ack formulation Such zinc dust i norganic coatings have
exceptional durabil ity, temperature resistance and corrosion resistance but acids and
strong bases may attack them. They dry poorly under wet conditions but their aqueous
resistance, especially to seawater, is exception al and these coatings are used as protective
pri mers for marine structure s.
As for the organic- inorganic si licates they consist of zinc dust mixed with ethyl
two
orthosi licate, which is combi ned with the inorgani c sil icate system Both single and
to those of
pack Formul ations have been developed The coating properti es are s:.lperior
Fraunh ofer ) .
the i norgan ic silicate s and they have a longer pot life ( 1 . Boxall and 1. A Von
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The adj acent table state some of the most important propertie and use of some organic
sub tances other than oils and resins and is used in some paints and varni hes ( A. Fulcher
and B Rhode , 1 99 1 ).
Table

3. 6

Propertu!\ ana l :(Oe of Uiscellallellus Bi"ders
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Bitumen
B itumen resins are used in bituminous paints and are manufactured from natural
occurring or dist il l ed crude petroleum oil residues

The grade of bitumen in color and

properties depends on both the source and distillation conditions Naturall y occurring
bitumen' s have high softeni ng points and the disti l led 1 s are air oxidized to raise their
softening temperature
When d issolved in hydrocarbon solvents, bitumen ' s form surface coatings by solvent
evaporation

These coati ngs have good resistance to aqueous medi a, to chemicals, to

moderate concentrations of non-oxidizing acids and to bases at regular temperatures. The
B lending of bitumen resin with medi a containing drying oil results in paints with
compromi sed properties

Examples of these properties are rapid drying, and good

protective characterist ics for the substrate ( metal) under moderate-to-severe exposure
conditions The tar-epoxy resins are obtained from blending bitumen's with epoxy resins
that improves the epoxy binder properties of i mpermeab i l ity to water and chemicals

(J Boxall and J . A Von Fraunho fer ).

C.

Resins Sou rces:

l ent ity.
Resins Are amorpho us and describe a physical state rather than an exact chemica
resistan ce of the
The fu nction of resm s is to provide fi lm hardnes s, gloss, surface adhesio n, and
Resins are derived
fi l m to adverse conditio ns such as al kal i acids and other harsh environ ments.
from either
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[ lial'UT 1

fI

C 1.

l{oIl

Satural Sources:

atural sourced binders have been used in the pai nt industr y
for centuri es. An i mportant
exampl e i rosin. Wood rosi n is obtained from tree stump via a solvent
extracti on processes I t
i very i mportan t t o acknmvledge that toxicity o f natural resins is low, but Abietic acid
undiluted
can be i rritati ng to the eyes, ski n and upper respi ratory extract
popular acid

Abietic acid is one of the most

that build up the rosin extract obtained from trees These acids all contain a

phenant hrene backb 1 with various side groups

C 2.

LJremica l Synthesis:
Chemicall y obtained binders have commercia lly been available since 1 920. These types

of binders are produced by two main polymer reactions' additional polymeriza tion or
condensation polymerizat ion
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1 heretore main role of additives shouldn 't be a corrective one

matenals to control certain paint

. Corrective" , many forms an essential part of the have a wel l-balanced formulation but are

main i ngredi ent

constructive" or negative" corrective additives according to the following (table 3 7).
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B. I.

PIa: ticizer :
They are deti ned to be "Organic

dditive That

of Paint " , Particularly Tho e Ba ed on Bi nder
PIa ticization can be achieved both internal l

re

ed to Increase the Film Flexibi lity

That Otherwise Yield Brittle Fi l ms.

and external l ' I nternal Plasticization consi sts of

copolymeriza tion of the brittle resin the major binder component with the aid of a second resin i n
order t o modify t h e propertie
the rigid and brittle

\ inyl

the case Vvith vinyl acetate is an example that will plasticize

chloride

Though thi approach is effective it somewhat of a limited

cope and therefore external Plasticization i more widely adopted. As for external Plasticization
it i

more

\\ ide]y

adopted

Thi

process consists of the incorporation of a compatible low

molecular weight non-volatile liquid with resin as in the addition of alkyd resins to chlorinated
rubber
Pia t icizers are non-toxic and provide maxi mum fi l m fl exibi l ity while having a mini mal
oftening effect on color distortion, especially on external exposure. The amount and type of
plasticizers added varie
coating.

with the resin type and the proposed application for the required

The e additives affect many properties of the paint fi l m including tensile strength,

toughne s, extensib i l ity, permeabi l it y and adhesion. All these properties are effected to in
different degrees t hat are often in a complex matter according to the polymer and plasticizers
t pes There are two c1as es of k nown plasticizers
•

Solvent Or Primary Plasticizers

These plasticizers act as solvents for the re in by virtue of the chemical groups which can
i nteract with the polymer and so provide it is compatibil ity.
•

Secondary Plasticizers (Non-Solvating)

These plasticizers don't have a solvent nature, are non-reactive and can only be
compatible over a l i m ited addition range. They only have a mechanical effect and are
abl e in reducing t he fi l m strength to a lesser degree. Still, it is po sible for secondary
plasticizers to migrate or be leached from the film leading loss to the flexibil ity (l Boxall
and J A Von Frau nhofer).
plasticizers

Most common examples of plasticizers:

are the Phthalate

Dibutyl- Phthalate, Diethyl- Phythalate, and Diethyl Hexyl Phthalate and

Dibutyl Sebecate

B. 2.

Anti Corro. il'e Pigment Enhancers:
The e addit I ve main role are to protect materials especially steel from corrosion. Some

of these anti-corrosive pigments are tannic acid derived ( Kelate). Albarex is a treated extender
used to partial ly replace t rue anticorrosive pigments such as zinc phosphate.
de cribed a

zinc salt of an organic nitrogen compound, also augment

Alchophor827,

prime anticorrosive
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pigmen ts Ferroph os I S recomm ended to part substitu te zinc dust In ZInC
rich pnmers ( R
Lamboume, 1 987)
Alcophor 827

(27)

Kelate

(45/34)

lbarex

(44/ 1 5 )

Ferrophos
R. 3.

(42)

A nti Foam.s:
Latex paint s are stabilized with surfactants and col loids that, unfortunately also hel p

tabil izes air i ntroduced during manufacture or during appl ication and this way form stable foam
on-aqueous paints may also show bubbles Available anti-foams on the market may be directed
to a particular class of the paint offered for general use. Sometimes the additions of 2-anti-foams
are made one at an early manufacturing stage and the other just prior to the fi l l ing-out

It i s

usually known that anti-foams provide high surface activity and good mobil ity, even though they
are not actuall y soluble i n the foaming l iquid. They function by lowering the surface tension in
the bubble neighborhood, causing them to grow into thinner larger bubbles that are less stable
which eventually pop

Commonl y available anti-foam agents available on the local market by

upplier are
Foam 1aster (Nopco) NDW Mineral Oil Based

B. 4.

( 1 8)

Byk 069

M ineral Oils, Alcohols, Soaps

( 8/39)

Byk 03 1

Mineral Oils Based Stable To Over 1 00°C

(8/39)

Bevaloid GS32

Silicone Oil Based

Perenol E2

Non-Sil icone for Epoxy System

Defoamer 1 5 1 2m

Mineral Oil, Silica, Sil icone

Defoamer L409

Silicone Based For Stoving Alkyds to Lattices

Defoamer L4 1 3

Silicone/Silica Based, For Aqueous Preparations (20)

(5)
(27 )
(28)
(20)

Anti Settling Agents
Paint formulations may yield liquid paint that is to fluid

With a liquid of low vi scosity

the flow may be excessive for some purposes but an advantage for others Which is so in stains,
sealers, and spraying l acquer but not in high build coatings and brush appl ied paints? Settlement
is most likely to occur especial l y when the paint is too dense, which is the case in low viscosity
paint, and heavy settlement can cause problems in re-dispersing the pigment. Doing adj ustment
to the paint formulation solves these problems of flow and settlement
Add i ng thickening agents' i ncreases l evel of viscosity without i ntroducing thixotropic
increase viscosity ( R Lambourn e, 1 987). It should be in mind that often anti-settlin g aids are
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u ed with each other to enhance the effect
their o\\n or with byke anti terra 203
vi co itl' at a 10Vv

The fine particle pyrogen ic si lica ' s are useful on

There are so many additives used which have affect on the

hear rate, therefore some al so have the influence on anti-saggi ng, flow

control, and color t1otation.

III late. · paints tructure is so commonl

formulated into the system that settling is not a

problem. For other types of aqueous paint the choice of colloid is important and judicious use of
bentonite or pyrogenic ilica'

can be added to the pigmentatio n or recourse may be made to

Cell ulosic or synthet ic polymeric thickeners

B. 5.

Anti-Skinning Agents
Driers ensure the essential proper balance of surface and through drying characteristics

for autoxidative air-drying paints.

nfortunately, they also may cause the formation of a skin on

the surface of stored paint . This problem used to be solved by the adding of 1 -2�0 pine oil or
dipent ine But, phenol Ic antioxidants were used for the more stubborn cases
But now they have easi l y and widely been replaced by the easi ly used Oxi mes
Butyraldoxime ad especially methyl ethyl Ketoxime are now widely used at about 2°'0 on the
paint Being volatile the Oxi mes are lost from the fi l m in an early stage and do not signifi cant ly
retard the drying. This volatility can be a di sadvantage i n the container once opened but with the
presence of such agents the problem may now easily be re-lidded without worry. Some
antioxidants in certain systems can cause loss of drying potential on storage so both drying and
skinning performance must be checked before any selection is made or application in made (R
Lamboume, 1 98 7 )
Eatyraldox i me

( 53/40)

Depentine

(37)

Exkins 1 ,2 And 3

( 53/40)

( 59)

( 59)

Pine Oil

( 3 7)

Cyclohexan 1 Oxide

( 5 3 /40)

(4)

Methyl Ethyl Ketoxime

( 53/ 40)

( 61 1 1 )

Guaiacol

( 7)

(49)

\1ethyl Ethyl Ketoxime is one of the most common used anti-skinn ing agents It has a
low oral, dermal and i nhalation toxicity but i s considered an eye irritator

B. 6.

Can Corrosion Inhibitors

It is highly desirable to protect fully l acquered that are used for packaging aqueous paints
of
due to their high abi lity to under corrosion particular ly around minor unprotected areas
although
tinplate Sodium benzoate at 1 % on total water content is the normal recomme ndation
54

odium nitrite i s ometi mes u ed as an alterna tive or in conjun
ction with the sodium benzoate
(J Boxall and J A Von Frau nhofer )

B. 7.

Disper ion! Wetti ng Aids

As their name i mpl ies these material s are added at the dispersio n stage of the paint
manufacturi ng process to assi st the wetting! di spersion of the pigment s They are al so known as
urfactants , surface-act ive agents, that very between anionic and non-ionic , cationic or
amphoteri c As a general rule anIonic types may be preferred for use with i norganic pigments.
Whi l e non-ionic types are selected for the dispersion and paint stability of organic pigments

In

either selection of material s it i s i mportant t o ensure that only the required amount t o assist
pigment

�

etting, di spersion and pai nt stability is used . Any access of amounts used can have

opposite affect on the general paint properties. pamt stability, water sensitivity, wet adhesion,
foaming tendency, and the creation of other surface defects
There are hardl y any general rules that can be gi ven on the use of such additives, other
than the usual incorporate of a wetting aid at an early stage so that it has the best opportunity to
meet up with the pigment surface and not have to compete or even in some cases replace other
l iquid components of the composition Secondly, it is common to make later l iquid additions to
the mill base careful ly and with stirring if the di spersing aids themsel ves are not to be displaced
from the pigment surface Due to the large selecti on of these aids it is common for suppl iers and
additive manufacturers to publish charts showing which dispersant to use for best effect and
results But the most commonly k nown are

B. 8.

8yk 1 04 S

Organic With Silicone

for Water Solvent Systems ( 8/39)

Disperbyk 1 63

Cationic Surfactants

for Solvent Systems

(8/39 )

Lacti mon

Anionic Surfactants

for Solvent Systems

( 8/39 )

SoIsperse Range

Polymeric Surfactants

for Solvent Systems

(3 1 )

Centrol 3 F D B

Soya Lecithin

for Solvent Systems

( 1 0/6 1 )

Colorol E

Modified Soya Lecithin

for Emu lsion Paints

( 1 5)

Dispex A40

Ammonium Polyacrylate

for Aqueous F i l m

(3)

Tamol 73 1

Di Isobutylene Maleac D ispersant

For Emul sion Paints

( 50 )

Flash Corrosion I n h ibitors
Wherever water base are u sed i t i s most likely rust wil l appear causing stains usual ly in

the form of light brown spots. This so called " flash corrosion' may be over come with the use of
inhibitors Sodium benzoate or sodium nitrate at 1 5-2 0% on water content is often effective but
one or more propitiato ry products are available.
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B. 9.

Float ing a n d Flood ing Addit ives

Most paints tend to change color slightly during drying to the immigra tion of some
of the
pigment to the surface Flowing is the term usually reserved to color striations or mottled
effects Because of the high vi scosity of the setting paint films the areas does not then redevelop
it is color (R Lamboum e, 1 987). Therefore floating and flooding additives are additives that
tend to reduce the lack of color uniformly in the paint fi l m . There are various propitiatory
products are available, but results can be very specific and should be checked carefully before
arbitrary addition to a batch ( R Woodbridg e, 1 99 1 ).

B. I 0.

Dehy d ra t o rs/ A n t i-Gassing Agents

With some paints it i s i mportant to lower the moisture level for the purpose of storage
stability reasons.

Gassing in the can is usual ly caused by the presence of moi sture in such

products as moi sture cured polyurethane paints or products containing, Aluminum fl ake or
powder zinc dust . M oi sture curing polyurethane paints can only use pigments from which
adsorbed moisture has been l argely removed if cross-linking and gassing i n the can are to be
avoided

Good plant house keeping can be of a great help in reducing or even mini mizing

sources of water contamination, found in solvents, but the addition of water scavering agent such
as very fine part icle si l i ca or additives based on TI monomeric isocyanate in the pigment
dispersion stages are recommended to wipe out any chance of contamination and control the
effects of residual moi sture during storage.
Another group of products in which water can cause problems on storage are the
aluminum paints and zinc dust primers where reaction with the metal with moisture releases
hydrogen-causing pressure within the can.

Sylosiv AI and ZN l are commonly u sed in such

circumstances, though they are not capable of coping if grossly water contaminated solvents or
binders have been used.

B. l l.

Additive TI

(4)

Additive FO

(4)

Sylosiv A l

(25 )

Sylosiv ZNI

(25 )

Reodorants
A number of aromatic essential oils have been suggested for masking the odor of paints

during applicatio n and the immediat e post drying stage. In practice it is usually more acceptabl e
the
to reduce as far as possible the cause of the odor by the eliminati on of trace monomers or by
i s a low
use of low odor solvent. Possibly the most widely used additive s in alkyd baser! finishes
percentage of pine oil (R. Woodb ridge, 1 99 1 ).
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Driers
Driers

are most often meta l hc salts of leacl calclUm. cobalt and magnes lUm. Toxicit) is
mamly

due to the metal content .

Although it is widely argued that the use of driers is a fundamen tal part

of the paint formulatio n and not an additive and shouldn't be considered as an additive, but stil l
many do bel ieve it i s ( R Lambourne , 1 987).

Driers are materials are used to speed up the

oxidization polymerizat ion reactions in air drying, oil containing products. But the drying speed
can be rapidly speeded with the presence of certain metal organic compounds. This catalyt i c
activity depends on the abil ity o f the metal cations that is to b e readily wi lli ng to b e oxidized
that ' s why metal driers are applied in practice ( J . Boxall and l A. Von Fraunhofer ). Some metal
drier examples are menti l d In (Tabl e A4. 7 Appendix 4):

B. l3.

In-Can Preservatives
Aqueous thinned products especially those containing a natural or synthetic colloid or

Cellulosic thickening agent are liable to biodegrade unless properly protected with an effective
preservative. Such protection should be provided to any l iquid raw material supplied or stored i n
bulk as wel l a s the paint during manufacture and i n the can. Formaldehyde i s the most commonl y
used to protect t h e l atex i n manufacture, delivery and storage. It also can b e a u seful means o f
controlling u nder carefully supervised conditions, the sterility o f manufacturing equipment and
p ipelines
Being volatile it i s l ess effect ive as a long term " i n can preservatives" . A whole range of
such preservatives i s available; and reference to supplier' s l iterature wil l indicate optimum level s
of u se. Both the nature of the ingredients and the PVC of the formulation will i nfluence this
optimum level. Higher PVC products tend to require higher levels of preservatives for adequate
protection.

In formu l ating exterior coatings it i s necessary to consider the addition of fi l m

fu ngicides and algaecides t o prevent the growth of mould spores o n the fi l m surface. A wide
range of additives of this kind is available on the market therefore the selection must be done
carefully for the grades appropriate to the type of product being modified

B. 14.

In-Film Preservatives (Biocides)
If paint fi l m s are provided with the right environmen t they are most l ikely wi l ling to

allow mold growth that will appear in the form of black stains at the junction of wal l s and
ceil ings which most likely occur in bathroom s. Similar growth may become visible on bui lding
in a
exteriors i n the shape of greenish algae. B iocides are additives that are added to the paint
soluble,
level below 5%. Those biocides used i n can preservatives for emulsion paints are highly
for then needed
whi le those used for fi l m protecti on are needed i n quite the opposite . The reaS0n
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not to be soluble is so they may not leach quickly from the fi l m and
therefore lose their required
effecti veness by conde nsation as soon as rain falls
The propert ies of most film preservatives are those related to biocide that provide
s
best
protectio n against a large range of fungi and algae. Again specialists in these fields
are
responsi ble in providing advice and their services on how to make the right choice on which
biocide is to be used for and for what purpose that suit is any particular paint composit ion and
the environm ent it will be positi 1 d in. examples of these additive materials are: (R. Lambourn e,
1 987)
Acticide AP A ( 5 8 )
Parmetol

( 56)

Nopcocide

( 1 8)

Mergal

( 5 88)

Proxel range

(32)

This group of additives i s the most toxic, since it is their role to retard mold and bacterial
growth in paint

Sti l l they represent only a smal l part of the paint concentration (usually less

than 1 %) . Some of t he most commonly used biocides used in paints and are known to cause ski n
rashes and irritations and l ung problems are:
•

Phenyl Mercuric Acetate

Use to be one of the most common biocides u sed i n the paint industry. But it is usage has
been dismissed due regul ations that state it can only be used within water paints. That
was a result of it is high toxic mercury content. It is a strong skin and eye irritator and
can cause allergic contact dermatitis is a skin disease that has the form of rash, irritation
of t he skin or eczema for i ndividuals.
•

Tributyltin Chloride or Tributyltin Oxide;

Very little toxicity information available
•

Tetrachlorophenol:

Represent the chlorinated phenol type of biocides. They are moderately toxic. The skin
doesn' t readily absorb it. It is dust is irritating to the eyes, nose and throat.
•

Formaldebyde:

Formaldeb yde is also used as an effective anti-microb ial compound in water based

paints at low concentrat ions. It is irritating to the eyes and upper respiratory tract At
certain concentrations (over 6 ppm), which are clearly irritating, they can al so produce
tissue damage, and has been tested to produce nasal cancel in l aboratory rat tests
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B. I S.

Ultra- Violet Absorbers

Man y pigment s fade and many binders degrade owing to the effect of the incident
radiation e pecially ultra violet . The use of a coat of varnish was shown to slow down the fading
of a fugitive paint many years ago but uncomfortably un-Pigme nted varnish films themselve s
degrade quickly

The ultra violet absorber converts the undesirable short wave lengths to heat

E nergy and the light stabil izer capture the free radicals generated that would cause fi l m
degradation

Thi s technology has made it possible to use base coat plus clear coat automotive

finish i ng systems and overcomes the early problems of under fi l m chalk ing, delaminati ng and
cracking of the top clear coat. Good examples of these additives are:
Tinuvin 900-UV absorbers
Tinuvin 90 1 - hindered amine
Sanduvor 3 206-UV absorber
Sanduvor3 046-hindered amine

B. 1 6.

Optical Whiteners
These materials absorb ultra violet wavelengths and re-emit the energy i n the visible

wave band. If they are chosen to emit in the blue violet region they can give a boost to the color
of whites overcom i ng tendency to yellowness.

However, although these addit ives are widely

used in the paper and detergent i ndustries they sti l l haven't found a significant output in the
surface coating i ndustry because of their short-lived effectiveness and the cost premium i ncurred.

An example of such additives is:
Uvitex OB

B. 1 7.

( l 3)

Insecticide Additives

Insecticides are not common paint additives, but sti l l they are required from time to time
for the use in i nterior paints to help control fl ies and cockroaches especially i n marine life and on
boats particu l arly.

To be effective fairly high levels of insecticides are required and the

composition must be such that it can be fed to the surface.

Materials used have i ncluded

D ieldri n, pyrethum and other chlorinated aromatic compounds that are clai med to have
i nsecticidal properties « R Woodbridge , 1 99 1 ) .
Zinc Octoate

(2 1 )

Copper Naphthe nate

( 1 6)

Tributyl t i n oxide

(2)

Priem i n secticide

(46)

(39)
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Catalysts:

fat nafs

Benzyl Peroxide is a commonl y catalyst used for initiating polymeriz ation reactions. It
is of a low toxicity by oral route. It is a mild skin and eye irritator as a dust but not as a solution
For orne people it is kin sensitizers. It i inhalation is mildly toxic .
303

egorie of Paint :
Once the chemical composition and role of each ingredient that build up the paint

mixture are understood; it becomes easy to understand how the quantity and qualIty of these
amounts pIa a major role in dividing paints and coatings into three main groups according to the
fol lowing c hart into: paints, varnishes and stains ( fi gure 3 . 8).

Figure 30 8
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Transparen

This first category of paints is the most commonly types used in the construction business to give
an archItectural surface to substrates whether they are interior or exterior.

Exterior paints are

usually paints w ith a low pigment load in order to give it to have exterior durability. The large
binder content provides the fi l m matrix required to with stand exterior conditions. The pigment
volume concentration ( PVC) is usual ly wel l under 400 0 . The low PVC (high binder) results in a
strongly bond, highly resistant fi l m possessing the following variable qualities: good weathering,
glossiness, resistance to specific chemicals and abrasions. There types differ according to their
ingredient composition amounts. On the other hand, interior paints which are also known by the
name as fl at wall paints are of a: high hiding power, a uniform appearance, resistance to
burnishing, staining, chippi ng, yel lowing and scrubbing.

They are also of a good pigment

binding properties such as being hard and smooth fi l m as wel l as moderate in cost . (Michele and
Arl ene ash, 1 978) But generally speaking for both interior and exterior paints, this category can
be divided i nto three Groups: Flat Paints, Semi Gloss Paints and Enamels .
Ao

Flat Paints:

amount

st of high
These paint s are i n the form of an opaque film forming materia ls that consi
describ es a
s of pigmen ts, binders , solvent s and low amount s of vehicle . The term "flat"
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film with low gloss, but this type of paint is best avoided because it invites confusio n with the
operatio n of flatting and an alternat i e word is "matt" .

B.

Semi-Glo ss Paint:
This group of paints share shared properties between both fl at paints and those of enamel

paints

This kind of paints includes: sheen, silk, eggshell, semi-gloss and semi matt paints. The

previous l i st i ng is an approximately decreasing order of gloss but there are no formal definitions
for such paints.

C.

E na mels ( Gloss Pai n t ) :
Are paints with a high glossy surface that contain high amounts o f vehicle and a low

amount of pigments. The term "gloss" indicates the reflectivity of the surface ofa fi l m. Gloss i s
l i ke color and t herefore i t i sn't just a physical measurement but also a physiological factor.
While the term "enamel" is now very widely u sed in the paint field which prevents it from
having a preci se meaning, but still, it vaguely means a high quality finish and a special one that
has low PVC and therefore gives high gloss and usually requires an undercoat. But in real ity
there is only one material that should be cal led enamel is "vitreous enamel" which is a specially
formulated glass used as a coat i ng. It has a very high heat; chemical and solvent resistance i s
very hard a n d has an excell ent color. The only disadvantage of these materials is their brittle
nature and is expensive to manufacture because of it is fusing temperature, which is about 850°C .
That i s why i n many applications where very high heat resistance i s not needed "vitreous
enamel" ", " stovi ng paints, which are often called "stoven enamels", have replaced ((R.
Woodbridge, 1 99 1 ).
E namel s are characterized by gloss- a result of low pigment volume concentration.
Depending on the degree of glossiness, the weathering requirements, the pigment load, and cost
l i m itations a myriad of trade sales and indu st rial enamels exist for just about any need ( Michele
and Arlene ash, 1 978).
3.3.2

Varn ishe:
They are mainly materials that are associated with wood substrates because of their

abi l ity to satisfy the demand for a clear finish, which in the case of wood substrates helps both,
protect and display it is beauty.

Exterior wood varnishes easily prevent weathering, but must

loss of
also prevent UV l ight degradat ion of the wood surface because the resultant degradat ion
film adhesio n (Miche le and I rene ash, 1 978).
ition
They are defined accordi ng to the glossary of paint terms to be" a coating compos
i n organi c solvent that
that is based on synthet ic thermo plastic fi l m forming materia l dissolv ed
nvertib le coating . Typical
dries primar ily by solven t evaporation", therefore it is a non-co
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varnishe s include those based on nitrocellu lose, other cellulose derivativ es, vinyl resins and
acrylic resins These fi l ms can deteriora te in the presence of household chemical s and also due
to human perspi ration as wel l .
These clear finishes are also known b y the name o f "lacquers" and have the same
composition of paint films but lack the pigmentatio n.

Due to their lack of extenders and

pigments they are a pure form of normal vehicl es, which gives them the tendency to harden
faster and be more highly vicious which can be a problem in application. Most varnishes are
predominately yellow but the color of the liquid varni sh i s only a preliminary indicator of the
dried varnish fi l m . Initial color may tend to bleach or darken depending on the conditions of the
exposure The viscosity of the l iquid is i mportant to allow the satisfactory brush application. As
these films harden by oxidation polymerization a skin may form on top of the liquid can which is
then i n soluble i n the rest of the liquid (Yvonne dean, 1 989).
I n general the following types of varnish coatings are clear coatings with a high vehicle
and solvent content but hardly i f any pigments.

They are used to protect the material of a

substrate as well as for decorative purposes such as bring out the beauty of the material such as
wood. They also have the advantage of ease i n cleaning. The main difference between the
different kinds of varnishes can be said to be in their drying mechanisms.
A.

Varnisbe

These coat i ngs harden either by the method of oxidization of an oil vehicle or by
moisture curing t hrough air-drying evaporation.

B.

Lacquer:

General ly, they can be defined as being clear coat finishes that are non-convertible that
have an extremely fast drying abi lity through the mechanism of solvent evaporation « R
Woodbridge, 1 99 1 ). They are finishes that are either pigmented or clear which consist primaril y
o f a hard linear polymer i n solution. I t dries b y simple evaporation o f solvent. Therefore i t i s
possible to make a l acquer from a n y soluble l inear polymer, such a s chlorinated rubber, which i s
used i n chemical resistant lacquers.

It is important t o know that the main polymer largely

determine s properties of lacquer. The two widely u sed types of lacquer are:

B. l

Their

Acrylics Lacquer:
Acrylic paints are new comers to the paint i ndustry, a product of modern technology.
the
scope i s virtuall y u n l i mited due to their very adaptabl e and versatile nature. They are

in the year 1 962 .
only new paints to have come on the market for centurie s; they were i ntroduced
waterco lor. They can be
They can be u sed as thick like oil paints or transpa rent washes l ike
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appli ed to almost any surface . Their many attribut e is that they rapidly
dry and ideal used by
those who need a top speed work rate ( Ronald Pearsa ll, 1 994).
Acrylic polymer s are a family of entirely synt hetic chain growth polymers, whose monome
rs are
mainly esters of the unsaturated acids as shown in the figure below Their full name is Poly
Methyl Mythacry late ( PMMA) is a thermopla stic, found in the form of a glassy sheet known also
as " Perspex" or " Diakon" ( Yvonne dean, 1 989). Methyl acrylate ester of higher Alcohol that
gives softer more fl exible polymers and softens above I S0°C .
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Nitrocellulose Lacquer:
Are lacquers that aren' t totally synthetic, due to their cellulose base that is not made but

rather found i n nature where it forms about half of all the cel l wal l material of wood and plants.
Cotton is al most pure cellulose while wood pulp is another major source.
molecu l e consi sts of a l arge number of rings of atoms joined as shown.

The cel lulose

The t hree-hydroxyl

groups per glucose ring they may either be esterfied by organic or i norganic acids, or etherified
with suitable Alcohols.

I n this way many useful polymers for paint making are produced

(lBentley and G . P . A Turner I 998).
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3.3.3

Stains aDd Their Types:

Again in these kinds of paints there are several kinds that can be obtained according to
of
the amounts of each i ngredient that go into their formul ation. They also differ in their method
applications.
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A.

Solid Stains

These stains are usually water based and contain much more pigment then any other
kind
of stains In a way they resembl e di lute paints more than they do other stains.

B.

Sem i Transp arent Stains

These stains have a l arger pigment and solvent content than that of transparent stains.
They are not to be wiped off after application but rather left to dry Semi transparent stains are
used in exterior applications and are made up of two coats but they don't require a clear topcoat.

C.

Transparent stains:

These stains are transparent due to the fact that they have no or just little vehicle or
pigments, but of a very high proportion of solvent and a dye additive. In this kind of stains, they
are to be wiped off after a few minutes from appl ication with a rag leaving whatever of the stain
that has penetrated the substrate. It is usually known that stained surfaces are l ater coated with a
clear finish, varnish, to bring out the color and figure of wood and produce a durable easi ly
cleaned surface.
Categories: preparatory paints like primers and undercoats; topcoat paints, of which gloss
and emulsion are examples; and special purpose paints such as masonry and textured paints.
Paints are either for interior use or exterior use whi le some is used for both interior and exterior
surfaces as well (John McGowan and Roger Durben, 1 990)
3.4

urfa e Prepar rio n '

I n the previous sections o f this chapter we have considered the general principles by
which all paint s are formulated. All these paint and coats are applied to a substrate to produce a
paint system consisting of: substrate, primer, undercoat and topcoat. Whether or not the final
result is satisfying depends on how these layers adhere together, how they perform individuall y
and where the weakest link i s present.
J. Bentley refers that; sometimes the weakest link is at the substrate -primer interface
(e.g. poor adhesion), or in the substrate it itself (e.g. Rotting wood). Therefore it is necessary to
consider the substrate it itself and it is particular chemi stry.
The surface preparation stage of substrates is the most important stage of the coating
process success. Before the painting of any surface with any type of coating it must be clean,
dry, and smooth and stable (W.B. McKay, 1 99 1 ). If this is not done, then, the paint will be
l
adhering to loose particles of the solid substrate, meaning eventual failure defects that wil
i n the
appear o n the surface so l r o r later (Yvonne dean, 1 989). To avoid such assured failures
removal of old
coating system, certain steps are to be made: moisture content testing and the
material.
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M o isture Content

It i s common for most substrates, which have not fully hydrated, especial l y i n the case
of
plasters and renders, to undergo additiona l moi ture loss For this reason certain checks are to be
made on the moisture content of the surface to be coated before any l ayer coating can be used to
cover it. This can be done through one of the fol lowing methods: With the aid and usage of
hand-he ld i nstru mentation, Sealing off an average area of 300 sq. mm and taki ng measuremen ts
at it i center with moisture sensitive papers, Usage of a hygrometer device, this devise can be
used for any l arge-scale fi nish that i nvolves wetness.
3.4.2.

Removal of Old M aterials:

For this method any old coatings are to be removed using one or more of the fol lowing
surface preparation methods: burning off, solvent and chemical removers, physical remover of
paint fi l m s and removal of fungal and algae growth on paint work and related coatings.
A.

B u rn i ng OfT:

Exist i ng paint fi l m s can be removed by heat treatment. But, great care must be taken i nto
consideration while this method is being used. Blowlamps can leave burn marks if used
carelessl y . W here as, hot air paint fi l m softeners are less l ikely to mark timber substrates.
B.

Solvent and Chem ical Removers:

These solutions can be very hard and chemical l y aggressIve and not to be used i n
confined closed spaces that are not well ventilated.

I n cases where such solutions are used,

surfaces must always be washed clean before a new coating layer is applied to the substrate.
C.

Physical Removal of Paints:

Timber sandi ng methods produce good results as l oose fibers are removed from the wood
substrate. S and blast i ng techniques are also very effective as the coarser the particles used the
higher the rise of grain as a softer pulp is removed. But it is also i mportant to know that it i s
i mportant t o test samples before it i s appl ied o n a wide range.
D.

Removal of Fungal Algae Growt h on Paint Work and Related Coati ngs

This i s a problem especial l y i n microenvir onments, which foster biological growth. A

5% sodium hypochlor ite can be used i n conj unction with also another 5% trisodium phosphate
aqueous solution ( non-amm onia containin g laundry detergen t) .
it
The surface c a n be fi rst tested with a drop o f 5% sodium hypochlo rite solution, if
be washed
happens to bleach, this means m icroorganisms are present . The surface should first
washed off with
with the 5% trisodiu m phosphate aqueous solution , and then thoroughly be
period. Then for the
clean water and then one part sodium hypo-c hlorite, for 1 0- 1 5 minutes time
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final tep, surface again i s rinsed

ery wel l for the final time with clean water Then it can be
painte d but after bei ng absolu tely sure the surface i s dry ( Yvonn
e dean, 1 989).
3.4.3

Su rface Su bstrat e Prepa ration s for Diffe rent Mater ials:

ow after the old surface has been cleared of it is old coating of paint, we will start
to
study how to prepare each substrate to receive the new coat of paint as though it was a
new
surface. But this will differ accordin g to it is original substrate material, which will have a need
of different preparation s
A.

Timber

Al most all timber used for bui l ding constructio n and decorative purposes have to go
through a certain form of preparation before it can accept any paint coating. one of the chief
problems accompanied with timber u sage is that it absorbs moisture from it is surroundings and
this creates a rich environment for different life forms. If timber is dead, and there is no growth
then these l iving organisms, whether insect or fungal, wil l start to break down the structure so it
can return it to the natural food cycle.

But there are different methods to deal with moisture

according to whether it is new or previously painted timber.

A. I.

Moisture Content

In the first case of deal ing with new wood, moisture content should not exceed 1 5%. Before
coating wood substrate it must be cleaned, smoothed, dust removed, any grease cleaned off wit h
white spirit and nail s punched down. T hen the following specifications are that it should be
"knotted, primed and stopped"; and it i s very important that these labors are executed in order.
Careful treatment of knots is essential; loose dead knots, and those, which are particularly
resinous, should be cut out and replaced by sound timber. Other knots should be coated with
knotting, to prevent the exudation, meani ng to discharge or emit, of resin in two coats allowing
each coat to perfectly dry. In the next step of wood surface preparation, the whole of the surface
is then primed with a good quality primer. A lead-based primer is best for exterior work. A lead
based paint should not be rubbed down dry for the dust is toxic; instead the wet method using
water and an abrasive paper must be used . Note: lead paints are only to be used out side and they
should not be sprayed because they are poisonous. .

A primer for hardwoods should be thinner

than t hat used for softwoods. The next operation is to stop or fi l l in any cracks and nai l holes
with a stopping, a type that consists of red lead and gold size.

Next 2-undercoats and the

finishing coat are applied; the undercoats are rubbed down with fine abrasive paper after drying.
It is important to note that in such cases at least 2under coats are required, and 3 -4 are required
for exposed areas

The under coat can either be an oil or alkyd resin type in any kind of finish

except matt which i s to only be used for interiors .
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A. 2.

Previously Painted Wood:
If previous paint coating has not degraded in an excessive way it wil l only be necessary

to wash the surface and rub it down with water proof abrasive paper dipped in water. Any bared
wood should be re-prime d before a painting job may be preceded . When the required painted
surface is in a bad condition or the film is very thick a fresh start should be made by removing
the whole of the paint. Removal as has been menti 1 d before earlier in the chapter can be done by
burn off or by the application of a solvent, which is brushed on to soften the paint and followed
by scraping. The now bared wood is then painted as menti l d for new wood substrates (W. B .
McKay, 1 99 1 ).

It is important to know that it is undesirable to mix the two processes on the

same job; therefore, a decision must be made before starting in the operation, between rubbing
down and completely removing the old paint coat.
From all of this we come to the conclusion that timber surface preparation can be
concluded in it being: c lean, dry fi l l up of cracks or nail holes with putty, all knots and sap
streaks should be sealed. And to prevent of nail heads from showing they are countersunk and
fi l led with putty before t he first coat is applied .

In cases of painting over previously painted

surfaces all loose scaling or peeli ng paint must be removed and there cause should be determined
as wel l as corrected before repainting (1. K. McKay, 1 992) . The second major problem that we
are faced with when dealing with t imber in construction is that all untreated timber will bleach
and eventually turn gray under t he effect s of ultra-violet l ight rays. Very few timber species stay
stable in these conditions, as the u ltra-violet rays tend to destroy the lignin content in timber.
When this binding material is lost or degrades it causes the loosening of cel lulose fibers to be left
and surface delaminates.
B.

Metals ( Iron and Steel)

The preparation of steel surfaces is very critical, and however good the surface is cleaned
from impurities, initial corrosion, and initial protection must be carried out as soon as possible as
preparation and a certainty which must not exceed a time period of 4 hours after cleaning. Other
wise, surface coatings will be adhering to an increasing and thickening oxide layer rather than
the required steel substrate before it is delivered to site
Corrosion is what is responsibl e for most of steel damaging and their expensive
mairItenan ce bills; therefore it is always recommen ded to have them galvanized wherever
possible. Like with all coating surfaces previous preparation is a necessity . In the case of
ion can
ferrous material s this includes removal of mi l l scale and rust . While worksho p preparat
phospha ting. A
include pick l i ng in hot dilute hydroch loric acid to remove the scale, rust and
liquids that can be
phosph ate dip provid es good resista nce to rusting . On site, there are certain
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u ed which inhabit to rust ( Yvonne dean, 1 989). Rusting metal s should be wire
brushed and al l
rust flakes and loose particl es should be removed.

B. 1.

General Preparation:

Solvents are used to dissolve oil and grease, and surfaces should always be well rinsed
after applicatio n. Aggressiv e alkali cleaning will take off the old paint and i f it is used it should
be thoroughly rinsed afterwards from the substrate. Wire brushing and scraping with metal tools
is an unsucces sful method for preparatio n of metals.

While blast cleaning is much more

effective in removing both dirt and corrosion. In addition to that this method al so can give the
metal surface more topography that will help in gi ving more adhesion. Pickling and acid etching
wil l remove scale. F lame cleaning is also used, but to evaporate moisture from the face of the
metals and can help detach l ight corrosive deposit is, but it should be used with great care. For it
could affect the strength of metals locall y to the touch .By rai sing metals either to their melting
temperatures and cau sing possible re-crystallization to occur or possible strength loss on metals
below a 5mm thickness. Pri ming can be carried out on metal that is sti l l warm but not if it is still
too hot .

B. 2.

Atmospheric Parameters:
In the surface coatings of metals it is fundamental that the surface is dry. Any moisture

on the face of the metal may be trapped, which initiate corrosion below the paint fi l m and cause
might inter granu l ar corrosion, which can cause fl aking-off of paint and spall ing of finishes. I n it
i s turn may generally l ead to pitting in the surface of the material. To avoid condensation on the
face of the metal, metal temperature must be above that of air-dew-point.

B. 3.

Priming:
Priming i s that step that should quickly follow after the preparation of the metal surface

and that should happen within no more than 4 hours of that process. The reason for this is due to
the nature of metal that has a great surface area available for corrosion.
It is i mportant to know that the priming coat has to be good enough to resist normal
weathering conditions for some time. Especially when steel is in a primed condition and may
stay exposed because frame structures are often erected before finishing coats.
In general all surfaces must be clean and dry and free from wax, oil or grease. Steel must
be coated with a rust inhibiting primer.

Galvanized surfaces must be either treated with a

chemical, wash or primed with a special primer before painting. Aluminum surfaces should be
etched with a special preparatio n before painting (R. Lambourne, 1 987). It is also advisable to
carry out surface coating if the air temperature is above S oC and the relative humidity is below
80%.
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C.

Plasters, Cemen ts, Concrete and Brickw o rk Morta r Su rface Prepar
ations:

The fol lowing section discuss es the general points that bond plasters, cement
s, and
concrete and brickwor k mortar We must understand that all these for materials set
by the
hydration mechani sm, meaning the chemical reactions with water and which provides new
compoun ds. Hydration rates are usually slow and are not to be hurried if we intend to get the
required results. Any method to speed the drying process wil l only result in taking away the
moisture, which is a necessary assistant for the hydration process and wi ll result in leaving the
surfaces of the materials more friable and of poor results. The proper approximate hydration
time is 5weeks for a 25mm of wet construction
The materials u sed in wet construction often have salt impurities, which after wetting
with water re-crystall ize and seen as efflorescence, which are opened up and revealed on the
surface. Depending on the types of salts present it wil l be decided whether the final finishes wil l
be a hard glassy skin o r a more recognizable white fluffy compound. Efflorescence that have
developed and appeared is likely to cause damage to the new coatings and should be removed
and then the surface is to brush down every few days until the reaction ceases (Yvonne dean,
1 989)

C 1.

Plaster and Stucco:
S ince most paint fi l ms are compatible with plaster, it is a rule that plaster and stucco

should be completely dry and cured before any paint coat is applied on them There are
significant differences between types of plaster used that may effect the performance of coatings.
Plastering can be done with l i me plasters or with calcium sulfate plasters. It is important to know
that painting technique slightly differs for each method ( J . K. McKay, 1 992).

C 2.

Calcium-Sulfate Plasters:
W hen d amp these plasters do not have the same effect on paints as l i me plasters just

menti l d. But sti l l moisture still can't be tolerated in case of painting, and a certain drying out
period is required. The painting methods are similar to those for lime plaster with the exception
that alkali-resisting primer is not needed. Cement paints are not to be used with calcium-sulfate
plasters (W. B . McKay, 1 99 1 ).

C 3.

Concrete Surfaces and Cement Renderings:

Such substrates are alkaline materials i n nature; therefore oil paints can't be used,
because these materials are known to be compatib le. If they are used then in this case a
"saponifi cation reaction" occurs, where paint films effective ly turn into soaps. To avoid such
are
situation s entirely, only finishing coats designed for such backgrounds are used and they
classifi ed to be masonry paints
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Lime Plasters:
Are alkaline plasters and if damp will attack oil paints, Prussian blue and Brunswic k

greens pigments. Therefore these paints and pigments should not be used in paints on damp lime
plaster

The best method that can be achieved i n such cases i s to use a temporary coat of soft

distemper. But, in dry background construction., and when plaster has been dried out for a few
weeks then an oil-bound distemper is required which forms a reasonable surface for decoration
with the paint or a flat oil paint

If the l i me plaster surface is left until both it and the backing

wall are totally dry an oil gloss paint finish can be given but under the condition that an alkali
resisting pri mer has been used. Cement paints are also applicable on plasters only if they have
not been gauged with a calcium sul fate plaster.
D.

M asonry and Cementitous S ubstrates:

Among the most widely encountered surfaces in buildings are plaster, concrete, external
rendering and brick. Although these are individual materials with their own characteristics they
also have a number of general similarities, which influence coating formulation. Of particular
signifi cance are alkalinity, the porous friable nature of the surface, and the general consequences
of moisture and it i s interactions with the substrate.

D. 1.

Implication of Moisture:
Water i s often present in l arge quantities in new building materials (e.g. concrete, plaster,

bricks . . etc). This i s very true especially with hydraulic cements and plaster, but will also result
from the storage of materials in the open during construction.

Surface created from "wet"

materials of construction may require an initial coating of very high permeabil ity to allow drying
out, though subsequent redecoration with l ess permeable coatings is possible.
Moisture content is suitably quantified by quoting the relative humidity in contact with
the surface.

According to B S standards surfaces are divided into 4 groups according to their

equil ibrium moisture content :
Dry
Drying
Damp
Wet

-< 7 5% RH
- 75%-90% RH
-

90%- 1 00% RH

- 1 00% RH (with visible moisture content)

Wet surfaces are very difficult to paint, but damp and drying surfaces can be coated with
ility.
emul sion paint s, which are usual ly formulated above the critical PVC to increase permeab
(R Lambou rne, 1 987).
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Cement and concrete:

Cement as a compone nt of concrete finds a very wide appl ication in all types of
bui ldings
uch wide spread u e reflects the attraction of this material of economic developm ent
which is relat ively cheap, can be molded or cast, will stand high compressio n.

I ron or steel

concrete reinforcement also allows the carrying of tensi le loads. Coating requirement s of such
products are largely dictated by the nature of the cement matrix through surface appearance wil l
be modified by the presence of fiber.
Many architects would maintain that concrete does not require painting, but apart from
aesthetic aspects there are situations when a coating can prevent water penetration and reduce
attack by carbon and sulphur d ioxides.

D.3.

Coatings and Formulating Practicefor Masonry and Cementitous Substrates:
Due to difficulties of classifying coatings in general which is related to the fact that

classifi cation represents a particular point of view, which may seem arbitrary when seen in
different context? B RE Didest 1 97 lists the major coatings established i n th e field of masonry
and Cementitous substrates into broad categories of water-based and solvent based paints and
coatings. In these categories there are other groupings such as those depending on the physical
nature of the binder ( solution, dispersion, emulsion, etc.) or the chemistry, including a division
i nto I -pack or 2-pack products. The following sub sections below highlight some of the most
i mportant and representative groupings, but with no attempt to be comprehensive.
•

Sealers And Colorless Treatments:

The porous and someti mes friable nature of masonry surfaces has created a market for
water repellents and i n some cases for sealers to act as primers prior to painting.
•

Water Repellents for Masonry:

These materials are i ntended to improve resistance to ram penetration with minimal
effect on appearance. They function by inhibiting direct capillary absorption, but do not
normally provide a conti nuous surface fi l m . Properties o f interest include resistance to
water penetration, water vapor transmission rate (permeability ), resistance to effloresce
and longevity of the effect. Such treatment will not necessary decrease water uptake
through cracks, which may in fact increase as the treatment causes more water to run
across the surface. Waxes, oils and metallic soaps have been used as the basis for water
repellent but these have tended to be supplant ed by si licone resins in various forms.
base
These resins are avail able in both water or solvent based forms; where as the water
are highly alkali ne.
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•

Sealers:

Ma onry sealers also know as stabilizers are intended to consolidate friable surfaces
Typically they are based on alkyd solutions carried in white spirit, a tung-mod ified alkyd
is advisable in order to improve alkali resistance; tung-pheno lic resins are also suitable.
Parado xical ly, some masonry paints, including the emulsion type do not adhere well to a
continuous stabi l i zer fi l m . Therefore if the surface is sound then a stabilizer should not
be necessary
An alternative to alkyd or other resin solution is to use very fine particle size latex at
relatively low concentration; styrene acrylic lattices and acrylic lattices have proved
suitable.
•

Alkali Resisting Primers:

These primer products are associated in particular with the masonry market, which is of
the alkali- resistant primer designed to hold back the alkal i attack on essentially dry
alkaline substrates. Although normally used below oil finishes they sometimes can be
used to i mprove the adhesive performance of emul sion paints and on plaster surfaces.
Variants specifically preparing plaster are also marketed.
Alkali -resistant primers have been successfully formulated for many years on tung
phenolic and tung-coumar l resins.

Resistance may further upgrade with I somerised

rubber PVC and volume solid contents are typical ly around 30% and 50% respectively.
W aterborne primers can be formulated on acrylic resin dispersions.

To aid

penetration, t he l atex should be of fine particle size and primer pigmented to a low PVC
and solids content.

D. 4.

Paints Based On Cement:
The market for "cement paints" which were once widely used has sharply declined. It is

usually used as an exterior paint because of their specific advantage in being applicable to wet
surfaces. These paints are based on white Portland cement with further additions of titanium
dioxide and colored pigments as appropriate; they also require agents to control flow and
structure.
The rough surface of cement paints encourages dirt pick-up and algal growth. They wil l
erode rapidly in polluted acidic environm ent. I nteraction between cement and gypsum precludes
their use over their substrate, they are supplied in.
3.5

H ealth. Safety and E nviron ment:

messages.
Before starting any paint job it is necessary to conside r a few health and safety
be hazardous if not
Like many househ old products paint is made up of chemic als and can
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properly used Paint is a blend of pigmen ts for color, reSInS for binding power
and other
additive s dissolve d in solvents . While over the years paint manufacturers have found substitut
es
for potential ly hazardou s ingredien ts, solvents are still a necessar y ingredient in some paints
Recogn izing this has manufactures clearly state the potential solvent hazards on paint labels It is
very important for paint users to read warning and caution notes stated on paint can labels before
starting any paint job.
This following section brings together some issues, which have been menti I d, earlier on
in this theoretical literature report. These are concerned with the health and safety of individual
and the individual and the protection of the environment from all the aspects of paint preparation
and usage.
3.5. 1

Person a l H ealth And Safety:

A wide range of materials is used in paint making and a variety of chemical reactions
occur in both the preparation and use of paint. It is essential to think of all the ingredients as
chemicals, which have hazards, associated.

For instances, short term exposure to acids and

alkal is can cause corrosive burns, a variety of materials can cause skin and eye irritation, and
dusts and vapor can give rise to lung irritation. I nhaling higher levels of solvent vapor can cause
short-term intoxication effects and extended skin contact can cause disorders such as dermatitis
Longer-term exposure to a number of chemicals can result in cumulative harmful effects or
sensitizations.
Sensible general precautions and some with extra care because of specific dangers can
prevent many of t hese dangers.

Good general practice is to avoid unnecessary exposure to

chemicals. Contact can be made with skin and eyes during handling with the lungs by breathing
dust or vapor and by swallowing after transfer from the hands. This can be prevented by control
of the work environment and by use of protective clothing. B asic precautions are always to work
in conditions of good ventilation to use some form of skin and eye protection and to wash before
eating or drinking. The strictest precautions are those required against cancer causing chemicals
though this are not likely to be present in paint supplied for application.
Precautions during the application of paint depend on the methods of application and
curing used. Minimizing contact with the solvent vapor requires air extraction; spray operations
wil l be carried out in spray booths where contaminated air excess spray droplets are treated. For
some materials such as i socyanate, spray operators may be required to wear air-fed hoods.
Factory environm ents are now regulated for all emissions including vapors, dusts, liquid and
solid wastes and these must be monitored and controlled.

lead

,
Substanc es already noted as hazardo us earlier are lead and chromate pigments, solvents
of
driers, formald ehyde and isocyan ate. Users also need to be aware of the toxicity
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fungicid es and algaecid es, the general unpleasantness of unsaturated monomers and final
ly the
hazards of low molecu lar weight amines and epoxide s. It is also important to note that those
with al lergic conditions may be restricted from handling isocyanate and anhydride s since these
are known to be respirato ry sensitizers.
3.5.2

W ritten I n fo rmation On H azards:

In much standard regulation guide manuals, dealing with chemical hazard information at
all hazardous, require that all hazardous substances whether paint or paint ingredients, should be
properly labeled when they are supplied, or consigned by road. Additional regulations cover
international sea transport by sea, air, road and rail.

Before supply and transport, substances

must be assessed and depending on the outcome, containers may have to be labeled as "
fl ammable", highly fl ammable", " extremely fl ammable", "irritant" "harmful" " corrosive"
"oxidizing" "toxic" "very toxic" label s may be necessary.
environment and marine pollutants may also be required.
instructions for safe u se.

Labels identifying danger to the
Paints must be supplied with

It is also necessary to highlight the need for segregated storage of

paints and thinners but in all cases it is bad practice to store in the work place.
Recommendations for disposal of waste paint and used containers are also compulsory.
Regulations concerning label ing for the users of paints require the use of both "risk phrases"
relating to particu l ar hazards associated with the material and "safety phrases" indicating
required safety precautions.
Finall y, material safety data sheets with property and composition information are
required for users. M andatory headings include identification of the material and the company
supplying� composition, or information on the accidental release measures; handling and storage;
personal protection; chemical and physical properties; toxicological information; disposal
considerations and transport information. (lBentIey and G. P. A. Turner, 1 998).
A.

Fla m m a b i lity/ Combustibi lity :

Some paints contain fl ammable and combustible i ngredients. In such cases, the label wil l
have the words "warning fl am mable o r "caution combustible" in a clearly marked area.

So

reading l abel before opening a can of paint is required. I f paint is fl ammable or combustibl e the
following precautio ns are to be t aken into considera tion:
•

•

Provide as much ventilatio n as possible to disperse fumes by opening doors and windows
but it is recomm ended not to use fans in such spaces to avoid the risk of creating sparks.
off
Elimina tion of all sources of fl ame, sparks and ignition . Put out pilot lights by turning
the gas and not relight until wel l after the room is free of fumes.

•

ls
No smokin g i s to be allowed while workin g with such flammable materia
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•

•
•

Don 't use electrica l equipme nt, which might spark whi le working in flamma
ble or
combustible paints
Light bulbs are not to be exposed to sudden breakage
I mme diate Clean up of spi l l s. Insurance of safe disposal of spil l age waste and solvent
saturated clean up materials .

•

B.

Containe rs are to be kept tightly closed when not in use.
Solvent toxicity:

Some paints contain organic solvents. These are usually oil base or alkyd paints, some times
used on woodwork and areas where a high gloss or used to dissolve and/or disperse paint
i ngredients. Overexposure to solvents can have toxic effects. These definitions may be helpful :
•

Toxic material -A materials that can cause il lness or injury when not used properly.
Over exposure occurs when there are enough toxic materials in 1 s body to cause il lness
or inJury.

•

Acute effects is and illness or i nj ury from one time overexposure to large amounts of
toxic materials. These are of immediate effect.

•

Chronic effects and i l lness or injury resulting from repeated prolonged over exposure to
toxic materials. Chronic effects may not be noticed immediately to provide warning of
over exposure.

•

Al lergic reaction i s the hypersensitivity to any ingredient not generally known to cause
reactions Reaction may be severe in some cases.

•

Routes of entry mean the methods or routes, which toxic materials can get into the body.
They are inhal ation, i ngestion and contact

C.

Safe use:

Like many household products same paints can be hazards unless used in the proper
way. Over exposure to many products even some foods can have toxic effects. Simple
common sense practices can take hazards out of using household paints.
el

lnhalation
•

Open all windows and doors to get ventilation. Do not use product in deep basements as
solvent fumes will accumulat e near the floor and be hard to remove.
I f eyes become watery or a person begins to feel dizzy or nauseous they are to leave
work area immediat ely and get plenty of fresh air.

I f di scomfort persists or breathing

difficult ies occur medical help i s to be obtained .
If u can 't get enough ventilat ion in work area uses a respirator. Which is a breathing
device design ed to clean the air being breath ed.
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Ingestion
•
•
•

Conta i ners are to be kept close when not using them
Paint produc ts are to be kept away from the reach of chi ldren
Due to variation of paint ingredien ts on methods on how to deal with them it
i mportan t to read the Labels on paint cans before the can is opened

IS

If paint is swallowed fir staid ru les are to be followed according to instruction s on the
l abel and a doctor or clinic is to be immediat ely contacted .

Contact

C3
•

Wear a long sleeve shirt and long pants when painting
Wear butyl-rubber gloves. Not only will this protect the skin it wiJJ make it easier to
clean up l ater.

•
•

Wear splash goggles
If you get solvent based paint on your skin wash off i mmediately with plenty of soap
and water.
If you get solvent based paint in your eyes flush the eyes with cold water for 1 5 minutes
and obtain medi cal treatment .

Storage:

C4
•

Some paints are flammable or combustible and require special storage procedure

•

Follow label instructions for storing

•

Before storing make sure containers are tightly sealed

•

Do not store flammable or combustible paints near heat sources such as furnaces water
heaters and space heaters.

•

If only a smal l amount of a solvent base paint remains it is best to dispose of it rather
than store it .

•

D.

Do not store or re-use empty containers.
Protecting the Environment by Good Form ulation

Reduction in the volatile organic Content (VOC) of coatings, contributed by the solvents
presence, is now required because solvents, particularly hydrocarbon s contribute through a
reaction chain to an increase in ground level pollution (Photochem ical Oz l ). The hole in the oz l
layer in the stratosphere concern the formulator s is the remove of Lead, C hromium and
Cadmium , which are long term environm ental pollutants in paint residue.
Complai nt coatings are those coatings, which meet legal requirem ents for low VOC or
powder
requirem ents arising from voluntar y industry agreeme nts. Complai nt coatings include
little or no
coatings , unsatura ted polyester and radiatio n-curing finishes , which all contain
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olvent

In addition alkyd, polyester and acryl i c coatings can be made at high solids
with
reduced olvent or in water base solution s or emulsi fied in water using different techniqu
es.
Reformu lation of solvent based coatings to make them water based requires awareness of special
water properties
While VOC l aws and agreemen ts define maxi mum solvent levels, voluntary eco-Iabeling
schemes, provide incentives to formulate to a higher "green standards".

Included in these

schemes are targets for maximum of 1 % of aromatic solvents (Xylene and Toluene) in
decorative paints (l Bentley and G. P . A. Turner, 1 998).
E.

Toxicity and Environ mental Pol lution:

In recent years it has become evident that many of the solvents in common use represents
a healt h hazard, and legislation has been introduced to control their use. In addition, even with
low toxicity solvents their odor may be unacceptable both in the working environment and the
vicinity of manufacturing and user plants.

Solvent emission into the atmosphere can be

controlled by the use of afterburners on extraction systems or by recycling.
Studies of the toxicity of solvents as with any chemical compound cover a
comprehensive range of standard test procedures, including animal testing for toxic effects
arising from skin contacts with the liquid, exposure to vapor at a range of many years on the
effect of exposure of workers in most industries to the chemicals which they use. These data,
which are constantly being revised as more information is being obtained, are used to define
acceptable working conditions for those exposed to solvents in their daily work.
The most commonly appl ied l imit on solvent concentration in the atmosphere is the
"threshold l i mit value" ( TL V). This is usually applied as a time weighted average value, which
t akes into account the period that an individual m ay be exposed during their working day (e.g
8 hours). Therefore the TLV gives the average concentration that can be exceeded for a short
time period if most of the time the individual is wo king in an exception to this is if a "cei l ing"
value for a given material has been defined. In thi s case the concentration of the material must
not exceed the ceil ing value if a health hazard is to be avoided. Fortunately, few solvents come
i nto this category Some TLV are given in table in appendix I I (R. Lambourne, 1 987)
3.6

u m m a n':

The previous chapter was dedicated to the detailed discussion of paint material as an
example of manmade polymeric material.

These materials have many purposes and uses to

which we may relate the large market of available paint types, textures, colors . . . etc. In it is tum
this can only mean that though they are all basically made up of 4 main ingredien ts (vehicle,
which we may
pigmen ts, solvents and additive s) but with different percentage compos ition to
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relate the variety of avai lable paints related to design requireme nts and decorative purposes But
basically they can be divided into water based paints or oil based paint s according to the base of
the solvent base it is prepared with. There are 3 main types of paint polymer material s' paints,
varnishes and stains. Again type of paint is specified with the composition % of each ingredient
of it is mixture content
Since the method and quality of paint surface substrate material preparation has a great
effect on the output result of any painted surface regardless of the substrate original material,
some consideration with detail was given to this subject with respect to general issues and
specific 1 s according to original substrate material

But generally we can say in order for any

surface to accept paint as a finishing material without defects such as chalking, blistering,
cracking, . etc. it is important that the substrate should be clean, dry, grease free and in good
condition.
The final part discussed health and safety of environment in which paints are used.
Paints t hrough studies have been known to extract toxic chemicals and fumes during the drying
process which t akes place through evaporation, oxidization or polymer reactions.

With this

information in h and it was found that safety and protection knowledge was recommended to all
whom deal with paint whether in direct or indirect way.

The importance of knowledge

surrounding paint hazards and toxicity i s related to the hazardous effect it can have on human
health if miss-handled or exposed to certain paints in large amounts. Over exposure to paint
causing hazards can be through : inhalation, ingestion, skin and eye contact. In some cases this
might lead to severe damages of body organs according to the range of hazard the material is
connected to. These points are going to be discussed in the following chapter with greater detail
based on end user opinions and experimental l ab work based on scientific background and data
information.
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4. 1

I ntrod uctio n :

To achieve the obj ectives of the study, a wide range o f data was required
Some
information was availabl e in publi shed and unpublished official docume nts, which
has been
adopted and applied in chapters (two and three). How ever, others had to be collected
by
carrying out empiri cal work in the form of field survey and conductin g lab experime nts on
various chosen paint samples
Several visits were made to different building types in all t hree main cities of the emirate
of Abu Dhabi and they are: Abu Dhabi, Baniyas and Shahama. This survey was carried out
using personal observations and interviews with users whom tend to spend an average of 8
hours/day with in different spaces of buildings. To narrow down the study both educational and
low cost housing were chosen to apply on our thesis study. But before the visits were made, a
questionnaire was conducted to help the purpose of the visit and give strength to personal
observations and conclu sions.
In general the chapter consists of two parts and six main sections. The first section (4.2)
identifies the purpose and the objectives of the fieldwork survey, and is followed by a sample of
the conducted questionnaire that was distributed on different building type bui lding users. The
following two sections discuss sources and methods of data collection, which were used to cover
the fieldwork. The fourth section (4. 5 ), dealt with the questionnaire survey and preparation for
final analysis t hrough translat ing data i nto numerical graph charts, which make observation and
understanding much easier and effective. The design of the questionnaire, sampling procedure
and the chosen techniques for information gathering, collecting and analysis are also included.
While t he second part of the chapter ( section 4 . 6) is donated to experimental lab tests done on
various types of paint samples and their analysis, in addition to the techniques and methods used
in order to obtain these results. The fi nal section (4.7) is the summary.
4.2

The Pu mos

e

°e d ork'

The purpose of the fieldwork was to collect data and information that would identify the
most important disease and symptoms problems of which users are most likely to come down
with or initiate i f already affected.

This provided the essential basis for the formulation of

selecti ng most suitable and l ess h armful finishing paint materials both from principles and design
criteria point of view. To achieve the purpose of the fieldwork, the following objectives were
i dent ified.
l . To gam the background k nowledge and up-to-date information about the physical
characteri stics of the study topic, this might affect expected result criteria.
2. T o provide a better understan ding for the authoritie s and end users in issues concernin g
select ion of paint used for building finishing materials with the least harm on human
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health with relation to environm ental aspects within the UAE in general and emirate of
Abu Dhabi in specific

3 . To determine the main diseases and symptoms those appears or are influenced due to the
use of paints in different buildings constructed by works department .
To i nvestigate to what extent these finishing materials can affect human health and what
diseases they can cause or fairly influence.
Ol

4.3

('

of Datll :

The fieldwork data was collected from two principle sources.

The first was official

sources, through the following bodies involved in material specifications:

1 . Works Department- Abu Dhabi
2. Planning Department-Abu Dhabi

3

Jotun Paint Factory

4.

Urban Planning Institute

The second source was the occupants (end-users) of the different building types
constructed by various government departments especially the works department . This source
was covered t hrough the survey that will be discussed in section (4.4.2)
1

4.4

h

D· t

Collection

Two methods were used for collecting the required data and information. The first was
l iterary reviews of the documentary sources, which were collected from the authorities and paint
manufacturers, and second was the field survey that covered the case study.
4.4. 1

Reviewing Documenta ry Sources:

Part of the i nformation required was collected from published and unpublished studies
and reports related to the subject and area of concern.

This information, which could not be

obtained by other methods of survey, provided evidence, which could be used for comparative
analysis of the findings of the field survey and interviews. Thi s information included :

1 . Finding out the diseases and symptoms taken into consideratio n and which are most
commo nly present in the community and how use of paint finishes to spaces may
influence or effect end user health.
2. Detailed informati on of the number of affected end users who were taken as samples for
the fieldwor k survey.

3

Investig ation of the main causes of such diseases and symptom s to appear.
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4.4.2

The Field Su rvey :

The field survey was to obtain the main source of informa tion to identify
the current key
issue di seases and sympto ms The method s, which might be adopted, therefor deserve
e
careful
study The possible methods of data collectio n through the field surveys are varied. They
include mail, telephone, personal interview, fax, I nternet . Given the research topic, the nature of
the study area, the characteri stic of the sample in different building types and locations, the size
of the ample and the available facilities for the surveyor, personal interview was selected as the
most appropriate method to achieve the objectives of the field survey

The most important

reasons were.

1

Personal group interview procedures were the most effective way of enlisting cooperation
of the respondents (residents, students, educators).

2. The reactive possibi l ities enhanced in the personal interview method helped the less
literate and non-serious interviewers better understand the survey and the aim behind it.
Therefore, some of the questions were better understood and given more as well as
appropriate answers.

3 . Personal interviews provided multiple methods of data collection, including observations,
visual signs and cues, and self-administered sections.

4 . The author was the only person famil iar with the kind o f required information material
needed to achieve the main goals of the research.
H owever the main disadvantages of such a data collection method was that the total data
collection period was longer than expected if other methods had been used. For this reason the
research only was able to cover two building types instead of four as was intended before the
start of the research study.
The field survey was carried out through different phases: observational survey (medical
records and studies), interviews with different end users (residents, students and educators) and
the questionnaire survey. The first t hree phases are discussed in the fol lowing sections, while the
questionnaire and the preparation for the analysis are discussed in more detail in section (4. 5 ).
A.

Observat ional Survey :

Medical records and studies were one of the main methods on which the survey depended for
recording information , particularly to provide a clear understandi ng of the existing pressing issue
of increasing numbers of patients requiring allergy treatment in the E.N. T«(Ear, nose and throat
clinic) in governme nt hospitals and most likely in private clinics as wel l. It was essential in
some cases where subjects were incapable of providing informat ion or informat ion was unclear
survey to
in some cases It was also importan t as a complim entary techniqu e to the question naire
observational
provide a whole picture of the existing problem being faced on daily bases. The
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survey covered many key issues and problem s that were unknown or discuss
ed before. These
features included .
1 . En-lig hten on the reason of the most common disease undergoing medi cal treatment
in
governm ent hospitals or clinics without understa nding the back screen causes.
2. The discovery of lack of knowledge in effect of finishing materials either by authoritie s
and end users to the effect of these materials on their health in the environme ntal
circumstances of U AE
3 . H ardly any official standard specification s were avai lable for any material not just paints
used in construction of the various types of buildings. Those that were used were adopted
from foreign countries, with totally different climates, cultures and environments in total.
The observation survey was carried out using pre-planned tours by car for the distances
between each three cities selected for the case study ranged 30-S0km.
B.

I n terview with authorities and End Users for Pu blic and Residential Government

B u ildings :

This phase of the survey was based on discussions with people in authorities whom are
involved either directly or indirectly in decisions related to material selection for bui lding
construction or allowing trading or importing into the country. They included those working in
Abu Dhabi works department, Jazeera hospital E.N.T and Skin therapists, Jotun paint
manufacturers and finally different type of end users of different building types.
The main purpose of these interviews was to identify the different aspects and points of
views of different group authorities and others. This was to identify the different involvement of
these groups and how their views and decisions affected the direction of decision makers
whether in the works department or any other local or international authority. Among the people
interviewed were engineers, architects, doctors, government head authorities and personnel ' s,
residents, students and educators.

One of the main advantages of this action was to gain a

general view of public opinion and of groups that are responsible and will be for future planning
and decision-mak ing in planning of constructions .
At the private level, discussions and interviews were carried out with directors and head
authorities in the works department who are responsible for construction of most of government
buildi ngs on the local level of the emirate of Abu Dhabi. The main aim was to identify their
interests and opinions on how to influence research study for material s used in construction
within the country and how that could be applied in a legal way in practice before any more
bui ldings are constructed with human welfare and health being the main consideration.
and
To conduct these interviews, the author had to give advanced warning of the visit is
in collecti ng the
take schedul ed appoint ments or through personal contacts, which helped
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informa tion, needed within the avai lable time During these intervie ws
l ist of points prepared i n
advance was used t o help make maxi mum u se o f the meeting. Despite some difficult ies
faced by
the author as discussed in appendix ] , the responses of these interviews were reliable and helped
to identify to what extent the problem was starting to be noticed but no solution was yet applied
or given attention to.
The interviews carried out with end users were of great help In collecting required
information which was put i nto consideration during carrying out both the survey and
experi mental laboratory tests. Special consideration was given to the study main aims and goals.
These considerations helped narrow down the search to the most pressing issues in form of
diseases and symptoms faced daily without really understanding the reasons that are behind them
or what causes them or how to deal with them and hardly even corne to prevent t hem.
4.5

Qu

tion naire and Preparat'on

ah sis'

A questionnaire survey was conducted mainly with residents, students and educators in
the three cities t hat were subj ected to research main study topic. The questionnaire survey was
therefore addressed to different people l iving in different environments. Therefore to achieve the
main obj ective of the field survey and to identify the most important i ssues and problem areas
related to human health, the design of the questionnaire forms and type of questions addressed
have been detennined according to the nature of building type that was supposed to be covered
This section (4. 5 ) discusses the design of t he questionnaire form and describes the appropriate
techni ques for selecti ng the questionnaire sample and determining the sample size.
4.5. 1

The Questionnaire Design :

Due to t he l i m itations i n the available data in many areas in the country, the questionnaire
survey was the most i mportant techni que for collecting data and information. The design of the
questionnaire survey was based on four steps. These steps were: the selection of question areas,
the construction of the questions, and the evaluation of the questions and the layout of the
quest ionnaire (Marsh, 1 98 2 And De Vaus, 1 990). To select the question areas, it was important
to anticipate what questions would ensure that relevant answers would be given. To work out
which quest ions were needed, a number of aspects were ident ified. The most important were:
1 . The problem areas, which determine d the subjects to be evaluated.
2

C larifying the subjects about which questions should be asked.

3

The method of evaluati on and analysis selected

4. The techniqu e to be used to carry out the question naire (the personal intervie w).
of question s
The second step of the question naire develop ment was to select the type
open-ended questio ns.
needed Two types were identifi ed ' closed or forced choice questio ns; and
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Open-en ded question s give the respondents the chance to formulat e their own
answers
Accordin g to the question areas, the questionn aire design based mainly upon the forced choice
questions.

The main advantages of using this type of question were; to mini mize the survey

time, ease of coding, and they don 't discrimina te against the less talkative and inarticulate
respondent s

Attention was given to developing appropriate alternative responses, and a

thorough range of responses was listed to avoid any misunderstan ding. This was done by careful
pilot testing using less structured approaches to locate the range of suitable responses ( including
" other" category) and by u si ng the category ( if other please specify) in many cases to allow for
unanticipated responses.

In some cases, however, open-ended questions were carefully used

where needed to formulate people's opinions in regard to the specific topics of diseases and
symptoms. This type of question had to be explai ned by the author (surveyor) to many of the
respondents, once the i nitial questions were fonnulated, and before including them in the final
questionnaire, the third step (evaluating questions) was progressed. As fowler ( 1 984) suggests
these initial quest ions were put in a trial sample for pilot testing. During this testing, a number
of checks were carried out

These included; checking the ability of the item to discriminate,

checking whether items formed the required scale, checking the reliabi lity and validity of items
and checking for response as required. To combine the final questions into the questionnaire
(the final step), attention was given to the following points:

1 . Answering procedures: with closed questions, for instance people were asked to tick
appropriate boxes. On the other hand, with open-ended questions, a sufficient answer
space was given.
2 . I nstruct ions: two types of instructions were used, general instructions and section
inductions

General instructions included an introduction and the aim of the

questionnaire, how the respondent was chosen, and the time required for interview.
Since the questionnaire was divided into subsections a brief introduction was given i n
front o f each section t o help respondents get through i t with more ease and without
confusion.

3 . Order of questions: a logical flow of questions was considered in the designing the
questio nnaire form.

For i nstance, it started with easy questions about age, sex,

occupatio n, and level of education . Where as open-ended questions were kept at a
m in i mum level and placed only were possible and really needed mainly towards the end
of the questionnaire

4

Setting up for coding' with closed end question s specific codes were allocated to every
respon se in it. This helped the data analysi s phase (see section 4 . 5 .6).
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The question naire was designed to be addressed to two types of bui lding users
educatio nal and low-cost residenti al buildings . Thi s different iation in bui lding use between
private and publ ic bui ldings led to a specific form of questionn aire design incorporating the
following topics (see appendix 2):

1 . The characteri stics of the respondent, such as age, sex, education level, and occupation
and any present di seases either inherited or affected after birth.

2

People' s reactions to and their opinion on what finishing paint type they required and
why that is so including brand type and favorite color.

3

People stated their natural reactions to specific paint types and how they saw· they
affected their personal health and welfare.

4.5.2

The Sampling Tech n ique:

Sampling can provide an efficient and accurate way of obtaining information about a
l arge number of cases. Just how efficient and accurate depends on the type of sample used, the
size of sample, and the method of collecting data for the sample." ( De Vaus, 1 990).
There are two types of samples: probabil ity and non-probability (Smith, 1 975; Fowler,

1 984; And De Vaus, 1 990). The probability sample is a technique in which each person in the
population has an equal chance (probabil ity) of being selected to be a representative sample.
W here as in the non-probability sample, some people have a greater chance than others. Because
of the nature of the research and importance of getting a wide and certain response from a certain
group of the popul ation the probability sample technique was selected.

This technique was

based on principle of random selection of selected bui lding type users; that was to provide an
equal chance of selection, to produce a representative sample and to increase the level of
accuracy. This technique can be summarized in three main steps:
•

Obtaining a complete sampling frame with a unique number for each building type.

•

Determining the required sample size as described in the following section.

•

The systematic sample can be si mply obtained by working out the sampling fraction by
dividing the total number of respondents, for instance by the required sample size.

4.5.3

The Sample Size:

The size of the required sample was chosen with considerat ion of total population size i n
each city ( Abu Dhabi, Baniyas, and Shahama) the nature o f present diseases and symptoms . The
and
sample size was selected to cover the variety of ages dealing with such bui lding types
of building
characteristics anticipated and to provide a representative proporti on of the number
users in each selected building type (Figure 4. 1 ).
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F ig u re 4. 1
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Case Study

Questionnaire:

The designed questionairre for this research study was designed academic use only and
had no intention to intrude or effect any paint manufacturer or company of any kind. The main
aim of this questionnaire is:
•

To create awareness for environmental impacts of paints and coatings on the health of
human beings in hot arid climates with respect to different weather conditions in the
same region.

•

To relate i mpacts concluded from questionnaire to paint types and function

•

To analyze information from end users to find out the most suitable paint type for U.A.E
environment
It is also important to understand that any results obtained from the analysis of these

questionairres is not acurate or precise figures because they were tken randomly and on two age
groups ( 1 0-30 years and 3 1 -60 years of age) in the educational and residential. therefore results
cant be applied on every space environment due to varios factors that play roles in effects on
human health and space comfort. The questionairre form, as a sample is attached in appendix 5 .
The quesionairre was basical ly designed to cover three parts: general information of
randomly selected sample user, location and type of building type in question, symptoms and
diseases related to building users before and after a paint job is completed, economic aspects as
well as material knowledge available and present to all users.
4.5.5

Bar Chart Analysis Discussion s

The following sections will explain the analysed rsults and conclusions that have been
obtained from distributed survey questionna ires in two types of government executed buildings.
Only two samples were chosen to cover the study in order to cover as much as possible as wel l
in
as within the time period available to study the effect of paints on human health in the UAB
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general specifi cally in the emirate of Abu-D habi by covering it is
three main cities with biggest
popula tions. Abu Dhabi , Baniyas, shaham a.
These results will later be taken into consideration and later compared with experim
ental
results done in section (4.6) on different paint samples simi lar to the types used in both selected
building types for this study

These experime nts are done in order to build our conclusio n on a

well scient ifically base study that is covered literate rally and experimen tally by lab experimen ts
and results as wel l as field case studies.
4.5.6

I nterpreta tion And I n formation Analysis:

For many reasons, some representative s selected in the sample may not finally be
included The reason is that some might refuse, while others won 't give required answers do to
lack of understanding, too young in age to get a useful answer from them to any question, while
others lack in seriousness of the study. To avoid such difficulties, these problems have been
tackled in d i fferent ways. The first was by using techniques designed to reduce non-response by
paying attention to methods of collecting data, using interpretation, or selecting other
respondents (users) within the buil di ng. The second technique was the assumption of a larger
sample size than should have been expected to remain in the end.

Even when using good

techniques in data collecting, the surveyor will still get around 20% non-responses in most cases
(fowler, 1 984).
The aim of this section is to describe the methods and techniques that were used for
evaluating and analyzing collected data in order to identify the main issues and problem areas for
which appropriate improvements will be recommended.
Once t he data and information required for thesis study was collected, they had to be
analyzed in order to achieve the objectives of the survey. To do so, suitable methods had to be
used for the analysis, with respect to three factors that needed to be identified

These factors

according to (De Vaus ( 1 990) are number of variables being examined, the level of the
measurement of these variables, and whether these data were used for descriptive or inferential
purposes. On the basis of data variation, a bivariate technique was selected to deal with two
variables simultaneously within reasonable range. The key factor in selecting the technique was
the level of measurement variables, which was determined by the nature of the variable, how the
question was asked, how it was coded and how the variables related to one another in case study.
B ased on the technique demonstrated in figure (4.2) and in relation with the nature of the
research case problem, B ivariate analysis \ that was suggested by de Vaus ( 1 990) and others, as
an appropria te method for analysis for such circum stances, was selected for use in this study.
as shown
The other two techruques of analysis (U ni vanate and multi variate),
ely.
respectiv
time
a
at
more
or
three
and
characteristic of the sample
I

ill

figure 4 . 2, are used to describe one
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The mam idea of this method is to look for relationships between two variables
simultaneously and determine whether or not these variables are related (associated), using
cross-tabulation. To conduct analysis, it was essential to choose a suitable statistical method.
Because of the number of variables, the selected methods of the study analysis, and level of
:!
accuracy in variables, the choice of statistical method ( using excel software ) was made through
using two basic types of statistic methods: description and inferential analysis.

Descriptive

statistics are those, which produced summarized patterns of the responses of the respondents or
interviewers. While the function of inferential statistics is too see if the patterns of the sample are
l ikely to apply to the whole sample size. These methods of analysis, discussed above, were used
to work out whether the two variables were associated.
The (Figure 4 . 3 ) and (Figure 4 .4 ) distribute information related to different building finishing
paints and their hazardous effects on users of both residential and educational buildings within the
cities of case study: Abu Dhabi, Baniyas and Shahama. All samples have been taken randomly on
various age and sex groups of both students and educators in educational buildings.
Although some of the gathered information hasn't been used in this study in direct way but if
any further or more advanced studies are to be carried out in the future they might become very
But in thi s study they have only been used for the purpose of
effective and very handy.

for such data because of many reasons (LUCL, 1 988).
Excel Microsoft software was selected to conduct the necessary analysis
.
The most unportant of \\-hich are:
.
both numenc and character data usmg a vanety of
It proVIdes facilities range for the marupulation and analYSIS of
I
2

.

3.

.

.
,
tables and bar charts to mult:JvarJate regressIOn and
The statistical facilities range from the production frequency
analysis of vanance.
I t can also produce high quality graphical output

techniques

2
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demon stration of numbe r of sample s taken, where they were
taken from and variety in selection of
samples
Still Referri ng again to (Figure 4 . 3 ) and (Figure 4 4) below, they each
separat ely
demonstrate a compar ison between diseases and symptom s apparent on building users
before
and after a paint applica tion is completed. The goal of such a comparison i s to study the real
effect of paint materials , with consideration of their types, on human health and whether or not it
hel ps increase health hazards or just helps ignite them . After analyzing the results and numbers
obtained in related bar charts; several results were stated according to paint type used and city of
study and they are discussed in the fol lowing sections.
E d ucational Building Questionna ire I n formation Analysis:

A.

This section displays the results obtained from survey questionnaire analysis done during
case study on users according to type of paint used in existing educational building: oil-base,
water base and acrylic paints.
Oil Base Paints:

A i.
•

Over 5 0% of building users are subject to suffer: breathing difficulties, discomfort, and
runny nose and in some cases coughing spells. Oil base paints emit components or fumes
that irritate the respiratory system and mucous membranes and tissues.

•

There is a 70% i ncrease in victims suffering from Respiratory diseases and symptoms in
Shahama city , it followed by a 50% i ncrease in effected victims in Baniyas; while it is
less effective on building users in Abu Dhabi

•

There are a high number of complaints from users suffering: dizziness, nausea,
headaches. This indicates that oil pints are most likely to emit fumes and gases related to
irritating nervous system organs , tissues and membranes
H ighest obtained hazardous results were found in Shahama, Baniyas and then Abu Dhabi
Water Base Paints:

A2.
•

Nausea, dizziness and headaches were highly reported in several people of case study,
but were the highest in city of Abu Dhabi. There was a range of 40% building users who
complained from being nausea which is considered a moderately high number. This in it
is turn indicates the presence of components, fumes or gases that irritate the nervous
system cells creating a sense of di scomfort that appears in form of nausea, dizziness and
headache s in most cases

•

I n compariso n very little complaint s of eye irritation and respiratory problems were
obtained. Those that were filed of people who already suffering from these symptoms
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even before the paint job was done, therefore it may not be due
to paint material which
used to be suspected before study was carried out .
Highe st obtained hazardous results were found In Abu Dhabi, Baniyas and
then
Shahama.
A3.

Acrylic Base Paints:
•

•

Irrita tion of eyes and tearing was highest complaint obtained from the study of acrylic
paints
It was noticed that it was basical ly associ ated with building users already complaining
and suffering of irritant eyes even before paint jobs were done; therefore it may not be
due to paint material which used to be suspected before study was carried out
Highest hazardous effect was found in Baniyas followed by Abu Dhabi and finally
Shahama.
General Comments:

A4.
•

Nervous system diseases and symptoms in form of headaches, dizziness and nausea were
highest results obtained in case study

•

Respiratory di seases and symptoms were mainly associated with building users of oil
base painted spaces

•

Cases study analysis on different paint types in case study showed different results in
numbers and diseases. Therefore this is evidence that there are other factors playing a
role in apparent study and not just the components of any type of paint material .

•

Study analysis on educational buildings shows that it is advised to use:
o

Acrylic based paints in coastal and semi coastal regions (ex : Abu Dhabi &
Shahama).

o
•

I

1

B.

Water base paints are suggested to be used in desert regions such as in Baniyas.

study analysis shows that it is not advised to use:
o

water base paints in coastal regions (ex. Abu D habi )

o

oil base paint in semi coastal desert regions (ex. Baniyas and Shahama)

IIrportant to nole lila
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Residentia l B u ilding Questionn aire Informatio n Analysis:

This section displays the results obtained from survey questionnai re analysis done during
case study on users according to type of paint used in existing residential building: oil-base,
water base and acrylic paints.
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BI.

Oil Base Paints:
Tearful eyes, burning feeling and redness are the highest symptoms registere
d for
build ing users in case tudy. A large increase in victims to eye irritation reaches 60% in
Baniyas and 5 0% in both Abu Dhabi and Shahama city. This indicates the presence of
eye irritant compone nts, gases or fumes released from the paint material .
•

Nausea, dizziness and headaches were highly reported in case study of case study, but
was the highest in the city of Abu Dhabi. There was a range of 20% users who
complained from being headaches which is considered a moderately high number. This
in it is turn indicates the presence of components, fumes or gases that irritate the nervous
system cel l s creating a sense of discomfort that appears in form of nausea, dizziness and
headaches in most cases

•

There is a range of 20% in victims suffering from Respiratory diseases and symptoms in
Shahama city, while it is less effective on bui lding users in Abu Dhabi and Baniyas.
These hazardous effects on respiratory system are in the form of: coughing, breathing
difficulties and uncomfort and runny noses.

These diseases and symptoms are the

evidence of presence of paint components, fumes or gases that irritate the respiratory
system and lungs in hazardous way. Highest Obtained hazardous results were found in
Baniyas followed by Abu Dhabi and Shahama city
B2.

Water Base Paints:
•

Irritation of eyes and tearing was highest complaint obtained from the study of water base
paints which reached more than 32% in Baniyas and other two cities.

•

There is a 5 0% i ncrease in subj ected victims suffering from Respiratory diseases and
symptoms in case study of case study. These hazardous effects on respiratory system are
in the form of coughing, breathing difficulties and uncomfort and runny noses. These
diseases and symptoms are the evidence of presence of paint components, fumes or gases
that irritate the respiratory system and lungs in hazardous way

•

Nausea, dizziness and headaches were highly reported in case study of case study, but
was considerab l y low and hardly noticed at all.
Obtained hazardous results were found in Baniyas followed by Abu Dhabi and then
Shahama.
Acrylic Base Paints:

B3.
•

Nausea, dizziness and headaches were highly reported in case study of case study, but
who
was the highest in the city of Abu Dhabi. There was a range of 1 0% users
. This
complained from being headaches which is considered a moderately high number
91

in it is tum indicates the presence of components, fumes or gases that irritate the
nervous
system cel ls creating a sense of discomfort that appears in form of nausea, dizziness and
headac hes in most cases
•

There is a 50% increase in subjected victims suffering from Respiratory diseases and
sympto ms in case study of case study. These hazardous effects on respiratory system are
in the form of coughing, breathing difficulties and uncomfort and runny noses. These
disease s and symptoms are the evidence of presence of paint components, fumes or gases
that irritate the respiratory system and lungs in hazardous way

•

Tearful eyes, burning feeling and redness are the highest symptoms registered for
buil ding users in case study. A large increase in victims to eye irritation reaches about
50°'0 in case study of the study. This indicates the presence of eye irritant components,
gases or fumes released from the paint material .

•

Vomit i s associated with the use of acrylic paints only in case study. I ndicating the
ingestion of components or fumes that irritate the digestive system and may cause
stomach upsets
Obtained hazardous results were found in Shahama followed by Abu D habi and then
Baniyas.

B4.

General Comments:
•

Eye irritation, burning feel i ng, redness and tears were highest results obtained in case
study of the case study

•

Paint knowledge and information literature was very vague and hardly many knew a lot
about the material or components that it was based on.

•

Vomiting was mainly associated with building users of acrylic painted spaces in case
study of the case study

•

Cases study analysis on different paint types in case study showed different results in
numbers and diseases. Therefore this is evidence that there are other factors playing a
role in apparent study and not just the components of any type of paint material.

•

Study analysis on residential bui ldings shows that it is advised to use:
o

Water B ase Paints I n semi coastal regions (ex: Shahama)

o

Acrylic Paint is suggested for coastal and desert regions (ex: Abu Dhabi and
Baniyas).

•

study analysis shows that it is not advised to use:
o

water base paints in coastal and desert regions ( Abu D habi and Baniyas )

o

oil paint in semi coastal regions are not advised ( ex Shaham a)
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Figure 4 4 Finishi ng Materi al s & Their Effect on Increasing Sympto
ms & Diseases
Buildings- Emirate of Abu Dhabi
4.6

E )erim en

I \\ ork nd dat.
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Reside ntial

n h is

This ection of the chapter has been dedicated to the study of experime ntal work and data
analysis with respect to the aims and goals that were intended at beginning of our research. To
achieve the aimed goal several techniques and hundreds of samples were prepared and tested in
different ways and compositio ns. It ' s from these laboratory tests that many results were achieved
and lead to certain understanding and conclusions that shall be discussed in further detail and
description in following sections.
4.6. 1

E xperimental Lab Testing On Various Paint Samples:

Experimental testing to various paint samples was done in the laboratory of CLU (central
laboratory unit of the United Arab Emirates University in Alain city and tests took around six
months to be completed.
4.6.2

Type Of Tests Carried Out In Laboratory :

Many techniques have been used t o study the thermal degradation o f polymers, including
pyrolisis mass spectroscopy, thermal volatilization analysis, thermo gravimetric analysis, etc. in
this study , some of the work carried out in this study over the past few months was done using
thermo gravimetric analysis couples to Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (TGAIFTI R)
which is one of the most useful techniques that scientists have at their disposal to probe and
understand thermal degradation pathways. Reasons related to why this technique was used from
between several other techniques available is due to the fact that paint samples used during this
study lacked presence of known exact ingredients and amount of compositions in each of them
with respect to i ndustrial commercial reasons which i mplies necessity of secrecy. From here the
need to inquire on the main i ngredients of which these paints were made from was difficult and
therefore from here it was decided on main types of tests to be run and then decide on how other
tests were to be carried on. But generally, there were three major experimental tests done on the
paint samples in various stages: TGA, I R and TGAIFTIR.
A.

Thermo G ravimet ric Analysis (TGA) Sample Tests:

TGA measures weight changes in a material as a function of temperature (or time) under
a controlled atmosphere. It is principal uses include measurement of a material's thermal stabi lity
and composit ion. TGA instrume nts are routinely used in all phases of research, quality control
and product ion operatio ns.
95

An atmosp heric TGA is a highly ensitive electronic balance (+1- 0.000 1
g) hou ed in a
ealed, heated, quartz reaction chamb er The TGA technique takes only mill igrams
of material
to mea ure weight loss or gain as material s are heated in an inert atmosphere (to pre ent
o idative decomp osition as in burning) . The atmosph eric TGA
can
characterize the thermal and oxidative stability of organic and inorganic
materials, the extent and kinetics of gas-solid reactions, the composition
of multi component systems, moisture and volatiles content, and
decompositio n ki netics

Thermo gravi metric Analysi s is a technique in

which in the mass of a substance is measured as a function of time or
temperature while the substance is subj ected to a controlled temperature
program.

The results obtained from this technique are represented with
the aid of a TG Curve) .

Figure

4. 5

Change of sample weight is caused by formation or destruction of physical or chemical
bonds during increase of temperature. Namely, from this process, samples release volatiles or
produce reactants to cause change of sample weight . From Thermogram curve, we found out the
temperature when sample weight was decreased, and distinguished different materials.
1 . The temperature-weight change curve will be obtained by TGA
2

The curve can be possible the qualitative ( ex. Thermal stabil ity, thermal properties,
pyrolisis) or quantitative [composition ratio within a material, mass of ash, mass decrease
within a constant temperature (or time) range] analysis for samples

3

Can be calculated velocity variables from results obtained in the broad temperature

4. Temperature range of TGA.
A. I.

Advantages and Disadvantages of TGA

•

Advantages:

TGA provides a rapid means to distinguish one polymer from another on the basis of the
temperature range, extent, rate, and activation energy of decompositio n
•

Disadvantages·

Many polymers do not show large enough decomposit ion differences to provide adequate
resolution . Also, the thermal stability of a polymer can be affected by additives, previous
heat treatmen t, and the inclusion of other substances. For

an

unknown sample, it is very

difficult to identify the materia ls.

�

a func on of time or temperature. It shows compounds or
Thermogram ( T O curve): curve of weight or percent weight versus
reactlOn ill specific temperature range - associated V.lth
properties of products resulting from physical changes or chemical
3

changes of molecular structure.
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A. 2.

Advanced Techniques of TGA

TGA techniq ue can be applied to most materia ls that degrade due
to instabil ity brought
on by increased temperature However, there are limitatio ns to applyin g
this techniq ue to
unknow n material s
Some interesti ng develop ments: Combin ation TGA with Mass
spectroscopy, Fourier transfor ms infrared.

These combinatory techniques have expanded to

identify of unknown materials.
A. 3

Instruments:
•

- Thermo gra" imetric A n a lyzer
- h igh sensitive thermo b a lance

Computer

- sample pan (put samples)

Sample pan

- fu rnace (beating rate : max 200 t/min)
- thermostat a n d tbermo sensor
( I n crease beat at constan t rate and m a i n tenance
of constant tem p. )

Furnace

- recorder (data record)

Sample
holder

- gas injector (inactive gas N2 or Ar)
- computer ( p rocess a n d a n a lysis of data)

Figure 4. 6 Parts of TGA De, ice
B.

I n fra Red ( ffi) Sample Tests:

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) is a powerful tool for identifying types
of chemical bonds in a molecule by producing an infrared absorption spectrum that is like a
molecular "fingerprint" . FTIR is most useful for identifying chemicals that are either organic or
inorganic. It can be util ized to quantitate some components of an u nknown mixture. It can be
applied to the analysis of solids, liquids, and gasses. This analyzing technique (FTIR) can be
used to identify chemicals from spi lls, paints, polymers, coatings, drugs, and contaminants. FTIR
is perhaps the most powerful tool for identifyi ng types of chemical bonds (functional groups).
The wavelength of l ight absorbed is characteri stic of the chemical bond as can be seen in this
annotated spectrum .
B. 1.

FTIR Absorption Spectrum Interpretation:

B y interpreting the infrared absorption spectrum, the chemical bonds in a molecule can
be determined FTIR spectra of pure compound s are generally so unique that they are like a
molecular " fingerprin t" While organic compoun ds have very rich, detailed spectra, inorganic
compoun ds are usuall y much simpler. For most common materials, the spectrul!1 of an unknown
unknown
can be identified by Compar ison to a library of known material s; the spectrum of an
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can be identifie d by compari son to a library of known compou nds WCAS has several
infrared
spectraJ libraries includin g on-line computer libraries To identify less common materials, lR
will need to be combined with nuclear magnetic resonance, mass spectrometry, emission
spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction , and/or other techniques by interpreting the infrared absorption
spectrum, the chemical bonds in a molecule can be determined. FTlR spectra of pure compounds
are generally so unique that they are like a molecular "fingerprint" . While organic compounds
have very rich, detailed spectra, inorganic compounds are usually much simpler. For most
common materials, the spectrum of an unknown can be identified by comparison to a library of
known compounds WCAS has several infrared spectral libraries including on-line computer
libraries. To identify less common materials, l R will need to be combined with nuclear magnetic
resonance, mass spectrometry, emi ssion spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction, and/or other techniques.
Due to the fact that strength of the absorption is proportional to the concentration, FTlR can be
used for some quantitative analyses. Usually these are rather simple types of tests in the
concentration range of a few ppms up to the percent level .
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Sample Preparation:

Sample s for FTlR can be prepared in a number of ways. For liquid samples, the easiest i s
to
t o place one drop o f sample between two plates of sodium chloride (salt). Salt is transparent
with
i nfrared light . The drop forms a thin film between the plates. Solid samples can be milled
sed into a thin
potassiu m bromide (KBr) to form a very fine powder. This powder is then compres
solid samples can
pellet which can be analyze d. KBr is also transparent in the lR. Alterna tively,
placed onto a single salt
be dissolv ed in a solvent such as methyl ene chlorid e, and the solution
l material on the plate.
plate. The solven t is then evaporated off, leaving a thin film of the origina
98

This is cal led a cast film, and is freque ntly used for polym er identifi
cation . Solutio ns can also be
analyz ed in a liquid cel l This is a smal l contain er made from
NaCI (or other I R-transparent
materia l) which can be fil led with liquid. This creates a longer path length
for the sample, which
leads to increased sensitivit y
C.

Thermo- G ravi m etric

Analysis

Couples

To

Fourier

Transfor m

Infrared

S pectrosc opy ( TGAfFT I R) Sample Tests:

The combinatio n of TGAIFTIR provides a very useful tool for the determinat ion of the
degradation pathway of polymers, copolymers or the combination of one of these with additives.
But still unfortunately TGNFTI R does not provide answers for all problems but still it is one of
the most useful techniques and was of great aid to our study.
C. l.

Instruments:
The TG-FTI R instrument consists of a thermo-gravimetric analyzer (TG) coupled with a

Fourier-Transform I nfrared (FTIR) spectrometer for the analysis of evolved gases.
The apparatus, i l lustrated schematical ly in (Figure 4. 8), consists of a sample suspended from a
balance i n a gas stream within a furnace. As the sample is heated, the evolving volatile products
are carried out of the furnace directly into a 5

ern

diameter gas cell (heated to 1 50 °C) where the

gases are analyzed by FT- I R spectroscopy. The FT-IR spectrometer can obtain spectra every 40
seconds to determine quantitatively the evolution rate and composition of several hydrocarbon
compounds The system allows the sample to be heated on a pre-programmed Temperature
profile, at rates 3 - 1 00 °C min- I , up to a temperature between 20 °C and 1 1 00 0c . I sothermal
steps with a specified hold time are also possible. The system continuously monitors:
•

The time-dependent evolution of t he gases ( including specific identification of the
individual species such as, CH4, C2H6, C2H4, C2H2, C3H8, benzene, etc. )

•

t he heavy l iquid (tar) evolution rate and it is i nfrared spectrum with identifiable bands
from t he fu nctional groups
Weight of the non-volatile material (residue). Quantification of other volatile species is

also possible An analysis of C, H, N, S and Cl in the residue at the end of the pyrolisis
experiment can be obtained by introducing oxygen to bum the residue and analyzing the
combustion roduets.

Figure 4.8.

A Schema tic Diagram of the TG-FT I R System
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C 2.

TGA-IR Intet/ace Operation:

The TGA-I R interface combines the sample analysi s tools of a
TGA with the
identifi cation power of an FT-IR spectrometer The TGA-IR Interface and
software combine s
FT-IR with Thermo -gravim etric Analysi s (TGA) to offer real-tim e monitoring of gases
as they
evolve from a sample The combine d system measures the change in weight of a sample
as
function of temperature or time in a controlled atmosphere and collects IR spectra of the evolved
gas components.
The TGA-I R interface is connected to the TGA via a heated transfer line. As gases
evolve during the TGA experiment, they pass into the flow cel l of the TGA-IR interface where
the infrared spectra are col lected. The TGA-IR Interface is beneficial in determining sample
characteristics such as decomposition pathways, thermal stability or sample integrity. It is
fl exible interface design can be placed in the sample compartment of the spectrometer. The TGA
flow cell is compatible will al l types of evolved gases and materials. Additionally, the large flow
cell diameter provides high throughput and prevents spectral interference caused by deposit is on
the walls The TGA-I R I nterface features a flow cell that is spring loaded and easily removed for
cleaning.
4.6.3

I nterp retation And I n formation A nalysis Of Lab Test Results:

The TGA and FTIR experimental sample tests were applied on around 1 00 samples of
pure and various composition samples for either water or oil base paints. The readings obtained
from these samplings showed that though these paints had different trade names they were
actuall y almost the same material and therefore when tested under the same accelerated
increasing time periods and temperature they would release almost the same components. This
could only mean that they are all the same and the change in the trade mark is for commercial
reasons or to provide certain required properties needed for design or cli mate purposes therefore
required different method of mixing. But whether so, the fact still remains that they are al most
all the same material . From here came the need to reduce the sampling list into a short list from
which a more detailed study was made using TGAfFTIR experi mental tests where concentrated
on six paint samples (three water base paints and three oil base paints) which were used as a
reference for all other samples.
Due to the repetitive appearance of some components during laboratory sample testing it
was considered best to give a brief description of each one of them including health hazard data.
A more clear compositi on of each paint sample ingredient content will later be discussed
d
separatel y in sections (4 6 . 3 . A. and 4.6.3. B ), ingredien ts of each paint sample will be mentione
clearly.
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•

Water:
It is well known that water is not hazardous in any of it is materia
l forms (solid,
liquid or gas state). Therefore it has no potential effect on human health

•

Carbon Dioxide:
Accordin g to several references, Carbon dioxide is an inorganic compound with
dangerous health effects. Excessiv e inhalatio n of vapors can be harmful and may cause
headache, dizzi ness, asphyxia, anesthetic effects and possible unconscio usness as well as,
shortness of breath, and Nausea and drowsines s. It is important to know that C02 vapor is
very dangerous and harmful or can be fatal if swallowed. Carbon dioxide Vapors and
l iquids are considered Irritating to eyes, skin, mucous membranes, and respiratory tract.
Ingestion of this gas can cause possible chemical pneumonitis if aspirated into lungs. As
for C hronic Effects: (Effects due to excessive exposure to the raw materials of this
mixture) May cause liver abnormal ities, kidney, spleen, lung or brain damage, cardiac
abnormalities.

•

Acetic Acid (Ethanoic Acid):
Ethanoic Acid is a stable material of a colorless appearance. When dealing with
this component it is advised to avoid substances such as alcohols, aldehydes, halogen
halogen compounds, oxidizing agents, metals, alkali hydroxides, anhydrides, nonmetallic
hal ides, permanganates, peroxides, and ethanolamine.

This material is strongly

corrosive and causes serious bums. This material is to be carefully dealt with because it
may cause respiratory tract irritation, eye and skin irritation and it also has been found to
cause digestive tract irritation with symptoms of severe pain, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea,
and shock.
Ethanoic Acid hasn't been known to attack any specific targets organs. However,
it may cause more than just causes severe eye irritation. Contact with liquid or vapor
causes severe bums and possible irreversible eye damage. Contact of this material with
skin Causes skin burns. If absorbed through skin Ethanoic Acid, maybe very harmful and
cause skin blackening and hyperkeratosis of the skin of the hands. I ngestion of Ethanoic
Acid should al so be avoided because of recorded reports that state it to be a possible
cause of severe and permanent damage to the digestive tract. It May also cause Polyuria,
Oliguria and Anuria. Rapidly absorbed from the gastrointest inal tract . Inhalation of thi s
acid, though can be delayed, causes chemical burns to the respiratory tract. But Exposure
to this material may lead to bronchitis , Pharyngiti s, and dental erosion. It is important to
put in to consideration that Ethanoic acid May also is absorbed through the lungs.
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•

2-Ethyl-2-Hexenoic Acid
2-Ethy l-2-Hexenoic Acid is a Colorle ss and transparent liquid
with characteristic
odor It has a property of M inor solubi lity in cold water and
alcoho l. It becomes a
solut ion when mixed in warm water and ethyl ether. Another of it is physica
l propert ies is
that it possesses high purity, light color value and so on.
Possi ble Hazards related to this paint component is: it is Corrosive, Causes burns
and is Harmful if taken in by inhalation, in contact with skin and if swal lowed. Studies
have shown that over exposure to this acid can Target Liver. It is real ly important to
consider possibility of 2-Ethyl-2- Hexenoic Acid in causing damage to the chi ld in the
womb.
Oral dosing studies carried out by the US National Toxicology Program over two years
on rat and mice showed an increase i ncidence of malignant tumors following
administration of C 1 2 and C23 Sulpho-chlorinated Paraffi n ' s. This evidence indicates
that the product is carcinogenic on animals when dosed orally at very high levels, thus
stressing the need for care in handling and the need to mini mize exposure from al l routes
to as Iow a level as i s reasonably practicable.

•

2-Methylnonane:

•

Isobutyl-Cyclohexane:

(No Data Found)

I sobutyl-Cyc1ohexane is a colorless and volatile liquid with a slightly pungent
odor resembli ng that of chloroform or benzene. Exposure to Cyc10hexane can occur
through inhalation, ingestion, and eye or skin contact. Cyc10hexane is an irritant of the
eyes and mucous membranes in humans. By analogy with the effects in animals,
exposure to high concentrations is expected to cause narcosis.

Exposure to 300 ppm

caused irritation to the eyes and mucous membranes in workers. Exposure to higher
concentrations is likely to cause dizziness, nausea, and other narcotic effects.

On

repeated contact, Cyc10hexane is a defatting agent . Cyc10hexane has not been shown to
cause hematological changes associated with exposure to benzene.

Exposure to high

vapor concentrations causes convulsions, and ingestion of toxic doses causes diarrhea,
circulatory collapse, and death. Chronic dermal contact may cause a dry, scaly, fissured
dermatitis.
•

2 Hexane (E)

+

(Z) (Hexahydrobenzene, Cyclohexane)

This gas is described to be a clear colorless liquid with a petroleum-l ike odor. It
is used in solvent for lacquers and resins, painter mediate and varnish remover, in the
extraction of essential oils, in analytical chemical for molecular wt determina tion, in the
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manufacture of Adipic acid, benzene, Cyclohexane, Cycloh
exanol , Cyclohexyl Chloride,
Nitrocyclo hexane, Solid Fuel for camp stoves, in industr ial re-crystallizat
ion of steroid s,
in fungic idal formu lations - has sl ight fungic idal action .
(2) Hexane is Stable at room temperature in closed containe rs under normal
storage and handling condition s. As for it is Hazardous Decomposition they are: Carbon
monoxi de, irritating and toxic fumes and gases, carbon dioxide. However, it is a Non
corrosive liquid.

There are several exposure effects to (2) Hexane through different

routes: Ingestion, I nhalation, absorbed by through skin, eye irritation.
I ngestion of large amounts of (2) Hexane may cause gastrointesti nal irritation, liver and
kidney damage or also cause central nervous system depression, characterized by
excitement, followed by symptoms of: headache, dizziness, drowsiness, and nausea.
Advanced stages may even cause collapse, unconsciousness, coma and possible death
due to respiratory failure. Another effect to exposure of this gas can cause vascular
collapse and damage. Aspiration of material into the lungs may cause chemical
pneumonitis, which may be fatal . This material can be absorbed through skin in harmful
amounts creating an irritation with burning pain, itching and redness. It is can cause mild
eye irritation.
•

Ammonia:
Ammonia is a corrosive, colorless, gas with a sharp odor. Some liquids release

ammonia gas. Ammonia is used to make household cleaners, refrigeration unit i s,
fertilizers, explosives, fuels and other chemicals. Humans and animals release ammonia
m unne
Ammonia is very alkaline and reacts corrosively with all body tissues. I nhalation
of A mmonia is considered Corrosive and is extremely destructive to tissues of the mucous
membranes and upper respiratory tract. Symptoms may include Burning Sensation,
Coughing, Wheezing, Laryngitis, Shortness of Breath, Headache, Nausea and Vomiting.
I nhalation may be fatal as a result of spasm inflammation and edema of the larynx and
bronchi, chemical pneumonitis and pulmonary edema. Where as I ngestion should also be
avoided due to the fact that it being Corrosive and Swallowing can cause severe bums of
the mouth, throat, and stomach, leading to death. Symptoms of ammonia ingestion are
Nausea sore throat, vomiting and diarrhea and which occur frequently following
ingestion. Other symptoms due to ingestion are: Swell ing of the lips, mouth, and larynx,
and oral or esophageal bums may occur if concentrated ammonia solutions are ingested.
Ammoni a ingestion studies have reported that they May cause irritation, difficulty in
may
breat hing and kidney damage . Skin Contact with this alkaline corrosive substance
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produce pain, redness, severe i rritation or full thicknes s bums. Related to dermal
contact
effect s with ammoni a i s it may be absorbed through the skin with possible systemic
effects

Stil l again Eye Contact with Ammonia is Corrosive causing blurred vi sion,

redness, pain, severe tissue burns and eye damage. Eye exposure may result in temporary
or permanent blindness. But then in general it can be stated that the Chronic Exposure to
this poisonous substance Prolonged or repeated skin exposure may cause dermatitis or
may even cause eye, liver, kidney, or lung damage.
•

Nonylphenol:
Nonylphenol gas is Viscous, colorless to straw colored liquid, with a mild

phenolic odor.

This gas can cause some very harmful affects due to absorption or

inhalation when exposed to certain concentrations to it.

The Acute Health Hazards

caused by Inhalation of concentrated vapor may i rritate the nose and throat. While Eye
Contact has been known to cause severe eye burns. As for skin contact with this gas
created skin bums. Another method of absorption of this harmful component is I ngestion
which can be very H armful if swallowed. Nonylphenol causes severe mucous membrane
burns. The Chronic Health Hazards reported with exposure to this substance is basically
based on prolonged contact with the skin causing sensitization but general ly, No other
chronic health hazard information is available.
•

Propylbenzene:
Propylbenzene i s a Volatile organIc compound of specific routes and effects of
overexposure. For instance acute effect of eyes exposed to these substances might cause
i rritation. Dermal skin contact with Propylbenzene will cause irritation with prolonged or
repeated contact. Absorption may occur through skin. Therefore, this material is to be
avoided and minimized contact is to be obtained by maintaining high standards of
industrial hygiene.
i nhaled.

Another route of exposure been stated by studies to be harmful if

Overexposure to high concentrations of vapor may cause respiratory tract

irritation and may affect the brain or nervous system causing dizziness, headache, nausea
or narcosis.
Propylben zene has been reported to Contains more than 0. 1 % by weight of a material
l i sted as a potential carcinogen. Other Chronic Effects that have been reported are a
result of Prolonged or repeated overexposure may cause impaired lung function, blood
disorders, liver and kidney damage .
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•

Hexyl Acetate:
Hexyl acetate is a moderate irritatin g substance which if inhaled
wi ll cause coughing and
in some cases causing soar throat As for this substances dermal effect
on skin it will
cause it to redden If eyes are exposed to this component they will suffer of Redness
.
From this we find that this material is less effective then other paint components
discuss ed in this section of chapter .

•

Hexyl-Formate:
There have been no studies that prove that hexyl formate is a carcinogeni city material,
but still any contact with skin or eyes may cause severe irritation or burns. Another
method of overexposure to be avoided is Inhalation of vapors may cause severe irritation
of the respiratory system. Inhalation of vapors may cause coughing, chest pains, nausea
and vomiti ng. As for I ngestion, it may cause acute local tissue damage, with other effects
ranging from nausea and dizziness to unconsciousness .
Hexyl formate has been wel l known to target certain organs of the body which are:
respiratory system, skin, kidneys, liver, and eyes.

This paint component has a stable

hazardous polymerization which will not occur. But there are certain restrictions to be
taken into mind when dealing with this material such as avoiding heat, flame and other
sources of ignition. Some of hexyl formate incompatibles are: strong oxidizing agents,
strong bases, sulfuric acid.
•

Methyl Mythacrylate (Methyl 2-Methyl Propenate)
Methyl acrylate is a clear, colorless, volatile liquid with a sweet but sharp fruity odor.
Inhibitors, such as hydroquinone or it is methyl ether, are usually added to prevent
spontaneous polymerization.

This paint component is an irritant to the skin and High

concentrations are extremely destructive to tissues of the mucous Membranes and upper
respiratory tract, eyes and skin. Symptoms of exposure may include burning sensation,
coughing, Wheezing, laryngitis, shortness of breath, headache, nausea and vomiting. It
may also be the result in an allergic reaction.
Exposure Can Cause:

Studies have stated that Prolonged

Lung irritation, chest pain and edema which may be fatal .

Research has proven that target organs for this substance are: Respiratory system, eyes,
skin.
Meanwhil e, there is inadequate evidence for the carcinogenicity of methyl acrylate in
experi mental animals. No human data were available and thus no evaluation of
carcinog enicity in humans can be made. Whereas some of it is Hazardol ls combustion or
decomp osition products are toxic fumes of: Carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide.
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A.

Wate r Base Paint s Sam ples:

A (TGNFTIR) analysi s was applied to three water base paint
sample s' Fenomastic silk
07, Jollyfi x and Benga lac Gloss . These samples were taken as fresh
samples from the
manufacturers can. In all three samples water vapor was the first released compon
ent and each
compon ent released kept on increasin g as temperature rates increased and time went by causing
it is concentration also to increase till it reached it is peak and then fore started to decline once
again and stating end of it is phase by the total burning of component and releasing carbon
dioxide in it is place preparing for the start of a new gas phase and release of a new component
as higher temperatures and time was applied.
A. I.

Fenomastic Silk 0 7:
This paint sample released three main components according to results obtained from

TGA readings and with further inquiry and tests by TGA-FTIR analysis we found that this paint
is basical ly made of water acetic acid (Ethanoic Acid, ), and carbon dioxide.
A. 2.

lollyfix:
This paint sample released three main components according to results obtained from

TGA readings and with further inquiry and tests by TGA-FTIR analysis we found that this paint
is basically made of: water, 2-ethyl-2-hexenoic acid and carbon dioxide.
A. 3.

Bengalac Gloss
This paint sample released 1 main component accordi ng to results obtained from TGA

readings and with further inquiry and tests by TGA-FTI R analysis we found that this paint i s
basically made of: Water, 2-Methylnonane, I sobutyl-Cyclohexane-Trans, And Carbon Dioxide.
B.

Oil base paint Sam ples:

A (TGNFTIR) analysis was applied to three oil base paint samples: Pengaurd HB,
jotacote and Duratbane. These samples were taken as fresh samples from the manufacturers can
and mixed according to appropriate standard portions stated in data sheets supplied from
manufacturer manual.
In all three samples each component released kept on increasing as temperature rates
increased and time went by causing it is concentration also to increase till it reached it is peak
and then started to decline once again, stating end of it is phase by the total burning of
componen t and releasing carbon dioxide in it is place preparing for the start of a new gas phase
and release of a new compone nt as higher temperatures and time was applied.
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B. l.

Pengaurd HB (Stan dard Composition 4A + IB)
Thi s paint sample released three main compo nents accord
ing to results obtained from
TGA reading s and with further inquiry and tests by TGA-F TIR analysi s
we found that this paint
is basical Jy made of · (2) Hexane (E) + (Z), amm o nia and carbon dioxide .
B. 2.

Jotacote (Standard Composition 4A + 1 B)

Thi s paint sample released three main compone nts according to results obtained from
TGA readings and with further inquiry and tests by TGA-FTI R analysis we found that this paint
is basicalJy made from: 2-Hexene (E) + (Z), Propylbenzene, Nonylphen ol and Carbon Dioxide
B. 3.

Durathan e (Standard Composition 9A + IB)
This paint sample released three main components according to results obtained from

TGA readings and with further inquiry and tests by TGA-FTIR analysis we found that this paint
is basicalJy made from : Hexyl Acetate, Hexylformate, Methyl Mythacrylate and carbon dioxide.
4.7

m a n :.
The fieldwork covered two areas of concern: questionnaire design, distribution and

information analysis and the second was the laboratory sample testing and result analysis. Two
main sources were used; documentary resources and the fields survey. The survey was carried
out by the author through three phases: observational survey, interviews with decision makers,
authorities and users and through the conduction of an appropriate questionnaire design which
was addressed to respondents of direct relation to the buildings subj ected to case study topics.
On the basis of the research nature and importance of getting a concentrated response
from direct users, the non-probability technique was adopted. This gave a certain group of the
population a greater chance of being selected for the sample study.

Once the data and

information were collected, they were analyzed using Microsoft excel bar charts and power point
demonstration slides.

Despite some difficulties facing the author in conducting the fieldwork

(see appendix 2), sufficient results were gained and have effectively been used effectively in the
sequent stages of the study.
First part of the chapter brought us to the conclusion that there were different effects of
paint materials on building users with consideration of bui lding type. This was reflected very
clearly in gathered questionnaire survey numeratic analysis which assumed that in case of
educational building it is recommend ed to use: water base and acryl ic paint in Shahama, oil base
in Abu Dhabi and water base in Baniyas. Where as, in case of residential bui lding it is
recomme nded to use: acrylic paint in Baniyas, oil base in Baniyas and water base in Shahama.
Further analysis to the reasons of such output results will be discussed in chapter 5 covering
thesis study conclu sion and recomm endatio ns.
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As for econd part of chapter covering experimental laboratory studies on
around 1 00
paint samples which were carried out in C LU. From test samples done we were able to
come out
with an amazing result that though there are hundred s of paint trade markets available on the
finishin g material market and 1 0' s of thousand s of different paint types and colors available
according to required design requireme nts and decorative purposes, but the fact remains that they
are almost all the same material with different appearance. Deep studies into the components
that build up these paints are the same even if they appear different. This enabled thesis study to
be short li sted to six main standard paint samples three water base paints (Jollyfix, Bengalac
gloss and) and three oil base paint samples ( Durathane, Pengaurd lIB and Jotacote) several paint
samples. These samples were further studied to try and diagnose the real components of which
they were made.

To do this A Thermo-Gravimetric Analysis Couples to Fourier Transform

Infrared Spectroscopy (TGNFTI R) was applied to each sample.
These particular analysis methods and techniques were chosen over other study
techniques with relation to required specific components. These method of analysis express the
absorption of specific wavelengths of infrared radiation is characteristic of chemical bonds,
especially the bonds in organic compounds. Thus, the measurement of the infrared absorption
spectra is a major tool in the characterization and identification of organic compounds.

The

(FTIR) refers to a fairly recent development in the manner in which the data is collected and
converted from an interference pattern to a spectrum. Today's FTIR instruments are
computerized which makes them faster and more sensitive than the older dispersive instruments.
Thermo-gravimetric analysis coupled to Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, TGNFTIR,
has been used to probe the degradation of several polymeric systems.

The combination of

TGNFTIR spectroscopy provides a very useful tool for the determination of the degradation
pathway of a polymer> copolymer or the combination of one of these with an additive. Since this
technique only samples the ..gas phase (vapor phase), it is also important to analyze the solid
residue at several temperature in order to ascertain the correlation between the evolved gases and
rearrangeme nts which occur in the solid which permit this evolution.
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Computer P rogra m :

The computer programs ment ioned i n the text are li sted in this appendix A summary of
the program is given in table A 1

��/e

t I: T"e.,i� Slum ( omp"ler Pro/rTams

Progra m
M icro oft Office Word- XP Home Edition
f l i cro oft Office EXC E L- XP Home Edition

"\'-1icro oft Office Power point - XP Home
Edition
WCA

I

Progra m Fu nction
Typing all thesis text literature
Configuration of numerical data achieved
from questionnaire into bar graphs
Presentation of £lov. charts and drawn figures

The i nterpretation of concentrations of
components. gas and fumes released from
paint materials into linear or parabola graphic
waves.
A library of known materials, the spectrum of
an unknown can be identified by comparison
to a library of k nown compounds WC AS has
several infrared spectral l ibraries including
on-line computer libraries
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t u dy Difficultie

The \\ hole the is tud_ took about 3 years to be totally completed It v as done on everal
tages due to the di fficultie that were faced duri ng time of tudy which can be summarized in the
following main points
The the is topic was ne"" and considered unique in the U A E which caused difficult in
getti ng informatIon from related government departments, ministries or authorities
Lack of literature re ource in public librarie becau e most of them were concerned on
pai nt application methods and paint main i ngredient contents and toxicity but none really
related it with a direct tud to human health . Tho e resources that were ""ere old and not
upto date.
I nformation on the internet wasn't official or needed regi stration to be admitted Those that
were open to public were more commercial sites than data sites.
ot all sites on the web can
be depended on to be accurate and correct
Secrec of the trade prevented pai nt manufacturers from giving exact information about
paint material content i ngredients, composition, hazardous effects.
Author was a part time student- working i n Abu Dhabi works department- chief assistant for
Tntnor projects in the technical service department
CL in Alain Cniver it had a tight schedule, several other tests were being carried on by
academic staff members, students and authorities, which made it difficult to cover all
required ample in a short time period .
The F T I R was air cooling type which required 6 hours to test and cool the sample in order
to accept a ne\ sample and there was over 1 00 samples to be made and done
Difficulty of transportation between C LU located in boys Jeemi Campus and girls campus
due to university regulations. Permissions required 2-3 weeks to be gained
•

•
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J

E :\pe ri menta J tests done on !lai n t sample :
I n this thesIs stud) "Paints and Their Environm
ental I mpacts on Human Health in the U.A.E" oYer 100
pa l ilt smnples \\ ere done on jotun manufact ured paints

This particular trade mLlIk was c hosen oyer other pamt trade

marks U\ allable m the building matenal market because
I r s approyed by local authoritie s and departme nts and
mamtenan ce manuals In addition to that Its one of the most popular
paint rnatenals used

ill

constructI On as well as I t

bClllg t h c most expenSI\ C. With these gIven mputs It \\ as assumed tlla
t it must be top quallt) pamt
WIth the cooperation of the Jotun patnt manufacturer located m the Musafah area author
was supplied WIth

scvcral dlffercnt types of paint � pes & paint tlunners to perform laborato� tests on. TIICSC paints
and thinners arc
stated i n table AJ . I as [0110\\ S

1

lpplication
.UetitOlk

&ngala.:

.Hiung Ratio

Smgl.:: Pack

Type of coat

Thinner #2

Glo.'s
Single Pack

\\' at�"T

ACI) I .. : Emulsion Pnmer

I

Stucco

2

Bengalac Gloss

2

Stu�.:o

2

py \ Primer

1

fix. Durosan Fenomastic
Acnh.:

Single Pad:

Water

2
1

Acrylic Emlll�10n Primer

Lmlllsion

Texo Compound

I

Primer

Weathertough

2

I Jotacry I Durathan"

Futura
Single Pack

F�noma-'tlc
Primer

Water

�Iax 5 ° 0

FenolDw;tic Prim"r

I

Stucco

2

2

Fenomashc Gold
Slucco

52+ :!

Single Pack

Fo!noma,tl':

38 '" 2

Single pack

Gold

Jotacote

100.0

> 100

2 parts compo A
( BASE)

-l 1 2

Water

Ready

L 's.::

I

P\'A Primer

2

10

TIunn e r

Stucco
Feooma<hc Gold

Jotacote -l 1 2

# -l

/
Thinner
# 17

JOUyfLX

Water

3 2+2

PVA pnmer
Stucco
JoI I y fi x

PYA

1 6+ 2

Sl llgle Pack

Water

Stucco

Pnmer

Stucco

PYA Primer
Joll) fix! D urosanl Fenomastlc

52+ 2

S r ng1e Pack

Water

PYA Pnmer
Stucco
Jolly FlxlDurosani FenomastJc
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h
Applicuti�"
JldllOd...

Type of c�aJ

Mi.ri"g Ratio

Thmner
#10
2

.12+ 2

5-t+ 2

\\'at�

25+ 2

Thinn.:r
#17

ll1inner
#17

-\cr)lic Emulsion Pnm�
Texo Compound
Weathenough Jota� I Durathane
Futura

1
1
2

Pengaurd H B
Pengaurd Texo (dilute 25-300• thmner
# 1 7)
Duralhane futura
Pengaurd clear seakr (di lute

thinner ;; 1 7) (for concrete)
Pengaurd H B
Pengaurd Texo
Durathane

Pengaurd
dear se-.Jlcr

Thmncr
#17

2

Pengaurd clear seal� (for
concrete)
Pengaurd l I B
coal

4 pans comp, A

Pengaurd H B

(BASE)
1 pan comp. B

25°.
Thinner
# 17

( Hardener)
A� li.:
EmulsIOn
PriI1l�

\Vater
Single Pack

4 pans comp, A

25·.

(BASE)
1 pan comp. B
(Hard.mer)

Thinner
# 17

<I pans comp A

Pengaurd
clear caler

(BASI,)

1 pan comp. B

9 pans comp. A
(BASE)

Thmner
#17

TImmer
#10

A�lic I:./J'U""JUJ,
Texo Compound
Weather
tough Jotacr, 1 Durathane Futura

1
1
2

Pengaurd dear s.;aler (dt lute 25-30·.
Ihmner # 1 7) (for concrde)
Pengaurd H B
Pengaurd Texo

Thinner #7

Water

Compound
Water

A''T) h.:

1

Pengaurd dear s.:aler ( fOT
concrete)
Pengaurd H B
Pengaurd top coat

2

1 -2
1 00mic.
1 -2 40mle'
1
1

Acrylic Emulsion Prlll1er Tes primer

Pengaurd HE (dilute 25-30·0 lhllm..:r

I
2

Acrylic Emulsion Pnrner Tex Pnmer
Texo Compound
I

1'exo

1

# 1 7)
Pengaurd Texo
Durathane

1 pan comp. B
( Hardener)
JotaCT) I

Pengaurd H B
Pengaurd Texo (dilute 25-.10·. thUlMr
# 1 7)
Durathane fiJlura

Durathane

(Hardener)
Durathane

1 -2 1 00mlc.
I -2 40m!.:

Emulsion
Pnm..:r

Tex Prim.'T Acrylic Emulsion Pnmer
Texo Compound
Durathane I Futura
A�lic Emulsion
Texo Compound
Weathenough Jotacn l

Durathane

1
2

1
I
2
I
1
2

FUlura
Single Pack

Jota"f) I

Thmner #7

A�hc Emulsion Primer Tex Primer
Texo Compound
I

2

Texo Compound
Durathane

1
1
2

Single Pack

40+ 2

Smgle PacK

Water

Tex Primer
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I n order to be able to test Ule samples of tbese paint
matenals iliey " ere applied on glass plates of a

( -lO* ..W*. S ) cubic cm glass platc. Thesc platcs \\erc tilcn dl\ided w i
i li marker pens into smaller sltde portions ( 5 * 10
sq.cm ) fo r ease of stacking and transport..1 tIOn and each slide was
labelled on the back wiili sample name or code
Each

l idc on the plate " as covered \\ ith a layer of pam1 samples j st pure samples
of i lic pa mt component and then

standard layer compositi on as in prae1.Jcal usc.
There " ere -l pamt test platcs prepared in the beginning of this part of the e:-.-penmental stage. Each was to

be located in d i fferent locatIons CLU. Abu Dhabi. and Baniyas & Shabama The aim of UUs was to observc
\\ hether the dI ffcrencc of city cm'uonment had any etTcct on tilC changc or final paint material
\\a

A scratch powdcr

taken from each sample cvery
A l l pamt samples Wldercoats. topcoats and UUnners mentioned m the above tables were tested

ill

3 ctifferent

phases. fresh [rom can samples, 2 weeks after drying, 1 monili a fter dry'i ng. Test results obsef\'ed from the tests om
on the e pure and compo ItlOn samples gave simi lar components \\-hen tested at dI fferent phases with only one
difference \\ hether It was an 011 base pamt or a water base paint nlis dIfference \\as that the solYent

(

in case of

water pamts) or solvent ( in case of oil base paml) evaporated when temperature in tile TGA dence started to

dry

mcrease mth a rate of 10 degrees/ minute for 20 mi nutes, and hardly any could be detected after paint was fully

Oiliem ise no recorded dIffe rence could be detected \nth the TGA.

FTlR or FTIRJTGA.

The oUler fact concl uded from the many repeated resu lts was
ingredIent components. Tiley were al most all
base or 011 base

iliat there was hardly any dIfference

lQ

pamt

ilie same "lili the only dIfference be i ng tbat ilie) were el tiler water

In this case w e can come to the conclUSIOn that different pamt types. commercial trade mark names

a l l represent ilie sanle matenal. but for commercial reasons they have been given dIfferent names to distinguish
bet w een them e l thcr by . color or tc:\ture ( relative to pigmcnt size. shape. etc . )
The components that were found i n each

phase o f the mIsing temperature tended t o sho\\

10 the Conn of

l inear graphs that showcd an nsmg mcrease in component mtcnsit) at ilic bcgmning of the phase fol lowed \\i tll a
sim ilar decrease after reaclung its peak and tile phase stage is stated to end " hen carbon dioXlde appears relating tile
end of one component and appearance of another.
Tlus a suni lar fonn a\ ailable wltll botll water base pamts and 011 base pamts mtil

ilie difference m Ule

1

sl

components released at begl Oning of the test \\ hich as mentioned earlier that in w ater yapor in water bilse pilints
\\

lulc we fi nd the used solvent or thinner used in oll paint m ixture
For more information concerrung tile components and substances obtained from test analysIs reader i s

were
adnsed t o see section -l.6 of chapter -l \ \ Inch dIscusses the details o [ the e:\-perimental laboratory tests that
accumulated and lie results obtamed from them

willi a summary on the healUl hazards and technical mformauon

related to each of them
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A l kyd :
These are a cia

of branch ed polye ters and form an insolub le thermosetting fi lm formed by
condens ation polymerization .
E m u lsio n :
Ernul ion pamt , which al

0

have an alternative name "latex paint", are paints that consist of 2

part the di per ed phase and the continuou s phase In other words it is "a paint of which
uspen ion of one liquid vv ithin another" as emulsion paints carry suspended solids such as
pigment re ins in a liquid medium, they may be more correctly termed scientifical ly as a "
latex", and cla sified as a milky fluid with substances in suspension"( Yvonne dean, 1 989).
The vi sco ity of an emulsion is a Jitter greater than that of a continuous phase It is not
influenced by dispersed polymer concentration only at high concentrations So if the fi l m former
can be emulsified, then according to principles the paint can be supplied as an emulsion at much
higher solids than would be the case for a solvent borne paint (l Bentley & G P A Tumer l 998).
Fillers:
Are a smooth paste used for fill ing sl ight surface imperfections These kinds of coatings can be
either clear or pigmented and are formulated to act as a barrier coat. These coats can be used for
the following purposes
•

•

•

Prevention of bleeding
Protection of paint fi l ms or a substance from being softened or swollen by solvents in
sequent coats
Reduction of surface suction ((R. Woodbridge, 1 99 1 ).
These kind of paint coatings are divided into universal fillers for walls and wood, to be

fi nished by painting; plaster fillers, wood fi l lers for wood to be painted, and natural wood fillers
for wood to have a clear finish.
U n iversal Fillers:
May be ready mixed or be in powder form to be mixed with water. They are simply
pressed into place and smoothed down. When dry they can be sanded flat They are used for
both interior and exterior surfaces and used al most all surfaces They are known to be flexible,
waterproof and are very hard when they set (A Fulcher & B . Rhodes, 1 99 1 ). They are more
flexible than any other primer or fil ler
P ri mers:
A primer is the fi rst "glue like", pigmented coat that acts as the interface between the
,
finished coat and the substrate It must be wet and penetrab le to achieve substrate adhesion
1 978).
while ensurin g compat ibi lity with the fin ishing coats (Miche le & Irene ash,
121

Plaster F i l l e rs :

They are for u e d for wal l only and are cheaper and can be used for quite large-scale repairs
2- P a rt E p o xy- Based F i l lers:

The e fil lers are avai lable for wood and metal filling They are very quick setting and strong and
the" have the advantage of being ideal for rebuilding rotted wood as part of wood repairing
material s) stems But still they must be fi ni shed by paint.
Foa m F i l lers:

This type of fi ller

lS

for insulating and gap fil ling, very ideal for using around pipes and gaps

between timber frames and walls. They expand as they set (John McGowan & Roger Durben,
1 990)
Plastic Wood:
I s a wood colored and useful for fill ing small holes and cracks in wood.
Wood Stopping:
I fi l l er available in a wide range of wood shades (John McGowan & Roger Durben, 1 990)
Primers:
Are the 1 st coats of a paint system and are used to help provide good adhesion to the paint film
used a a top coat for the intended non-porous substrate For substrates that are porous the main
need for a primer is to prevent the excessive absorption of later paint coats
Surfacers:
Are paints with a 'very heavy pigment formulation needed to fill minor surface irregularities? It
is appl ied like a paint but usual ly by the spraying method but also can be applied with the aid of
a brush as well, it is usually sanded before finishing coats can be applied, but new sealers have
now appeared on the market that do not to be sanded out such as "stoppers"
Stoppers
Are Surfacers that are in the form of paste like materials intended to fill holes and cracks in a
surface that is to be painted. These paints are applied with a knife and sanded smooth after
drying as mentioned previou sly « R Woodbridge, ] 99 1 )
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�
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1

10

3

-5

::;

I U\·"

Pnn

t n �urtabl� lor \\ater
& are toXiC

TinIer

lor 01 I

paJnts

palDts

4

Rust inlub,ti\ e

!-.Ietal pnmers

4

Tends to retard dr) ing

Tinter for all paints

1

3

b;cellent fastness on

Ideal lor fintshing paint-;

weathering

3

I' xcellent
exposure

,

5

4

5

4

2

.2

Leafi ng or non-leafing
I)pes

S<!aIers

on e .....posure

metalhc paJnt'

Metal pnmers

III

A..II t } pes of
filUshe .

Decorative

Rush inhibihve

oil

Completely stable
Compl de ly stable
Tums

ri.:;h paints

Scrumbles glazes and tmlers

TinIer for all pa mts
Water .:olor grairung
Tmler for all pamts
All t� pes of parnt

All lypes of 011
filllshe.

blue on

exposure

\\ori.

h�al r�S1slJng pamts

Lm.:

Sem r-transparent

oil alkalIS

&

Prote ...'!, iron and steel

Complddy suble
Bnttle and transparent

All 1\ pes of patnt

Decorahve pamts on! �
Paints for primed steel

Settles on storage

1

5

fastne. s on

L eafing propertle.

Tarnishes

1 4

e

ri,wi{

4

'}

-

'0 (

9

,6
�

( I,

�

6

,

u�'Uf n

::

6

e
;;

>� -�

alkalis

I leal r�sistant

1.0. es gloss on

\\('alhermg
Fades m absence of
light

e

�
..;

.1

Cherrucal and

Chenu.::aI and heat

heat resIstant

paints

paints
.
Tinter for all

.3

Tinter for all

�

6
1

4

'"

parnls

Tinter

lor 011 alJ... yd pamts

oil/all.. vd pamts
Complet el y stable

All types of paint
Tinter

l 'nsultable lor waler

for

undercoat and
gloss

i

tant

parnts
Tinter for

8

resi

2

·5

\11 t)pes of patnl
Tinter for undercoat and gloss

pamts

illected by

heat

Decorative

finishes

1

Stable

FinIshing

2

Bro\\ n uodertone

Black gloss fuushcs

3

Blue undertone

Tinters for all paints

5

Leafing propertres

I

TitaIllu.m dio)"lde

In

3

ZIDC o\.ide

FungICIdal paints

3

Wbite lead

Lxtenor wood pri mers

J

Caldum

paints

1

8
c

�

�

8

(

2
2
.6
7

-

.c

7

r·

:::

Datll ohl.llned

.3
\ I' ulchel"

plum

bate:

Zmc phosphate

\nti·corrosi\e paints
most

paints

Pnmers for

\\ood and

galvanized iron
Metals and

some types of

uni .... ersal pnmer

d("�. 1 9t H

1 2-l

4 P'Pf-SDIJ 4
�� �It 1 ' .

('\1<

Ir" "orrv.<l. ( f.�"1�ms

"'",r

BalU: lead
Silico-chromate

•• )Ie

Dull orange pIgment

Low !Intlng strength allmHng It to be us�..J in admix"turl!S ''' Ith coloring pigments at a1l levcls 10 the
coating sy'tcm to promh: �'OTToS(on protecilon Widel� used lOr �oaung' tor both the struc"tUral
"eel mdus\r) and for alllomotl\c pamts

Le"

Bmic lead
sulphate

toXIC then the traditional red lead plI!ment

"'lute S\nthdic

liqUId paml

pigment, "foderate tmung strength " luch

Can "" u: "d al all level. m a coating sy stem
C se In IS hmH�'ti due 10 color change. For Ihey tend to darken
addi t i on 10 Ihe 10Xlcit) of the pigment
Its pnmarv use IS

Calcium

=

S:,- nthdlc

Plumbare

r

doe s not aJ]"ct

ill polluled almospheres and this In

for antI-corrosive coatings lor �1eeL partIcular"

pigmenl ofa

the /low propertIes oflhe

m manne enVIronments

whIte color w hen pure but Its usuaU) ofa buffed color

Ba" t.all� m nature II reacts "lth aClwc pamts to ) Ield lead soap, \\ luch have an mlubltory actIOn

...

The, have a remforcmg dlect on the mechanl.::a l propertle: of the film

"§

\lost e!leel lve p igm ent III primers on ZinC or galvanized iron surtaces

Tox·",I... hnllls Its applicatIOns III modern teclulolog)

..
=

.5

Read Lead

Zinc

(POlaSSUlII1)

Still highly used world wide espeCIally in heavy-duty mamtenance coatings for strucrural 'Ieel . due

10 the fonnation of soap that
Is found

CllTomOle

Zinc

give hIgh adheSloo and toughness to the 1;lm

-\re u�ed lor both de.;orati\·e and Industrial general purpose metal primers

baSIC

m nature and this limits Its use in acidIc pamt medIa

�on-basic

PJlOlpha1t'

;-.Ion-toXIC

\\lute colored pigment "hleb allo\\ the ,\Ide production of "hite or pale pri mers
They can be used In aqueous and solvent thinned systems

The� ar", i ncreasing!) employe<J as a resull of proven perfonnan ce. due to their abilit) of bemg
applied m any pallll media

VIrtually insoluble. therefore the) do not leacb from paints as do more wluble salts as zinc

chromate
The mechanisms o[ Its protection action are uncertain.

Zinc

Yello\\ synthetic pIgment

l"sed4 metal pretreatment pri mers "wash primers"

Tmo>..},CI,roltUlle

SttlUliess
.Sieel

[or alununum

Less soluble than

ZIJlC chromale & has a protective action and is an adhesion promoter

,·anous minor al loym g elements)
Hard bu t ductile corrosIon resistant being due to the presen..:e of a complex OXIde surlace fi lm
When used as a pIgment the film IS corro. lon protected thougb the mecharusm of tllls " uncertain
may pro,ide a decorative eflect partlcularl) because the metal IIself is essentially non-reactive in

An allo)

of (fon (chromium .. I1Ickei

the pa ml med Ia

Aluminum

::
..
...

Res,,1ant to many aggressive agents b) the presence
AvaIlable in 2 forms lealing·

Lead

surfaces especially lor 31rcrafts

"h�>re other materials have are not app h cab le

&

01 a

fa.;.: film ot alul1ll1la
sur

non-leafing ·gradcs.

�

Hean meal able metal
Cben ,,:ally r"'lstanl to many ch"mICais. due to the formation of prolectiv·" surface OXIde and salt
fi lms

Used in paints based on linseed oil. [or the preparation of prolective primers for sleel ,\or"
High addition levels are used and because of the hIgh den,,!) of lead settlement can be a problem

ZUIC

Data

�ou r('(': J_Bo

on

dunns.�to� of the

.\n

liqUId p:lInl

electropositive metal. chemIcally reacli,·e

l'�ed in paint teclulOlogy for the preparation of rich-zinc protective primers for steel work
TIlev function as an efficient anti-corrosion coating
level ofzme addition can lead to sculemenl problems during �torage of the liqUId pa mt
HI

F raun hof(

gh

,ridt;!('. 1 99 1

the plane of the film
of a paint fi l m and become oriented parallel t o
.
.. �I;ng Grade. tc'Tld 10 Ooal t o th e surfa.;e
d w ltlun the film and theIr malll function IS to
wstribute
randomly
more
are
but
surface
film
the
.. ;\on-I .ealing Grade do not immIgrate to

pro' lde a d':«>rau, e parkk dlect to the coatmg
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posit

" m

Cotl/aU/l/lg O�'f!r
dryUlg

D

R�<zn

60°. of a

G....od flO\\

L'sed for S()m� alT df) mg pnmers

I l Igh gloss

:-Iost und�coal!,

Good flexlbllil)

\" cathe'!" reslstanl
Pal.: color

Eggshell

finish�s

Varnisbes

:-';ot alkah resistant

Moclified to a gel or

rhixoTrop'c srruaure

Gut)d hrusb

abllit�

High gd strength

Thixotropic p31nl$

Fast gel reco\'� rate
Ikav) lilm build

�on-drip
COlllainulg 1I01l-dry oils

\ ef) slo\\ non-<J.r;.ing
Pale color

:! -pad or cold cure type

PlasIJCIZ�s III cdlulose pamts

Soft
Excdlent adhesion
Excellent \\aler reslstanc.:
Excdlent cbemical resistance
Lxcellent abrasIon resIstance

Chernica.ll� reSls1ant coatmgs
Abrasion reslstanl coatlOgs

\\.·at� resIstant

coallOgs

b.1Iemel\ hard film
I -pac!.. cpox') ester (modified

w Ith dn mg t)ils)

Chemical resistant- hut much less than

:! -pac!.. or cold cure tvpe

Extrcmel� hard film

I -pact..: based on df) 109 oils

I

the 2 -pa.:!.. type

�laJDtenance pamls lor lactones
CheDllcal Resistant hOl,hes

Excellent weath� reSIstance

AbraSIon Resistant Coat lllgs

Excellent abraSIon resistance

Filllshes

Exc.:llent cbemi..-aJ resistance

Int.:rior And Ex1enor Gloss

L ess alkalI re. istant than epox,)

Clear Wood FilUshcs

Good color

AdheSIves

. -on yello\\Jflg

EmulSIon Paints

Good I1m\ ing propertIes

Mast)nry PaUlls

Good adbeslOn
Good water resIstant
Alkali resIstant
Good ex1emal durabtllt)

�crJ'/ic Emulsions

Good wasb abihtv
Excellent adhe.lon

EmuL�ion PaJDts

Water \\blte color

Timber Pnmers

�on-ydlo\\ iug

Ql11c!.. DrylOg
Adhesi ves

\lkali-resistant

Mason!) Pamt'

Vcr) gt)t)d e\temal durablhty

Phenolics Resins

1

Verv good \\ash abiht)

Ven good waler resistance
\lkaJi resIstant
Poor color

ndacoat'

resl�1ant vanllshes
�Iarmc \ amI hes
Anti -Corrosive Primers

Alkah

Yellows badl)

COlzmarone Rl!5in

Alkali resistant

A1I..a li resistant pamts

lAl'\ acid value

:-1etallic palllts

Tends to yellow

Maine Resi"
=
'7
"

t
.J:

�

�

,

Ct)mbllled

WIth

alk y d resms for

non-yello\\ing paints

Good gloss

Pale vartUshcs

poI.1r color

Crea/Formaldehyde Resin

\ ef)

(2-Pock

�on yellowmg

kid CaJoly;ed)

�.

..

in colt)r

:\on yellowing
Poor re.lstance to chemIcals

z.

=

\'cry pale

Clear lacquers for bar counters
and furnIture

l iard gI ossy film�
Heat reSlslanl
Clear waterproofing ft)r bar

SihcOIl Resin

Water resistant
Heat resIstant up to 475°c

counters

PO�I'l'inyl Butyral

Excellent adhesion

Etch pnmers

Copot
Fossil resms ohtamed mainl) from Congo

\'er) hard

Oil varmshes

JlallilJl Copal

Road mar!.. mg paints

Bleed resistant
Pale color

obtained Ii-om ne\\ Zealand

fhmiture

Pale color

Fossd reslIlS obtain.:d from malllia

Kouri
Fossi l resIns

&

Combmes well

WIth oil

at!

varnisbes

Damar

\ ery fleXIble

Cellulose lacquers

L tC
Recent resin obtamed from excreta of lree feeding

Soluble in alcoht)l

Motting

Recent resm tapped from l inng trees in '.falaysla

IIlS�ct, in IndIa

Shellac vamisbes
Buttt)n pobsb
French pol isb

J)Mll ( '\ I ulehel & n RhodM.
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Oil

I n

f
of tb I

II < hi
t
JlI nt

d

ta d ( hi
I p rt l I I P I m

do

:>lix"d ·",th red or "hlte lead for m�tal and limbel'
rn m�r
OJ! modified fe. to mecitums Chenucal!, combtned \\Ith
a1k) d. .:pOX) and urethane resins

Pale , el l,)\\

Oil modtlied resin mechums
Some wood and metal pnmcrs
\fanufaclure of alkyd restn

in

color

l l tgh \'IS':O.,I!)

Oil modified

resm mechum..

:\'ot alkah resl<:Iant
..
Pale , eIlO'.

\'s
'l) 'sh)\\ cit; ing

Combtned ,,,th reslns for use
reslshng coatmgs

�hlk, white in color

ChemIcally

Docs n01 darken \\Ith age
'\ot a lka h or \\ater resistant

I un
01

\)ric. \\Ithm 7days under good dr: lI1g conditions

Reslsumt 10 alkali
Slow <!n Ulg

I

i]
I I

}) : . A r Jkhr &

Pale dlow tn ':0101'
[me' \\ Ilhin 7da, under good dr: tng .:ondltlons
Saponified h) the ac"tlon of strong alJ... alis
DarJ... ens " Ith age
I inllt.:d \\a!.-r resl'tan,,,,
DarJ... brow n to �olor
Dark bm\\n i n color
Dnes \\ Itlll n I 2 hours
Imrm,,!!l w ater n:slStanWnt
C'lmpared \\Ith h IL,.;.;d oil
('clOd adheSIon
Sarolll tied h) the a.:lion o r alJ... a1I �
DarJ... "'lS .1I1 d becomes bnttlc \\ Ith age

Excdh!nl l1o\\
(;ood l1 e Xlbil ity

Be n Oll

n h IIr t d l

\�

1"" lIlertl'"

lIo:lrd ( h i
d li t t h
" tb d r
dde

"0

4

lor 011

III

a1kall

resisting

combined \\Ith resins use m alkali-resistmg
and \\a1er resisting coatings

and waler

Chemicallv combined \\ Ith alkyd resms

Slnular pfoperties to tung oil
Pale yd lo\\
Vcry slo" drying
Do.:s not dark.en \\lLh age
:\'ot alkali or \\aler re"stanl

Som<:tlmes used as an altematl\C to tung od

Can <Ir\

Chen1lcal!y

III

and \\ater

under 5hours

com billed "ith alkyd epoxy resUl�

Pale .:olor

:\'on-, ello"l�

B '"

ldc" 1 )"' 1
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' ''''al Dnt'r MtI,

f

..,.",

\Iost !'<)\\l-r!u l dncr hut Il� elli.'ct IS pnmanl � on th.: surfa".:.
r,.:c's "('':''Mlt dn�r kads 10 premature ,urtace :I.. i mung
and subs.:qu�"Il1 \\nnJJmg oflb� surface.
\ tvplcal le\ .:! of cohalt dn<.T IS .05°0 0f rohall mclal .:akulated on tnlal resin
solids
( k�:J.."I,malh usoo on Its 0\\11 m aluminum � alllls and
also in SlO \ l OgpalOLs
p

( oba

I ad

'I

Trad,ll<'nal l ) th" 01,"1 �omm<ml) used melal
\ t�plcal k\ d otlcad dner is .05°0 calculat.:d on tolal f<."S1ll solids
Sltll used m COmblll:llt<>1l \\lth olher mClab lIllless tOXIClt) or sullidc staining of the
film rules out
lllOugh :,>me olher addltl \ es arc bClIlg used as repla.:ement lor lead non h.1\e bcen
able to prove
elre<.:tl\ CfiCSS as \\ .:1 1 as kad

aD

2 ' most powerlul drier after cobalt

It "onln buts'S III both ,urlace and through dr, mg
Its Ilimtatlon IS color: due t" the chang� Irom manganous, light bro\\n
tillS 1l1c� are used lor unds'l"coats and pnmers.

to dark

bro" n the color of predominatel� mangaOlc Due 10

Increased b.:ncJit IS obl.11000 tile more amounts of mangane,.: 1l1at are added \\Iuch IS not applicable 10 other dners u sed 111 pall11

manufacturing or appllLation

,\ t\pical

lin

l.:\d of manganese dner IS .05°0 calculated on total resill solids

( ss-d as a soap "r adde d as a lin.: OXide pigment 111 drier quantities
It slo\\, the Imtlal surface

( al

IUIll

�ing and accelcrates the

1l1e resulting lilm IS hard�r \\hen
:\ot 3 pnme drl.:r

LII1(; i s

used

Ifs lL'.ed as an aux;haT) dner to a lead coball
10\\ t.!mperature I

\ t"pic'al level of calcIUm

rt

drier S) sf.:m; becalLsc it

helps prevent precipitation ofth.: leadon storag.: And

dry ing at

dner is 2 · 0 .:a l cu l ated on total rcslI1 solids

\ substltution !or lead that \\as i ntroduced a fc\\ years ago
It has the problem Ill" vello"tng \\hlch dJscourages its us.:

(nur

B

Improved

dry through

r

It's used as an amciit3r) drier to a lead cobalt
10\\ iemperature IS Impro\'ed

, '0 genlTaJ
Is

drier :y�em, because

It belps prevent preclpllahon of llte lead on st orage '\l1d

dT\ II1g at

hazard ilial IS known ot: but still lhc amount or It used 111 toys is stricti) controlled

appl ied 111 '<)me lead free drier combinations. but concern exists for Its long lenn future
kgi s l atl on on to,j

Is regarded the prime replacement for lead a' a t)plcalIy . 2 · . calculated on lotal resll1 sol t ds but Its dr, ing mechalltsm IS di fferent and

Ih ODIU

there tore It can not

be

regarded as a direct sub,titution

TOXlcit\ clearance has pro\.:n satis(ac\ory

m

substitutton lor lead iliat was introduced a fo:" years ago
hru tile problem ofydlo\\1I1g wlndl discourages Its usc
I.<'ss,,, dry on storage
'\0 r.:al usage

A
It

\Iumlnu

1

Somelim.:s recommended as a potential part replacement for lead

ILs

USo: appears to

I.R

be most effechve "hen some modification of the resin is made to complement its dfect
IS recommended be fore lise

upphers

Reference to s

[. r'lunhof::1

bOU I"Dt'. 1 987
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Some 1 1'P/C al Pmlll1n PI,{mUlI
Color
Blael..

lnoq�anic

On!anic

Carbon Blae-k

Anilinl' Black

Coppn C 'nrbonatl'
' l anl(a nl'l>e Dio\.ide
YeUon

Lead Chromall'

l\ ickel .\£0

\ eOo"

/.inc ( h romate
Barium Chromate
Cadmium

_

u1fide

I ron Oxides
R1ue/ Yioll't

Gre-en

l l llramari ne

Pht haloc�anin Blue

PIU"ian
Blue
'

Indanlhrl'ne Blue

Cobalt Blue

C arbazol Violl't

C hromium

Red

0

ide

Phthalocyanin

Rl'd I ron Oxide

Toluidine Red

Cadmium Solenoid

Quinacridone!>

Rl'd Ll'ad
Chrome Rl'd
"rute

Titanium Dioxide

-

Zinc Oxide
Antimon)" Odde
Lead Carbonate ( Basic)

7abh 14 /0 �omt

71PI( al

IIflP

1

Chemical nature
Barium sulphatl'

Plgm

1115 ImOr'S,'Ill(,
Ty pe
Bal")1es
Blanc

Calcium carbonate

fixe

Chalk
Calcite
Precipitated chall..

Calcium sulphate

Gypsum
A nhydrite
Precipitatl'd calcium sulphate

Silicate

Silica
Diatomaceous silica

Clay
Tak

;\ l ica

1 30
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Paint

and (. oati ng

and I h e i r Env iro n Il1en t(ll J

act on H uman H ea l th
The follow ing questi onnaire is for the purpose of a Master Degree Progra
m in Mater ial
cience Engine ering at the United Arab Emirates Univer sity in lain. It for
academ ic use
is
only and ha no intentio n to intrude or effect any paint manufacturer or company of any
kind.
The main aim of thi quest ionna ire is
Creating awarene s for environm ental impacts of paints and coatings on the health of human
beings in hot arid climates with respect to different weather condition s in the same region
Relating impacts conclude d from questionn aire to paint types and function
Anal yzing informatio n from end users to find out the most suitable paint type for the U A E
em i ronment
0

1 1)

In

cup 1100

case of olher. Illen�r spedf," ,
t'

1 .2)

"l'

tatu

of bou r boldl'r'

l n der

s� age

10 ll'ars

11-60

I l-WJears

O!l'r 60 rears

Ua/e
female

2. J) J ocation & Type of Public Building
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::: , c:--.. - -

/.ow/ion

\lwham 1

B.1IIf!\!:..1.
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